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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, August 15, 1973

In Our 94th Year
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THREE SECTIONS TODAY
Today's Ledger & Times
contains tau regular sections of
10 and 8 pages each plus an 8page tabloid section for
Begley's making a total of 26
pages in the edition.
•

Vol. LXXXXIV No. 193

10' Per Copy

Electricity Evolves
As Solution To Gas
Cifirs-FoeStadium
Electricity has evolved as the a cost-plus basis," he added.
Hogancamp, along with Dr.
solution to the fuel crisis which
recently arose as the latest Harry M. Sparks, president,
of the
threat to the long-delayed $5.5 and Orrin Bickel, director
million academic-athletic physical plant, met last week
complex at Murray State with members of the Murray
Gas System committee and
University.
representatives of Texas Gas
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp, Corporation to discuss the
Admission for the contest will
adfor
dilemma. That conference
be 75 and 25 cents and the public vice-president
said sparked the hope that gas might
is invited, a spokesman said. ministrative affairs,
have been be available through NovemProceeds will go toward emergency steps
convert to an ber, allowing time for a concommunity -service projects. initiated to
heat version to an electric boiler.
The winner of the contest will electric boiler to provide
facility,
the
for
ventilation
and
Finally nearing completion
receive a crown, trophy, roses,
years behind the after a series of delays, the
$25 savings bond, and gift already two
construction schedule. project, which includes 16,800.
certificate from Lad and original
Lassie's Children Shop. The
"Hoping that enough gas will seat Roy Stewart Stadium,
first and second runner-ups will be available to carry us through became the center of attention
receive a rose, trophy, and gift the month of November, we again late in July when it
certificate from Lad and have requested the state became evident that a shortage
Lassie.
division of engineering to of nature-1M posed a nava--•
Forty-five contestants bet- consider an agreement with a major problem.
Dismal prospects for future
contractor for the conversion on
(See Contest, Page HI)
supplies of fuel oil left the
university "absolutely no
alternative," according to
Hogancamp. And, though he

Contest For Little Miss
Murray-Calloway Planned

Tau PM Lambda Sorority of
the Woodmen of the World will
present the first annual Little
•
ew
Miss Murray-Calloway County
Contest,Saturday, August IS,at
seven p.m., in the Lovett
Auditorium on the Murray State
University Campus.
Rehearsal will be at seven
p.m., August 17, in the same
auditorium.
4brt_
.
Miss Murray State 1973, Miss
oiwomilay
Vicki Collison, will be mistress
141)0, 4
R
of ceremonies and provide
k A•
attertainment between conn'.
7
I '
petition rounds. Miss CoWson,
age 20, Washington, Indiana, is
a junior voice major at Murray
State University. She is in
Sigma Alpha Iota Sorority and
aa,
has played the lead roll in
4114
(See Stadium, Page 101
Campus Lights for two consecutive years. She has also
Benefit Supper & Show
Wednesday, August M, has through P: 8:30 to 9 a.m.,
played in the summer theatre
name
registration
as
last
whose
students
designated
been
fix two years at Vincennes
To Be At Dexter Friday
the new $58,140 aerial ladder truck for the Murray Fire Department.
University and this summer day for the Murray Middle begins with Q through S; 9 to
. AERIAL LADDER—Delivery will be accepted Saturday on
said
Cooper
Jackie
Chief
Fire
favorable fifth class insurance rating.
represented Murray State School, according to principal 9:30 a.m., students whose last
A benefit supper and country
Purchase of the truck was necessary for the city to retain its
name begins with T through Z;
specialized in fire fighting, adding that four men will be assigned to
University in the Miss Kentucky Robert Jeffrey.
music show will be held Friday,
that the new truck will enable the department to become more
28
of
men
total
A
city.
the
in
five
to
trucks
of
fleet
the
grade
brings
eighth
to
whose
10
9:30
and
students
a.m.,
ladder,
Seventh
Pageant.
August 17, at the Dexter
the new truck. The new piece of equipment, with an 85-foot aerial
new truck does not have a pumper on it, a 500 gallon-per-minute nozzle will
accompanist students will assemble in the last name begins with A through Community Center, sponsored
CoLlison's
Miss
are now employed on the fire department. Although the
to
buildings,
or
large
missions, the local firemen will use it to fight fires on
will be Richard Jones, a twenty- auditorium at eight a.m, for D; and 10 to 10:30 a.m., students by the Dexter Homemakers
be mounted on the ladder. Designed primarily for rescue
large variety of tools, is built by the Peter Pirsch and Sea
a
carries
which
truck,
ladder
The
top.
year old graduate of necessary instruction, and whose last name begins with E Club.
the
five
from
fires
building
fight smaller
six through J.
by
Photo
Hint.
David
(Staff
The sale of plate lunches will
Murray State in accounting. He students in grades five and
Company on a Ford cheats.
their respecttve
is presently employed at will go to
reminded parents start at four p.m. The music
Jeffrey
in the Austin
Richardson and Trevathan homerooms
that immunization certificates show will start at 7:30 p.m.
Building. Homerooms may be
Accounting Firm in Murray.
required for children at- Bands scheduled to appear are
are
found by checking the lists of
public schools and they the Blue Grass Revelers,
tending
students posted on each
should see that the certificates Rhythm Ramblers, and Eugene
said.
Jeffrey
homeroom door,
Kirks and the Country Genare up to date.
Registration of fifth and sixth
tlemen.
attend
Student3 who did not
grade students will be done in
The traditional barbecue that
The public is invited to attend,
the Middle School last year, but a club spokesman said. All
the homerooms, he added.
opens fall football practice at
may
year,
this
enroll
Hewlett Cooper, hee1111—. Registration schedules for the plan to
Murray State University will be
proceeds from the supper and
planner at the local health fifth and sixth grades will be: 8 register by calling 753-5125 by show wW go to the Crippled
Sunday at 6:30 p.m.
Jeffrey
center, will be honored as one of a.m. to 8:30 a.m., students Friday, August 17,
Sponsored by the Murray
Children's Telethon.
T.O. Downing of Fairlane "Big M Club," the barbecue will
47 employes of the state whose last name begins with K said.
dark
our
on
light
sheds some
department of health for their
be in new Roy Stewart Stadium
headed Cardinal. He wrote the unless it is determined the
combined total of 600 years of
Audubon Society about these affair would interfere with
d
service to the state.
strange looking Cardinals and stadium construction. Should
Cooper will be honored for 15
not
do
they surmise that birds
years of service Thursday.
that be the case, the barbecue
take good care of themselves
Health
of
be in Cutchin Stadium.
ON I AP) — Pres- 22 to the stream of allegations Commissioner
will
WASHINGT
during the nesting period and
of the barbecue site, ident Nixon takes his defense in flowing from what ranks as one William P. McElwain, M.D.,
Regardless
are attacked bilice, thus losing a tour of the new 16,800-seat
the Watergate case to the of the greatest political scan- wW present the awards in
their head feathers. The sun
PrIAt.
is scheduled for those American people tonight with a dals in the nation's history.
stadium
darkens the skin and you come
television address about the
attending.
by opinion polls
Confronted
looking
up with a grotesque
Tickets for the barbecue are scandal that has marred his showing public confidence in
•
Cardinal. This speculation $2.50 each and may be bought
presidency.
his administration and him perseems reasdnable to us since, at the gate or from
'
any
The chief executive worked sonally at all time lows. the
when you get mutations, you member of the "Big M Club."
telethe
at his Camp David retreat to- President will seek in
usually get only one of a kind. Coach Bill Furgerson will in- day on the final version of the 9
vision address to rally public
—14r Downing has spotted troduce members of the 1973 pm. EDT speech and on a
support for his second term forApcondition.
this
several in
Racer team and preview the more detailed written state- eign and domestic goals
_
• --liarently when the birds get season which will open Sept. 15, ment to be released at the
White House officials who
through nesting and return to against Western Carolina at same time.
contend the American people
overcome
they
health,
robust
Murray.
The half-how: address from are "ready to turn the corner •
this malady and become whole
the
Oval Office will be carried on Watergate, said tonight's reCardinals again. Thanks Mr.
The Murray High Varsity
live by all national radio and sponse will be followed in the
Downing,
FREE KITTENS
public
other
networks.
television
Cheerleaders recently returned
days ahead by
Kittens, eight weeks old, are
The speech and statement spe.hes and news conferences. from the NCA Cheerleading
S•
.
George Griffin, former free to persons for pets. For
is acomprise Nixon's first comClinic at "Ole Miss" in Oxford,
manager of the local Big K, information call 753-6494.
(See Nixon, Page 10)
prehensive response since May
Mississippi.
of
manager
store here, and now
Attending the camp were
the Clarksville, Tennessee
I.
cheerleaders from the
1,250
store, sends a big hello to all his
and Midwest. States
South
friends here in Murray.
•
represented at the camp were
Albama, Florida,
Mississippi,
Now comes Mrs. Thomas
Lousiana, Tennessee, Missouri
(See Sees & Heard, Page 10)
and Kentucky.
Each day the Murray squad
received first place ribbons in
competition. They received a
superior trophy for their accomplishments throughout the
Sunny and warm today and
week. Friday, at the final
Thursday. with highs in the
Murray
the
competition
mid 80s. Clear and cool tonight,
Cheerleaders were awarded the
with lows in the mid Gas Winds
"Coca Cola" award which is
northwesterly 10 to 15 miles an
given each year to the group
4*-.•
1
-Z44,4/
hour today The outlook for Friwho has shown the most outwarm.
day is partly cloudy and
cheerleading
standing
Agricultural forecast:
techniques at the camp.
Probabilities of measurable
According to Mrs. Lucy
precipitation are zero today
sponsor, the Murray
Rollins,
•
I
IV,
and tonight, and ten per cent
s will now compete
Cheerleader
/6
tomorrow. No rainfall is exContest.
National
Cola's
`am..
N.
in Coca
pected through 8 a.m. tomorow
squads
five
top
The
morning. Weather for outdoor
chosen in the United States will
work, drying and crop spraying
receive $300.00 gift certificates
altomorow,
is good today and
and a national trophy.
ala
though moderate winds lofty afCEA PROGRAM REVUEW —Clarence Billings (second from right) of Jefferson City, Mo., outgoing
Murray High cheerleaders
\X,
fect crop spraying today.
president of the Conservation Education Association, discusses the program of the 20th anniversary are Denise Hook, captain, Lisa
Soil temperatures are now conference on the campus of Murray State University with some of the incoming officers Jane
Cindy
Harrell, Lynn Hewitt,
averaging In the upper 70s and Westenherger si Arlingteklirti., will take office as the new president Wednesday and John G.
SHAMAPT1TIMBillis1AFeei1eatI*s eeèNCA Cheerleadtng Clinic. 71sey
Chrizenan, Trine Nicks, and
Cindy Chrisman, and
low 80s, and -will drop to the Hewston (right)of Arcata, Calif., and John Paulk of Murray will become new members of the hoard
Knight, who urged are,left4light,Remise Nook,captain, Lisa Harrell, middle row, Lynn Hewitt,
Donna
upper 70s throughout during the of directers. Paull( is serving as the program director for the meeting of the national organiration,
Knight.
Donna
mei
Nicks
row,
Inns
bottom
football
the
everyone to attend
(Wilson Woolley Photo)
next day or so. The livestock which began Sunday and continues through Thursday.
games and support the Tigers
safety index will be in the safe
Wilson
by
Woolley)
i Photo
fall.
this
category today and tomorrow
.111•••11

•

Middle School Registration
Day Scheduled for August 22

MOM.

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

MSU Grid Barbecue
Slated For Sunday

Nixon To Take
Defense Before
People Tonight

Cooper To Be
Honored Thursday

Murray High
Cheerleaders
Win Honors

'Or

•

The Weather
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State Government Report.
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By SENATOR CARROLL HUBBARD
6*•

Combined Billing Saves Money
The city council for some years now has discussed
combined billing for city utilities. Under combined
billing a person would receive one statement each
month for all utilities. This would include natural
-gas.- electricity,'sanitation or garbage pickup,
'sewerage, and water. Under this system. a resident
:-:would write one check and pay at one place. Intead of three checks, three envelopes and three
tamps. he would use one check, one envelope and
one stamp.
,
rile saving to the city is obvious. At this time each
utility does its own billing and pays its own postage.
• The only combined billing at this time is the water
1.- and sewer and sanitation systems. Customers
receive the garbage pickup bill on the same
• -statement as the water and sewer statement.
With an average of 3,000 customers for each
utility:we can see an immediate saving of approximately $4300 in postage alone to the city. The
saving to the citizen would be about the same even
. though many take their bills to the system offices.
Mailing a utility bill with the check taltes an eight
..;.4cent stamp, _while. mailing -the statement_ to the.
---Atititiatotner teke-g-V-Irrt-ceitt-stattip.
Another saving to the city would be that only one
statement would be printed while today there are
three, thus approximately two-thirds of the printing
cost would be saved. Add to this the actual billing
procedure cost.
We can see no reduction in employees since
growing systems constantly need experienced
. personnel anyway.
Admittedly it will cost the city something to set up
the combined billing system, but over a period of a
•few years, this cost would be recaptured in great
:-..,part, in the saving experienced.
*. The mechanics of such a system are not known to
"us, but we do know that the system is being em„alloyed in some cities.
Since this topic has been discussed for some
years. we hope that the city council will undertake
serious study of a combined billing system. It bids to
save the city money and provide a saving as well as
a convenience to the residents.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMER FILE

Mrs. Gertie Grubbs. age 80, died yesterday.
Calloway County Schools will open August 22,
according to County Superintendent Buron Jeffrey,
and Murray City Schools will open August 28, according to City Superintendent Fred Schultz.
J.H. Smith and Keith Hill have purchased the
Thurman-Produce Company from Rudolph Thur—
man.
Rev. Billy G. Hurt of Benton is the speaker at the.
revival meeting at the Scott's Grove Baptist Church.
Fryers are advertised at 23 cents per pound in the
,ad for Parker's Food Market this week.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

Wendell Patterson, former sheriff of Calloway
County, died about 6:30 this morning at his home on
the East Highway.
Peter Panzera received his Doctor of Philosophy
degree and John Purdom his Bachelor's degree at
the University of Kentucky at Lexington yesterday.
Dwinen Melton and William E. Hodge completed
Army training recently at the Medical Replacement
Center at Camp Pickett, Va.
Edgar Shirley will attend the Florist Telegraph
Delivery Convention at Houston, Texas. He will be
accompanied by his wife and children. Tommy,
Patsy, and Donna.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
For there is no difference between the Jew and the
(;reek: for the same Lord over all is rich unto all
that call upon him.—Romans 10:12.
God is the Father of all mankind, regardless of
race or color.

Isn't It The Truth!
('anl Riblet Jr.
Our beloved land is fast becoming a teeming cone
of-steel and stone and soon to be no more a farreached land of sea and scan. And we can blame it
on the highway, the high rise, high living and the low
IQ in high places. "The intelligent have a right over
the ignorant: namely, the right
of instructing them.”
—Ralph Waldo Emerson
or

Ends TON ITE
"The Soul of
Nigger Charley"

•
•

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

by
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MAYFIELD, Ky. — Gov. Wendell H. Ford's
executive order of last week giving 4,211 state
employees in the laborer, janitor and driver categories
(primarily in the Bureau of Highways) "the same
coverage and protections" provided by the state merit
system deservee commendation now and legislative
approval during the 1974 Kentucky General
Assembly. Ford plans to ask the legislature to make
the change statutory law.
Under questioning by reporters at the state capitol,
Ford dismissed any idea that he was making the
E4101) Taloa Naafi, b
change to insure that the patronage employees
Celpiriy Seem Service
appointed dunng his administration keep their jobs
when his term expires in December, 1975."I'm going
to let the cynics and barbs come, because I believe
I'm right," Ford said.
Ralph Homan of Lawrenceburg, a Republican
member of, the slate personnel board, criticized
Ford's action, stating, 9 would have thought a lot
more of it if it had been done during the first week of
his administration." Homan suggested the governor's
order "only guarantees that Democrats now holding
a
the jobs would continue to do so."
By LES SEAGO
Tenn., and Bowling Green.
correspond4_
which
law,
system
The merit
Associated Press Writer
As the -lost pilot continued to
prohibits
statutes,
-service
somewhat to federal civil
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (API
fly deeper into the thundercovered
hiring and firing based on politics, bars
Three Federal Aviation Admin- storm, the FAA operators at
employees from most political activities and prohibits
istration facilities and a Hop- Nashville and Crossville atthe solicitation of covered employees for political
kinsville, Ky., professional pilot tempted to get cross bearings
the
increases
contributions and services. Ford's action
teamed up Monday night to on his position. Through Allen,
percentage of the state's 31,782 employees covered
lead a lost pilot out of a thun- the pilot was asked to hold his
by the merit system from about 80 per cent to 95 per
radio microphone down for 10derstorm tasafety.
cent: -These remaining •oiitaide the -merit..systebi n.ow ' The unidentified pilot, flying-_second.periada._. 'tea rufficiars, the- -staffcr.the governor: a single-engine Naar Corn-. -Buchanan,- at and tUtenant governor, aepartment heads and icaTer
anche, took off from Bowling plotted his position using the
high-level administrators in the executive branch and
Green, Ky., shortly after 8 p.m. bearings provided by radio diemployees of the legislative and judicial branches. .
bound for Chattanooga, the rection finders at Crossville
Actually, the governor has given job security to
FAA flight service station at and in the Nashville airport
in
working
both Democrats and Ftepublicans, because
control tower.
-Bowling Green said.
these 4,211 jobs are individuals of both parties.
After pinpointing his position,
Soon afterwards, the pilot ran
Hundreds of these employees went to work during
into a line of severe thunder- Buchanan, again relaying dibeen
have
the Louie B. Nunn administration. There
storms that swept across rections through Allen, directed
no wholesale firings during the Ford administration.
Middle Tennessee and Southern the lost craft back toward
The new order limits the political activities of the
Bowling Green and around sevKentucky.
workers and protects them from retribution if they
The pilot radioed for help, eral large storms.
no longer work their precincts or give to the party
The flight service station at
but contact with the flight servcoffers.
ice station at Nashville was Bowling Green said the lost piyear
next
The chances of the order being enacted
Soon lost. After repeated efforts lot broke into the clear near
next
can be rated excellent. Yes, in part because the
tore-establish contact, Billy Al- Glasgow, Ky., and landed at
legislature will be predominantly Democratic but also
len of Hopkinsville. who was the airport there just before 9
because most legislators believe we should keep
flying in the area, heard the p.m.
and
competent, experienced employees in state jobs
Partridge said afterward that
distressed pilot's call for help
end the time-worn, bad practice of gubernatorial
as well as the ground station's the outcome might have been
candidates promising jobain 12S,counties and after
considerably different had the
attempts to reach him.
being inaugurated replacing thousands of
Allen, risking his own safety, distressed pilot waited any
hard-working job holders with political cronies and
offered to remain in the area, longer to ask for help.
zealots.
"Usually they wait until it's
relaying messages back and
*5*
too late," he said. "When they
forth.
Complaints of prostitution along 1-65 in Simpson
Earl Partridge, the watch su- call us in time, we can help."
County have prompted extra patrols by state police
at Nashville, said M.
pervisor
at rest stops and service plazas on the super-highway.
D. "Buck" Buchanan, a flight
State police recently arrested four persons for
*************
service specialist, coordinated **************
prostitution at one of the 1-65 rest stops.
the rescue effort with the flight
* 5*
Coming Next Week!
Ends TONIGHT .‘
service stations at Crossville,
Tom Kitchens, special agent in charge o'f the FBI in
The TRUE Story of
MAMAS
"LOST HORIZON" *
Kentucky, has said that the FBI is conducting an
PS. newt Is "%Om •••••••,.....•
investigation into allegations that Kentucky's
"Lithe Laura & Big John"
"The Stewardesses"
Democratic Party headquarters in Frankfort was
"shaking down" state contractors for a percentage of
Showtimes:
Sat_ Sun. 1.30 ,
4
*
a
their state business. The alleged kickbacks are said to
!,
•
„
„
have ranged from four to 10 per cent of the value of
the contract for real estate appraisers who estimate
a nipvie!
the value of land to be condemned for highway
construction. A Democrat and former mayor of
* * * Starts THURSDAY * * *
— (Tubby)'Grissoni, has accused- one
Glasgow, William
party official of seeking kickbacks from him in
—
CINCINNATI, Ohio
exCbange for state contracts.
Brigadier General Wayne S.
U. S. Attorney Eugene Siler, Jr. of Lexington has
Nichols will become Ohio River
confirmed that the FBI began its investigation July
Division Engineer in September
20.
***
1973, the Army Corps of
•
Engineers announced.
Dr. Constantine Curris and Walter L. Apperson,
He will succeed Major
two talented young men who are Moving soon to
General William L. Starnes who
Murray, have never met but soon wilt be working
has retired.
together promoting Murray State University at a
General Nichols now is
critical point in the university's development. Both
Military
of
Director
Curris and Apperson are talented and have been the
In An ALAN J PAKULA Production
Engineering and Topography,
recipients of many honors. Curtis will become
Office, Chief of Engineers,
president of MSU Sept. 15 and Apperson, now editor
and
D.C.,
Washington,
of The Mayfield Messenger, assumes his new duties as
currently assists the Chief of
president and publisher of The Ledger & Times on
*5*
Engineers in accomplishing
Sept. 1.
and
management
staff
Western Kentuckians ,wanting to attend the 1973
military
of
supervision
Kentucky State Fair (which begins in Louisville this
AND THE WHOLE DAMN THING
engineering and topography
Thursday and ends Saturday of next week) should be
Army.
the
functions
throughout
alerted that hotel and motel accommodations in the
Showtimes: 3:00-5:00-7:00-9:00 Sat. Sun 1:00
The Army Corps of Engineers
Louisville area this weekend will be as bad as
plans and executes a major
Kentucky Derby weekend. There will be some 12,000
national water resources
Shriners in Louisville Aug. 16-18 for the Southeastern
development program under
Shrine Association convention. State Fair Board
directives
and
policies
officials suggest that families needing lodging wait
established by the President
until next week to attend the annual state fair.
and Congress. The Corps also
***
performs engineering and
This „Friday is "Governors' Day" at the annual
for the U.S. Army,.
construction
International, Banana Festival in Fulton, Ky. and
and as assigned,for the U.S. Air
South Fulton, Tenn. Invitations have been extended
* Starts THURSDAY
Force and other government
to Gov. Ford and Tennessee Gov. Winfield Dunn to
agencies.
attend the "Governors' Luncheon" at noon and a
In his new position, General
reception that afternoon. Ford will attend but Dunn
Nichols will be responsible for
will be unable to be present.
* 5*
Corps assigned programs of
water resource development
J. R. Miller, chairman of the Kentucky Democratic
and environmental enhanParty and general manager of the Green River Electric
cement in the 204,000-square
Corporation at Owensboro, is well known to be
mile Ohio River Basin. There
successful as an administrator, organizer and
districts in the 14
are four
fund-raiser. But a stump speaker? Well, as .the
states served by the Division:
principal speaker Aug. 4 at the Fancy Farm picnic
Huntington, Louisville, NashMiller, not using any notes, gave an impressive
ville and Pittsburgh.
political spt.ech.
* a,*
• It has been known for near two years that some
eastern Kentucky attorneys were banking some
Musical Comedy
•
fabulous fees from workmen's compensation cases of
The Volantes, a two-man
black lung victims. Now we learn that Kentucky's
musical comedy act on wheels,
black lung program is putting $4,000 to $20,000 a
will demonstratetheir versatile
skills on unicycles in two free
month extra into • the pockets of some eastern
performances each day of the
Kentucky .dottors. Medical examinations of the poor
1973 Kentucky State Fair,
coal miners seeking benefits are an essential part of
•
August 16-25
the claims for indemnification.
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Pilot Helped By Relaying
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Prices Good Thru August 21st

6 bottle carton

JOHNSONS

Plus bottles or deposit

Pepsi

Colas
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"
19

—Limit Rights Reserved--

'
59

Crisco Oil
Farms
Food Cheese se""

Box

2

:

2

Reynolds Wrarar "Ft"

7

97

Plus bottles or deposal° °L 39$

-Up 6 twittle carbn

Downy
Max

.... Fabric Softener • • • 32 Oz. With Coupon69
'

....can....

79'
0

6/
1
2Oz. Cans3/51.0°

Tuna
_

ns

VOrg

0•1.10 .4101016

Dog Food...**Beff ..1"L
Parkay

flied. — -

that next
steak or roast you serve to bring warm-hearted approval ...serve Swift's Premium CR,* Beef. It's great
beef...it will please your family and guests. And, you
know what that does to your ego!
It you "want to .build your ego...want

3.s1

10 Oz. With Coupon
Cheerios
Hi-C Grape & Orange Pineapple

Armour All Meat

Flou
Che
D

Bologna
Fryers

Gold Medal

r

Whole

5 Lb. With CcPuP°159e
12 Oz.69
Red & White Sliced

ese

og Food
Pink , White Safeguard

Purina Hi Pro

5Oth6
"

* Frozen Foods *

PUREX

Soap

b.69'

With Coupon

3/59'

GALLON

Frosty Acres Cut

RED & WHITE BONUS BUYS

Tomato Juice....
ixed Vegetables
Spinach
Pineapple
P
Pear Halves
Cat Food

Red &Me

46 Oz.39S-

5/$1®
5/$1°'
5/1®

.. 16 Oz.
Red & Wh!te

16 Oz.
Red &White

Red & White
4.
Crushed Or Sliced • 81/°7-

* Produce *
3 lbs. 39,
Yellow

eas & Carrots ..Red & White . . 16 Oz.4/$11:1°

Red & White

d
!wows

ICIA

!. RED 8,
WHITE

JOHNSONS

DETERGENT

AJAX
40.73e.

99,

JOHNSONS

69'

lres 8:21-73

15 Oz. Cans 10/$1°13

Red

$129

Potatoes

lb.
Pole

REID 8
WHITE

MUM

79'

I Li ON

JOHNSONS

CRISCO
- OIL

59'

24 0/.

11-11-73

39'
Expires 8.21-73
„„.
RED 8
WHITE

JOHNSONS

Beans

29
'

DETERGENT

JOHNSONS
'SOL

CHEERIOS

COFFEE

CIACINJOIP43411

33 OL

10 lbs.

4/

'
cimalppors

DOWNY

No.

154L can 10/$1

Expires 8-31-73

IA$R1C SOFTENER

3/$100

Red & White

Ex ires 8-21-73

JOHNSONS

16-oz

Onions

King Size

AJAX
With Coupon Below

12-oz.
Fresh Slaw

1.9c
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REMINI

Mayor McNutt & Professor-naid
To Speak at B&PW Club Meeting
Members of the Murray director of youth at the First
Business and Professional Baptist Church, Murray, will
Women's Club will attend the give the devotion on Sunday
Kentucky B&PW Club Board of morning. This will be on the
Phillips
Madesin
directors meeting at Lake Lena
which was
Barkley State Park August 18- Memorial Trail
dedicated last year and spon19.
Paducah Mayor Dolly McNutt sored by the Kentucky B&PW
will be the featured speaker at Clubs.
On the ptogram at the Sunday
Ale banquet on Saturday
ening. Her subject will be session will be Miss Betty Hinz,
ITurn Concern Into Action." past president of the Kentucky
*Professor Eugene Flood of B&PW Club and now national
By Abigail Van Buren
of club program chairman from
Department
*le
I was brought up land I brought my
ABBY:
DEAR
anagement, Murray State Louisville, and George A.
children upl to "be friends with everybody, but to
own
I;Ilaiversity, will be the key Collins, Jr., vice president of
marry your own kind."
Speaker at the Saturday mor- the international division of
Would goo consider this prejudice'
to
ning session devoted
Liberty National Bank and
I have respect for all religions and colors, and have
"Dynamics of Leadership- Trust Company, Louisville,
friends of all denominations, hut I do not condone or beThe Murray B&PW Club will
Motivation." He has held aplie.ve.in intermarriage. I try to find the good in the individpointments as professor and be represented by Mn. Betty
ual, regardless of color, creed or origin Marriage is diffidepartmental chairman at Riley, club president, Mrs. Opal
cult enough without the problems intermarriage presents.
iSrooklyn College and has Roberts, district director, Mrs.
Would you please give me your opinion?
taught at the University of Laura Jennings, Mrs. Jessie
NOT PREJUDICED
149aryland and San Antonio Shoemaker, Mrs. Lucille
and marrydifficult.
DEAR NOT: I agree. marriage IS
ilgnior College.
Thurman, Mrs. Rubye Pool,
number of
the
reduce
possibly
may
kind"
"own
one's
ing
at
held
:Registration will be
Mrs. Agnes McDaniel, Mrs.
problems. lit may not.1 But I believe in the right of every
isght a.m. Saturday with a Odelle Vance, Mrs. Madelle
adult to many whomever be wants. Were you to bring up
peesident's breakfast following Talent, and Miss Doris
your children to try to find the good in the individual.
state
Key,
Rowland.
Stith Miss Carolyn
of color. creed or origin, and respect his right to
regardless
president,
Club
HAPW
make his own choice. then I would say you were not prejuHopkinsville, presiding.
diced.
During the morning session a
membership workshop will also
DEAR ABBY: I wish you could tell me how to solve a
be conducted. Miss Terri Lynn
problem which has been bothering me for a long time, but
.Martin, "Miss Kentucky
has gotten worse lately.
Tennager" from Cadiz will be
I am over 65 years old, and my eyesight is growing
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Mary Kay
Mr and Mrs. Cantrell Jones of Murray announce the
the luncheon speaker and will
dim, even with eyeglasses. I do all my own housekeeping,
daughter
Carson,
Hazel
Miss
eldest
Bucy,
Mike
to
daughter,
only
Paula,
their
of
to Michael D. Kirks, son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward D. Kirks
Oakley
engagement
when
gave
she
speech
the
give
washing, etc. My daughter in law comes here cooking,
of
and
Mr.
Mrs.
Neal
Dayrnond
Murray.
of
Bucy
A.
Thomas
has been announced by her parents. Mr. and Mrs
Mrs.
and
Dexter,
Mr.
of
of
son
she won the title on "What's
quite often, and she always points out a speck of dust I
Carson has completed plans for
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Flois Hale and the
Clovis Oakley, 1402 Vine Street, Murray.
ght About America."
missed in a corner, or a few crumbs I overlooked on the
Miss Oakley is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Also during the luncheon a her marriage to Danny Morton, late M.E. Hale of Dexter, and the late Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Jones of
table, or some fingerprints on my refrigerator.
C.
James
of
son
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
School
is
High
Murray
1973
of
a
is
She
graduate
Dexter.
B. Oakley of Hardin Route One. She is a 1973 graduate of
James
fashion review will be held and
I am not a careless housekeeper. Abby, but I just can't
Murray High School.
presently employed at Fred's Department Store.
the presentation of a 91,000 Morton.
somefinding
see as well as I Used to, and her constantly
vows will be
The wedding
The groom-elect is the grandson of Otis Ferguson of New
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Ruby Kirks of Murray
Foundation
Arthritis
thing I overlooked makes me feel bad. Is there some way I
August
Friday,
on
solemnized
of
Bury
Nora
Mrs.
Leona
and
Mrs.
late
Ferguson
the
and
Concord
Mrs. Tommy Burkeen of Dexter. A 1972 graduate of Calloway
and
scholarship will be made.
can let her know how much this bothers me? When I know
te: .
Coma High SchooLlse is now employed-by Ryao Milk Coinpaot
liimarG11bert tTrevai Mathis; 17, at,..:.agygn o:clock ln_the -New Concord and -the late WAWA,Huey. He is ..preseritly_emr_.
inighnd,..
she
hings
.
r
little
these
for
she's coming I look
,evening at the.- Oak Grove. played at Kentucky Lake 011.•. •••
.
•
-Somefind8
but my heart grows heavy because she-alwayi
Baptist Church with Dr. H.C.
A late August wedding is planned
Wedding plans are incomplete at this time
HURT
thing I missed Help me
Chiles officiating.
A program of nuptial music
DEAR HURT: The next time "The Inspector" visits.
will be presented by Mrs. Mark
greet her with: "If you should see a speck of dust, a
crumb, or a fingerprint I overlooked, please don't mention
Paschall, pianist, and Mrs.
it as I do the best I can, but my eyes aren't what they used
Linda Wright, soloist.
to be " And if she forgets, remind her as often as necesMiss Carson will be given in
sary
Thursday, August 16
marriage by her father. Her
Tuesday. August 21
The Bethel and Brooks Chapel sister, Mrs. Phillip Brinell, will
A lesson on "drying flowers"
Magic Tri Bowling League
United Methodist Women met be the matron of honor. Miss will be given by Mrs. Bertie will have an organizatiopal
DEAR ABM I am desperately in need of someone to
for the regular meeting at Jeanie Kinsolving and Miss Gingles for the Senior Citizens meeting at Corvette Lanes at
confide in I am an 18-year-old girl whose parents were
Ilkxiks Chapel on Wednesday, Gloria Cook will be the of Murray and Calloway County 7:30 p.m. All interested bowlers
divorced two years ago. I am living with my father who
• August 8, with the Methodist bridesmaids.
has recently started dating an attractive young girl. She is
at St. John's Center, West Main are invited. For information
blen for a delicious barbecue
21 and my father is 41.
Best man will be Terry Orr. Street, at ten a.m.
call 753-7886, Billie Hall.
Sipper.
My problem is that this girl has been making passes at
Groomsmen will be Gary Ward
The Murray Business and
:-'Rev. Manuel Easley of Paris, and Mark Paschall
my boy friend when my father is not around She is so
Professional Women's Club will
.Tenn., was the guest speaker
Thursday, August 23
obvious. I have noticed it myself.
Following the ceremony a
'for the evening. Two of Rev. reception will be held at the meet at 6:30 peni. at the ComMy father is very much in love with this girl and is
The kickoff dinner for the
i's members were also borne'of the bride-elect's uncle munity Room of the Murray Murray High football team will
l
s-itW
even contemplating marriage. He is very wealthy, and it is
Federal Savings and Loan.
be held at Holland Stadium at 7 -'my gut feeling that this girl is just after his money.
and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Bernice
i's"In the women's business Wisehart, Woodlawn Street,
How can I warn my father without destroying his ego?
p.m. Tickets may be purchased
Beautician-Ake Swan
The Southern Harmony
NAMELESS IN TORRENCE
meeting with ten members Murray.
in advance from Tommy
of
Singers
Benton
will
perform
present, Mrs. Martha Jones, All friends and relatives are
Marshall or from Bobby
Phone 436-5239
DEAR NAMELESS: You can't. Love is voluntarily
vice-president, presided in invited to attend the wedding at the Calloway County Public Grogan. The deadline for
If your suspicions are correct, you can only hope
blind.
Library at 7:30 p.m
absence of Mrs. Lola Jones who and the reception.
Minday.
buying tickets is
your father catches on before he gets booked.
was ill.
August 20.
Women
of the Moose will
Mrs. Auberna Perkins read
HOSPITAL PATIENT
meet at the Lodge Hall at eight
Abe report from the June
Glen Allan Potts of 1Cirksey p.m
Jeweling and the July family
Route One was discharged
*picnic at the City Park. Mrs.
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
August 11, from the Community
Mamie Evans read the
HAS USED ITS REVENUE SHARING PAYMENT
Friday, August 17
OFFICE OF REVENUE SHARING
Hospital, Mayfield.
FOR THE PERIOD BEGINNING
new
A
:treasurer's report.
1900 PENNSYLVANIA AVE NW.
World Friendship Club will
:testament for her new baby was
WASHINGTON. D C 20226
meet at me nome ot Mrs. Albert
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Jan 1, 1978NDING
Jan 30,
fent to Mrs. Glynda Garner and
Betty June Scott of Murray Crider.
'cards were also sent to the sick.
IN THeFOLLOWING MANNER BASED UPON A
How has the avatlabtlity of revenue sharing funds affected the
DEBT
IL)
Route Seven was dismissed
borrovang requirements o you itursdichoriJ
An interesting talk was given
August 11, from the Community
Miss Linda Stubblefield,
by Mrs. Martha Jones who told
Hospital, Mayfield.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ewing
bow much it meant to the sick
Stubblefield, has completed
and shutins for the visits. Mrs.
LESSENED DEBT INCREASE
DISMISSED, HOSPITAL
plans for her marriage to Mark
Matti.. Thomas closed the
Genice Ann Potts of Wirkset
meeting with prayer.
A benefit supper and country Pugh. son of Mr and Mrs. (M) TAXES In whielr-of the following manners did the availabilly of
Route One was discharged
Revenge Sharing Funds affect the lay levels of your 'LoisThe women will meet at
show will be held at the Robert Pugh of Newport News,
music
August 10, from the Community
diction? Check.as many as apply
Virginia.
thel Church on September 6.
Center,
Dexter Community
_
Hospital, Mayfield.
•• The double ring ceremony
REDUCED AMOUNT OF RATE
sponsored by the Dexter
INCREASE OF A MAJOR TAX
Homemakers Club. Sale of plate will take place on Saturday,
PREVENTED INCREASE IN
lunches will start at four p.m. August 18, at-three o'clock in the
NO EFFECT ON TAX LEVEtS
the
at
New
RATE OF A MAJOR TAX
and the show will start at 7:30 afternoon
of
Church
Christ,
Providence
PREVENTED ENACTING
p.m. Proceeds will go to the
TOO SOON TO PREDICT EFFECT
A NEW MAJOR TAX
Crippled criudren's 'telethon. with the bride-elect's father
performing the ceremony.
OPERATING/MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURES
Miss Stubblefield has chosen
PERCENT
Sunday, August 19
uSIO-108
as her maid of honor Miss Joan
mAINTITENICE
Homecoming will be held at
01 ERWIN{
SERVKES
Old Salem Cemetery with a Edrnonson. Bridesmaids will be
basket lunch at noon. If unable Miss Carol Maness, Miss Anto attend send donation for nette Pugh, Miss Cindy Steele,
For your fall vmaring come see what Campus Casual
upkeep to Relmon and Mrs. Terry Stubblefield.
cemetery
11
has to offer. Lovely colors and styles in all lines and Wilson,- Charles Rains, Jack The guest register will be kept
EDUCATION
just right for now. Use our layd-uay plan, or your
by
Miss
Teddy
Butler.
Dodd, or James Carroll.
Bank-Americard Jr. sizes 3-15. Misses 8-20.
Mr. Pugh has chosen Roger

Is intermarriage
foe prejudiced?

Brooks Chapel &
Bethel Groups
Hold Supper Meet

ri

Koret of California
Jonathan Logan
Country Miss
Bobbie Brooks

Vicky_Xaughn
L'Aiglon

Across From MSU Administration Building
Open 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Plenty of Parking In Rear

Copeland as his. best man.
Sunday, August 19
Groomsmen will be Mike
The annual Murray State Cravens, Mike Morrison,
kickoff barbecue will be held at Robert Pugh, and Gary Smith.
the new Roy Stewart Stadium. Serving as ushers will be David
Tickets for the event, sponsored Pugh and Ronny Stubblefield.
by the Big M Club, can he
A reception will follow the
purchased in advance from any ceremony in the educational
club member. The barbecue building of the New Providence
will begin at 6.3p p.m.
Church of Christ.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and reception.

The Bazzell family reunion
was held Saturday, July 28, at
the home of Mrs. Ophelia
Bazzell.
Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Robert L. Bazzell. Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Carter and children,
Tammy. Greg, and Mandy, Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Bazzell, Jr.,
Mrs. Robert Guthrie, Johnny
Guthrie, Miss Vance_ssa Rader,
Miss Kirnmie Rader, Miss Rene
Boadreau, Mrs. Attie Carter,
MN.
Eurie Batten,-Lyman Dixon,' Mrs. Bill
Whitlow, Lennis Hargrove,
Mrs Dathel Wilkerson, and
Mrs flazzell

The Murray Open Dupli?ate
Bridge Club will meet tonight
(Wednesday) at seven o'clock
at Gleason Hall, North 12th
Street. The club invites all interested persons to attend
either singly or with a partner.
Winners for August 9 were
Gloria Cunningham and Sam
Posey who tied with Ann Wilson
and Charlotte Storni- for high
score; and-Wally and Anne Swe
who tied with Pat Ryan and
Steve Yarbrough for second
high.

fl
-F-1

PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION

4
HEAL TH

15 HOUSING
COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT

$

7
SOCIAL SERVICIS
FOR AGED & POOR
FINANCIAL
ADMINISTRATION
9 TOTAL ACTUAL
OPERATING/MAINTENANCE Rene,pc_r_vRES
(Ni CERTIFICATION (Please Read tnsfructtoo
The news mocha have beer' advtsed That a complete copy
of !Ns report has been published in a local newspaper of general
c,feaar.on I have records documeottog ihe contents of this report
•
and they are open for publ.t. and news Me•Aid scnitiny
AtIOrtionally t certify that t am TOP ChIP/ eXeCUTM; Offitet
and, with respect to the entitlement fonds reportpd hereon. I
certify that they have not been used to violation of edher the
warily espenditure requirement (Sector 1031 or the matching
ds prohebrtion !Section 104)of the Act

19
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By HELEN M.
Copley News S
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Where
are the
windmills?

11 °INDS°OR
1
0
#69

MITIHERE IS WHERE THE
FOOD SAWAIGS ARE!

By HELEN M. PAGEL
Copley News Service
Nowadays it's an isolated
farm indeed that doesn't have
electricity. It lights the houses
and barns and runs the washing machine and vacuum
cleaner and refrigerator and
freezer, pumps the water and
does many other jobs. Certainly its advent was boon to
farmers, but it sounded the
death knell for that most picturesque structure once so familiar on the country landscape — the windmill.

Dixie Fresh
Fresh Grade A Large

WifidthiltSliaVe been knwn
for thousands of years. Holland, for instance, could hardly have come into existence
without them. These, however, were the old-type mills
with huge canvas sails and
were used not only for pumping water. but also for sawing
wood and grinding grain.
Remember that contented
miller who lived on the Dee
and envied nobody and nobody envied him?)

Mrs. Buttenvorth's

SYRUP

It was in the 1880s that the
newer-type windmill was invented. At first it was made
mostly of wood, but a few
years later someone started
using iron parts, which increased its efficiency and life
span so that ode would often
last fifty or sixty years.

AM"
Calif. Fresh

The windmill consisted of a
tall iron scaffold, something
like the modern television
tower. Oa-tap of thilyvas a
'- sqUare'platfohn and nionnted
'
above the platform was a
huge wheel with its myriad
blades and its fan-shaped tail
which kept the wheel headed
into the wind. A long shaft
reached from the wheel to the
pump and as the wind revolved the wheel,the shaft, by
means of gears, worked the
pump.

RAMP

PEANUT
BUTTER
Lge. 28-oz. jar

Windmills very seldom
needed repairs, but there was
an iron ladder built into one
corner of the scaffold just in
case you did need to get up to
the platform. It did make a
good vantage point from
which to spot any stock which
had strayed away.
And last, but not least, it
was an irresistible temptation
to Junior.
Children were absolutely
forbidden to climb the windmill, but most of them tried it
at least once. Junior probably
made it to the platfrom, but
sister usually lost her nerve
about halfway up. Even from
that dtslance the ground
looked awfully far away. Being a girl, she could retreat
without losing caste, and then
she could get revenge for not
being a boy by running to her
parents and informing them
that Junior was on top of the
windmill.
Father and mother, panicstricken, rushed out, and
there was Junior, cavorting
around within inches of the
edge of the platform about 75
feet in the air. No one dared
call to him for fear of startling
turn, and there was nothing to
do but wait prayerfully until
he descended.
Bite-size cream puffs may be
filled with chicken, ham or seafood salad. Serve this good hors
d'oeuvre with fruit punch.
. ,
FREE RIDE
VIENNA AP) -- All blind
people and those who suffer
b-om severe handicaps, regardless of _their income, can now
travel free on Vienna's pit&
transportation system, according to an announcement by the
Austrian Press and Information
Service.

89'

White Thompson Seedless

And when the wind blew and
the wheel revolved, it
squeaked and creaked and the
pump made a jangling noise,
but it was all part of a rural
symphony which is rarely
heard anymore.
The water was conducted to
its destinationThy means of
long pipes. There were the
tanks in the milk house which
must be kept full of icy cold
water to cool huge cans of
milk. And there were the watering tanks in the barns and
barnyards which must also be
kept full of fresh water sc the
stock could quench their
thirst.
Sometimes you could keep a
few fish or even a turtle in one
of the tanks, and it was fun to
hold your hands under the end
on the pipe and let the cold
water run between your
fingers. Or you might try getting a drink and get your face
plentifully splashed with wa• .
ter__

DIE

Frosty Acres

Parker's Mkt Coupon
HEAVY DUTY
DETZRGENT

WISK

CREAM PIES
"12

12-oz.
Thii-CO-upon 654
Good Only at Parker's
Offer Expires 8/-22173

3f°79C

Parker's Mkt. Coupon

•
•

•

MRS. BUTTERWORTH'S
SYRUP
Good Only at Parker's
Offer Expires 8/22/73
Metzger Pure Pork

SAUSAGE

Palters
:=8/22/73
ob'e only et
,
Reelev

10 0 0 5 0 5 6 550

PARKER'S MKT.
24b. Bag $249
Plvdcf
Pro-Leaguer

WIENERS

SAVE 40c

INSTANT
NESCAFE
10-0z. Jar
(with coupon) $ 1 29

Good Only at Parker's
Limit: 1 per family
Offer Expires 8/22/73

LIMIT 1 COUPON PER BOTTLE

Parker's Market
Expires 8/22/73

Redeemable only at

..YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE!!"

SHOP WHERE
YOU CAN

•
•
•
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Suicide Squeeze Bunt Gives
Oakland 1-0 Win Over Boston
By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer
Everyone knows it's suicide
to pitch a ieft-hander in Boston's Fenway Park where the
close-in left field wall seems to

peer over the pitcher's shoulder, beckoning invitingly to
right-handed swingers.
So it's no surprise that when
a couple of southpaws, Oak-

Ben Crenshaw to Make
Professional Debut

named to the All-Tournament team this summer.
LITTLE LEAGUE ALL-STARS—The top players of the little League were
Dean Cherry, Terry Gibson, Scott Barrow. Steve
Garland,
Randy
Taylor,
Bill
Coach
Members of the team are top row,left to right.
Bill Wilson, Brad Taylor, Alan Gibbs, Hal
Mathis,
id
Dav
row,
Dunn, Fred Kemp, Eric Story and Brooks Gibson, manager. Second
Denham. Mike Pitman and Mickey Spann.
John
alternates
row,
Front
Kendall.
Thomas
and
McCuiston
Hendricks, Kenneth
Alternates Ricky Smith and David Stripling were not present for the photo.
Photo by Wilson Woolley

Jenkins Throws Bats As Cubs
Lose, Cardinals Finally Win
By FRED ROTHENBERG
Nssocianeri-Press Sri/Is-Writer
G uinness. steltr.fair presses.
1 couple of woricYs records
were set Tuesday in Chicago
In the category of most bats
thrown by a right-handed pitcher leaving the game. the record
is now four
and for the category of most
bats landing between the
mound and home, thrown by a
right-handed pitcher, the record
is also four
Ferguson Jenkins, the owner
of these two marks, was notice-

ably' touched--by the world
.recards. -icionitiava-aaything
to 197...--Y9s=doga.Miti, do
'01,7"-A three-run Atlanta fifth.sent
him to the showers with his
12th defeat in M decisions. As
.Jenkins, loser in six of his last
seven starts, ambled off the
mound the Chicago IA let him
know they had had enough

all sailing -harmlessly between
the mound..and borne plate.
-But --Jenkins' heayes had no
effect. Oti the baseball game's
final score! Atlanta 6. Chicago
2 the ninth straight loss for
the staggering Cubs

and apparently headed for their
ninth straight loss when.they
raihs! for:five runs in the sixthand four- more in the seventh
and all of a sudden they had a
one,ganie winning streak after
dropping eight in a row

By BOB GREEN
Players Division School.
Associated Press Golf Writer
He's entered in next week's
SUTTON, Mass.(AP) — Ben $100,000 tournament at Raleigh,
Crenshaw, probably the most N.C.
highly touted amateur golfer
He faces a major test here
since Jack Nicklaus, makes his The site for the 72-hole tournaprofessional debut this week in ment that begins Thursday on
a. $200,000 event.
the 7.241-yard, par 72 Pleasant
With many of the game's Valley Country Club course, a
glamor names among the miss- hilly, difficult layout that feaing. this relatively small, tures some of the biggest
stocky. hard-hitting 21-year-old greens the touring pros encounfrom the University of Texas is ter all year
sure to get a major share of
Among his major challengers
the attention from the galleries
that usually rank among the are defending titleholder Bruce
Devlin. flamboyant Lee Trevino
largest on the pro golf tour.
Crenshaw has won almost all and the season's leading monthe amateur honors available— eywinner. Bruce Crampton.
aside from the national ama- Crampton has earned $270,000
teur title He's taken two na- this season, won four titles and
tional collegiate titles and has finished second five times, inoccasionally challenged in his cluding last week's PGA chamrate appearances in profes- pionship
sional eventst
Jack Nicklaus, Arnold PalmHe's been the low amatAr in er. Gary Player, Tom Weiskopf
the last two U.S. Opens and the and U.S. Open winner Johnny
last two Masters.
Miller are not competing.
In fact. the showing he's
made in the professional events
have paved the way for a rep.-- taltig.,Ischedule byllte per:
nable, ,popular, long-haired,
youngster even before he really'
becomes eligible.
To be eligible for regular pro
tour events, a player must have
an tpproved Players card;
meaning he must successfully
graduate from the Tournament

land's Darold Knowles and Bill
Lee of Boston, hooked up in
Tuesday night's game, the affair was decided by a suicide.
The only run of the game
scored on Dick Green's suicide
squeeze bunt, giving Knowles
and the A's a 1-0 decision over
the Red Sox—and the wall.
Knowles, primarily a reliever, pitched his first major
league complete game victory
and never even blinked at the
wall that eats southpaws. So
much for the myth of Fenway
Park's effect on left-handed
pitchers.
Elsewhere in the American
League Tuesday night, Baltimore outslugged Texas 12-10,
Minnesota ripped Detroit 12-1,
New York beat California 7-2,
Kansas City trimmed Cleveland
8-5, and Milwaukee edged Chicago 5-4.
Orioles 12, Rangers 10
Don Baylor told you so. After
cracking four hits Monday,
Baylor said he and the Orioles
were going to start hitting.
Then, just to prove he wasn't
kidding, the young outfielder
smashed five more hits including two doubles and a
three-run homer Tuesday night
as Baltimore outlasted Texas
12-10.
Twins 12, Tigers 1
Minnesota's Rod Carew, the
American League's leading hitter, also ripped five hits including a double and a triple,

helping the Twins rip Detroit
12-1. That ended a four-game
winning streak for the Tigers
and cut their AL East lead to
one-half game over- Baltimore.
It also ended a seven-game los-Mg streak for the Twins.
Carew's splurge raised his
batting average to .360 and his
last hit of the night, in the
eighth inning, was the 1,000th of
his major league career.
Yankees 7, Angels 2
New York broke a 2-2 tie in
the bottom of the eighth inning,
scoring five times to defeat
California 7-2.
Graig Nettles' 17th homer of
the seascin, a two-run, two-out
shot, touched off the Yankee
explosion giving reliever Lindy
McDaniel his llth game of the
season.
Brewers 5, White Sox 4
George Scott clubbed his 17th
homer of the year with one out
in the bottom of the ninth, lifting Milwaukee to a 5-4 decision
over Chicago.
The White Sox had tied the
score in the top of the ninth on
Pat Kelly's single.
Royals 8, Indians 5
Fran Healy drilled a basesloaded double to drive in three
runs, igniting Kansas City's 8-5
victory over Cleveland and
Gaylord Perry,
Lou Piniella homered for the
Royals, who hung on to their
slim one-half game edge over
Oakland in the AL West.

Dodgers 4, Expos 3
In the other National League
Pinch hitter Ken McMullen
action. Cincinnati squeaked by
Pittsburgh 5-4. St. Louis pound- ripped a two-out, two-run
ed Houston 9-5. San Diego homer in the ninth inning to
blanked New York 9-0, Phila- dramatically lift the Dodgers
They booed
edged San Francisco 4- over Montreal 4-3.
delphia
JenlUns indicated he. too, had
Angeles overcame
Los
and
3
Rill Russell's two-out single
had enough
had kept the Dodgers' hopes
He threw bats Four of them. Montreal 4-3.
American League
Reds 5, Pirates 4
•
alive and then McMullen
East
W. L. Pct G.B.
About the only difference be- slugged his fourth homer of the
Detrott
66 53 555 —
tween the Reds and the Pirates year to win it.
Baltimore
64 52 .552
7
sic'-. York
is a run here and a run there.
66 56 541 1'
Padres It.' Alets 0
Boston
62
525
56
3'?
The Pirates had that extra run
Rookie Dave Winfield drove Milwaukee
58 59 496 7
Monday night while the Reds in four runs and rookie 1 t Cleveland
47 72 395 19
had it Tuesday night, taking hander Randy -Jones pitch an
West
K insas City
69 51
575 —
the game 5-4
eight:hitter:pacing the Padres Oakland
2
68 51 571
Minnesota
the
57
of
Mets
g
10'
blanking
9-0
a
to
487
60
Three games were played second inning and a total of five
ninth-innin
Kosco's
.thdy
Chicago
11
58
62
483
Benton
game.
the
of
rest
the
for
Tuesday night in the Men's
single scored pinch-runner Ce- for their third straight victory. Californ.
53 63 457 14
Phils 4, Giants 3
Softball League. The first game scored three runs in the third sar Geronimo with the tieTexas
42 75 359 25' 2
shutting out and three in the sixth to tally up breaking run and the Reds held
Greg Luzinski belted his 20th
found Eaton's
Wednesday's Games
Oakland 'Blue 127) at Boston
Calloway 10-0. Eaton's started their runs.
on despite the Pirates' ninth-in- and 21st homers of the year
11 9
Lamb carried the big stick for ning rally.
while Jim Lonborg's spaced II (Curtis
the game strong by scoring
1 2) at
California (Barber
hits in Philadelphia's 4-3 victo- New York !Stottlemyre 1210)
seven runs in the first inning. Eaton's with four hits. Benton
Cards 9, Astros 5
Chicago 'Wood 20 17) at Mil
They scored only three runs the had a total of five hits for the
The Cardinals were down 5-0 ry over San Francisco.
waiikee (Bell 9-8) N
game.
remainder of the game.
Cleveland (Timmerman 5 3)
SPEED AND POWER—Members of the Murray High Tigers grid team who will playing end
at Kansas C,ty (Fitzmorris 4-0)
The third game found Benton
In the second game, Eaton's
positions are top row, left to right, Eli Alexander, Dean Lanning, and Ricky Garland. Front row,
finished off their doubleheader victorious over Dexter 13-9.
Randy Chapman, David Gore and Scott Marvin.
Baltimore (McNally 10.13) at
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon(
Texas (Bibby 6-6) N
by defeating Benton 14-6. Again Benton led for the first two
Detroit (Lolich 127) at,MinEaton's jumped to a strong lead innings until Dexter tied the
nesota (Decker 7 5) N
by scoring five runs in the first score in the third. Benton came
' National League
the
in
runs
five
score
to
back
inning
East
Dexter
and
innings
W.- 4.. Pct. G.B.
remaining
They scored four more in the
62 58 517
LOtliS
St
scored only two more. Smith
57 59 491 3
Pittsburgh
and Pritchett each had three
Montreal
57 61 483 4
56 62 475 5
Chicago
Cathey
while
losers
the
for
hits
Philadelphia
55-63- 666
had two hits for the winners.
A kickoff dinner honoring the Murray mot Football team
52 65 444 8' 2
New York
West
and cheerleaders will be held Thursday, August 23. at
75 45 625 —
Los Angeles
Holland Stadium.
Cincinnati
73 48 603 2' 2
The banquet will begirrat pin. and admission for theSan • Franetsee 64 55 547 9'2
- The
BALTIMORE Al'(
63 59 516 13
Houston
event will be two dollars per person.
57 as 467 19
Atlanta
Baltimore Colts have stripped
Interested persons can contact any cheerleader for tickets.
43 76 361 31'S
Diego
San
Johnny Unitas of his player's
Tickets can also be purchased by calling Tommy Marshall
Wednesday's Games
uniform, but they may have a
Atlanta (Harrison 7,4) at Chi,
Two exciting games were
during the day at 762-2546 or 753-8452 at night, or by calling
cago (Reusche( 12-10)
more difficult time throwing off played in the Boy's T-Ball
Bobby Grogan at 753-7921 during the day or 753-4978 during ff
Philadelphia (Twitchell 11-4)
his court. suit.
League Saturday.
at San Francisco (Marichal 9-8)
the evening and night._
The 40-year-old quarterback,
CIncinnati Tairtinuhlisi
The first game saw the Cubs
The deadline for purchasing the tickets will be M- onday.
.it Pittsburgh (Ellis 1110) N
benched last October and then downing Spann Realty 23-19.
August 20.
Houston (Reuss 128) at St
traded to San Diego after the The Cubs jumped to an early
Louis (Wise 13-7) N
The Tiger football season will open August 31 atileidland
New York (Seaver 14-6) at
1972 season, has sued the Na- lead in the first inning and were
High School.
San Diego (Arlin 7 10) N
tional Football League club for never threatened by the losers.
Montreal (Mc Anal!y 76) at
$725,000 on charges of malicious
Les Angeles (Sidon 14-7) N
The second game found ,
breach of contract.
Storey's victorious over the
The suit, filed Tuesday in
Cards as they downed them 21Baltimore Superior Court, in- 11
volves both compensating and
Storey's batted well the entire
punitive damages. Lewis A. game scoring six - mils in the
Noonberg, one of Unitas' attor- first innings followed by five
neys, said there was no attempt and Nine runs scored in the
to have NFL Commissioner following two innings.
Pete Rozelle arbitrate.
The Cards started strong with
According to the suit, Colts' five runs scored but dropped
Genera) Manager .Joe Thomas back to score only six runs for
had made it impossible for the remainder of the game.
Unitas to carry out a contract
The final T-Ball games will be
signed in 1970 with Carroll played Saturday, August 18 at
Rosenbloom. former owner of the Park League Field at the
the Baltimore franchise.
City Park,
Thomas. who joined the Colts
when'Robert lrsay became the
owner in July, 1972, declined
Signs Hockey Contract
comment on the suit, saying
KANSAS CITY AP) — Tuesthe matter was in the hands of
day night's attendance of 18.047
the club's attorneys
Under the 1970 agreement, put the Kansas City Royals
Unitas was paid $125,000 an- above the million mark for the
nually for three years--as a season, boosting the year's toplayer. and was to be paid $30,- tal to 1.007,146. .,
The Royals are the 12thipa000 annually for a 10-year perijor league baseball team- the
od following his active career.
The suit charged that starting fifth in the American League-to
last Oct. 15. Thomas had "en- surpass one million for the
gaged in a course of conduct year.
It was the first time the Roywhich was designed to and did.
INT117 81TDDLE OF THE ACTION—There will be a lot of humps and a few bruises for these
went over one million since
als,
hurniliand
embarrass
fact,
• in
the quarterbacks and therenters, MI the Murray High football team The centers tar the
young-menformed-tn
was
the-franchise•OtIttirWiatinade
---ATFirriUg
When the Athletics were Tigers are top row, left to right, Pat McMillen, Billy McDougal, Gary Buchanan and John Me4'age.
-- • it impossible.for Unitas to carF'ront row,left to right, are quarterbacks Lindy.
DOWNTOWN
..Salter, Brad Barnett and Wes Furgerson.
ry out his obligations under the in Kansas City they passed the
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS
by Mike Brandon)
Photo
1956.
and
(Staff
1955
in
twice.
mark
agreement."
..•

Baseball
Standings

Eaton's Wins Pair In
Men's Softball League

Unitas Files Suit
Against The Colts

r—Tiemgiur7ootball
Banquet
1

ADAMS
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1-Ball Has Two
Games Saturday
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Forgotten JacktoTicannon Is
Going To Get His Big Chance

Focus On Football

Talent And Execution
Make Steelers Threat

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Veteran Jack Concannon, the
forgotten man of the Dallas
Cowboys quarterback corps,
than every team but Miami, ers, but No. 3 receiver Al
By GARY mmocEs
will finally get a chance to
Young had to quit pro football
Associated Ilress Sports Writer which gave up 171.
show his stuff.
The leader of that defense is due to a chronic illness.
PITTSBURGH API — There
After spending all of last seaYoung's departure created a
son watching Roger Staubach
was more to the 1972 success of left tackle Joe Greene, last seathe
the Pittsburgh Stealers than son's National Football League depth problem, but among
sad Craig Morton spark the
possibilities is Prestpn Pearson,
just fanatical fan clubs and the Defensive Palyer of the Year.
'Cowboy attack, Concannon will
"Mean .Joe" teams with ends a converted running back, who
own the spotlight for National
miracle touchdown reception of
White and U. C. Green- is rated perhaps the best allDwight
Football League club's preFranco Harris.
The real keys to the first di- wood and tackle Ernie Holmes around athlete on the team.
season game against the New
John
man
Second-year
Orleans Saints Saturday night.
vision title in the Seelers' 41- to give Pittsburgh a front four
a hold on the
For the first quarter, anyyear history were talent and that held opponents to 123 McMakin has
but he is being
way.
execution, and it's those in- yards rushing per game in 1972. tight end spot,
Behind them is the line- pushed by Warren Bankston, a
"Concannon will open and go
gredients which make Pittstrio of Andy Russell, converted fullback.
backing
for a quarter," Dallas coach
burgh a bona fide Super Bowl
Leading the Stealer runners
.lack Ham and Henry Davis.
contender this season.
Tom Landry_ mild Tuesday.
Is Harris, who last season be
"We'll play all three quarterBehind it all were the astute,
The Steelers' secondary'was came the fifth pro rookie to
backs."
thorough coaching of Chuck considered a weak link at the
rush for more than 1,000 yards.
And, despite the fact that
Noll and the talents of players start of last season, but Pittsin
problem
a
be
could
Depth
Staubach and Morton have a
he amassed almost exclusively burgh went on to lead the Naapit
the offensive line, but
decided edge on Concannon for
through the drafts.
tional Football League with 28 pears solid with Jim Clack and
No. 1 spot on the Cowboy
the
reteam
Virtually the same
interceptions.
Ray Mansfield at center, Sam
staff, Concannon's performance
turns this season, a little older,
The big names on the Stealer Davis and Bruce Van Dyke at
might change things around.
a little wiser and seemingly offense are quarterback Terry guards and Jon Kolb and Gerry
Coach Landry hasn't made his
just as eager, so the smiles of Bradshaw and Harris, the 230- Mullins at tackles.
final decision yet.
optimism seen at the Stealer pound fullback who was NFL
The kicking game is also
"I hope we can decide by the
training camp are under- Offensive Rookie of the Year sound with placekicker Roy Geof the season," Landry
start
last season.
standable.
rela, second leading scorer in
said, adding importance to ConThe soul of the Stealer team
Steeler wide receivers include the AFC last season, and Bobby
cannon's performance Saturday
is its defense, which allowed veterans Ron Shanklin and Walden, the second leading
night.
fewer
game-breakseason,
both
last
175 points
Frank Lewis,
punter in the conference.
The Miami Dolphins, meanwhile, are set at quarterback
but unsure of a number of other players as they prepare for
their meeting with the Chicago
A COUPLE THAT DIDN'T GET AWAY—Bobby Starks of
Bears. Offensive tackle Doug
Murray Route Seven proudly displays a pair of bass that be
Crusan sprained both knees and
caught in a farm pond. The bass on the left weighed in at six
one ankle, while linemate Norm
pounds while the bass on the right Upped the scales at three and
Evans suffered a shoulder inthree-fourths pounds. Starks caught the fish on a Dolton Twist.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon )
By MIKE O'BRIEN
jury in last week's victory over
play and the designated hitter line an interleague play proposAssociated Press Sports Writer rule, but it was just a prelimi- al at today's joint session.
the New Orleans Saints. A.nothFeeney did not say what was
'MILWAUKEE AP) — Inter- nary mesting and we'll be disfloo
league play was high on the' cussing it nether," said Fee- _discussed about the designated ,
exan
hitter
rule,
as
adopted
baseleague
National
major
that
of
adding
agenda
ney,
COMM
ball's summer meetings which League officials would meet pertinent by the American
AA14,40441.004
began today, but the plan ap- again following a joint session League this year in an effort to
tkat,
more
action
to
add
games
and
for
chance
officials
little
have
League
to
American
peared
with
boost attendance.
adoption.
today.
Feeney said the proposed
National League owners held
The American League, which
a preliminary meeting Tues- has lagged behind the National move of the San Diego Padres
day, and several said later they in attendance for several years, to Washington, currently tied
The Murray Junior Inhad open minds on interleague is solidly in favor of interleague up in litigation, was not on vitational golf tournament will
play. But National League play. The National League, Tuesday's agenda.
11-nr
be held Thursday at the Murray
President Chub Feeney said he with its larger stadiums and, in
Country Club.
opposed the idea "at this the opinion of many, more star
Entries will be taken at the*
point," and it was known some players, traditionally has opgreen. Four divisions of age
corner.
posed it.
owners were in his
groups will be playing in both of
While there was some conBud Selig, president of the By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS the boy's and girl's divisions.
fusion concerning how many American League's Milwaukee
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING (275 at bats)—
NO. 1 TEE
votes would be required by Na- Brewers, was expected to outCarew, MM, .360; W.14orion,
9:00—Mike
Hibbard, Kim
tional League owners to adopt
Det, .330.
Yates,
Lin
Kessey, and Bobby
Placed On Waivers
RUNS—R.Akksion, Oak, $6;
such a plan, Feeney said he beFike.
FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) — Otis, KC, 77,BATTED
9:10—Brent Hood, Jay Graves,lieved it would have to be unanIN—
RUNS
Ellis
Falkoll, and Greg Hagen.'
Patriots
England
Two New
imous.
R.Jackson, Oak, 94; Mayberry,
9:20—Chris Hutson, Tommy
Henry KC, 90.
"At this point, I'm opposed to rookies—linebacker
and Scotty Orr
Fike,
155;
Min,
HITS—Carew,
9:30—Mary Elise Polk, Dee Dee
it linterleague play)," Feeney Moore, who played at Laveren D.May, Mil, 153.
Powell, Debbie Warford, and
DOUBLES—A.Rodriguez,
said. "I would think we would College, and quarterback Dan
Beverly Parker.
Melt24;
Mil,
Garcia,
25;
Det,
State,
9:40—Brenda Jones, Robyn
have to have a unanimous vote Werner, of Michigan
on, Chi, 24.
Massell, Laurie Crass. and
because it's such a delicate were placed on waivers TuesTRIPLES—Carew, Min, 9; Tammy Mullen,
Coggins, Bat, 7; Briggs, Mil, 7;
thing and would involve chang- .day.
9:50—La Donn Phelps, Carol
Mil, 7
The team said Werner will be Coluccio,
ing the divisional setups and
THE PHANTOM
RUNS—R.Jackson, Dick, Claudia Billington. and
HOME
Jenna
Warlord.
carried on the Patriots' taxi Oak, 27; Mayberry, KC, 23.
scheduling."
Becky
Crass,
10:00—Susan
BASES—North,
STOLEN
Shuffett, Tina Mullen, and Kay
"We discuesed War-league squad.
Oak, 37; Harper, Bsn, 30;

Little Chance For Adoption
Of Interleague Play Plans

-Junior Golf
Tourney Set
For Thursday

Major League
Leaders

444***************
tKickoff Barbeque Is
At MSU Sunday!

Carew. MM, 30.
PITCHlt4G (10 Decisions)—
Hunter, Oak, 15-3, .833, 3.32;
McDaniel, NY, 11-3, .786, 2.36.
STR I K EOUTS—N.Ryan, Cal,
275; Blyleven, MM, 184.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING 1275 at bats)—
Rose, Cin, .346, Cardenal, Chi,
.317.
RUNS—Bonds, SF, 99; Rose,
Cin, 89.
RUNS BATTED 1N—Bench,
T's Cm, 88, Stargell, Pgh, 85.
rs
HITS—Rose, Cin, 172; Garr,
Atl, 148.
The annual kickoff barbeque sponsored by the Big M Club*
DOUBLES—Stargell, Pgh, 31;
_
IIC for the Murray State University football team will be held* Cardenal, Cki, 29. r.
Hhi, 13;
TRIPLES—Metzge
jr Sunday. August 19, at Roy Stewart Stadium.
9.
SF,
Matthews,
HOME RUNS—Stargell, .Pgh,
..., The purpose of the barbeque is to welcome the football*
r
34; Evans, An. 33.
IL players and the parents to Murray.
BASES—Morgan,
STOLEN
Murray State grid coach Bill Furgerson will introduce the
Cm, 49; Brock, StL, 44.
be
will
attendance
PITCHING (10 Decisions)—
1973 Racers at the barbeque and those in
!
'
Brett, Phi, 12-4, 750, 3.73; Osgiven the opportunity to tour the beautiful, new Stewart'
Ar, teen, LA. 14-5, .737, 2.83.
. N..
SIR I K EOUTS—Carlton,
Stadium complex
are being sold in advance at $2.50 per personand -74' 176; Seaver, NY, 175.

44Set
.ar

4

Tickets
may be purchased from any Big M Club member. •
chairman*
* Tickets can also be purchased from ticket
,Tommy Rushing and the Bank of Murray.
41
c For those who are unable to purchase advance tickets,
Itsome tickets will be available at the barbeque.
.4( The barbeque will begin at 6:30 p.m. Sunday.

Adkins.
10:10—Elizabeth Stout, Joe
Beth Oakley, and Christine
Spann.
10.20—Leslie Plant, Gay Crisp,
and Cathrine Dick
NO. 10 TEE
9:00—Ken Marvin, Scott Sims,
Robert
Rains, and
Chuck
Creason.
9:10—Jay Marvin, Richie Wolf,
Jeff Boyd, and Chuck McKnight.
Bred
9: 20—Dan
Homr a ,
Adkins, Terry Todd, and Nick
Hibbard.
9:30—Lynn Phelps, Kevin
Lawson, and Greg Story
940—Howard Boone, Lynn
Sullivan, Scott McKnight. and
Jimmy Massey
9 50 -Anthony Fike, Kevin
D'Angelo, and Danny Mullen
10:00—Gary Sullivan, Russ
Cochran, Todd Johnson, and"
David Frank,
10:10—Steve Cotthoft, Larry
Robinson, and Jim Thompson
10.20—Lee Stewart, Bob An
dersOn, and David Cotthoff

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Haul
4 Pungent to the
taste
9 Ocean
12 Reverence
13 Mans name
14 Chieken
15 Buy back
17 Mtreduently
19 Turns around
track
21 A state labbr
22 Saturate
25 Irish sea god
27 Story
31 Number
32 Sings lender
sweethearts
window
Pronoun
34
35 Decay
36 Roman bronze
37 Conjunction
38 Contrition
41 Employ
42 Stupefy
43 Speck
44 Solar disk
45 Steamship
labbr
.47 Face of watch
49 Come onto the
scene
53 Large
American cat
57 Spanish for
river
58 Massive
60 Ang*r
61 Encountered
62 Collect
63 Li',
MOWN'
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34
38

48 Performs
49 Lomb
50 Bakers
Product
51 Vessel
52 Edge
54 Cove,
55 Nal,ve ore•al
56 Numbe•
59 Cooled •a,„3

32
33
35
39
40
41

Drunkard
Born
Wash lightly
Greek letter
Bow
Guido slow
note
44 Beverage
46 Epic tale
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Referee Stanley Berg holds Jimmy Carter
HOLD ON
in Chicago.
after he lost a bout with Rocky Difasio,
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DON'T &WE
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VA6UE PIZOFV,AL5
OVER THE NONE,
FUZZ! X NAVE
TO 5EE TANGO
IN BLACK
AND WHiTE!

MOM 00 N0tl

6 Football position tabbr I
7 Comparative
ending
8 Apothecary s
weight
9 Pronoun
10_ Lamprey
11 One,no matter
which
16 Antlered
anomal
18 Rosters
20 Weight ot India
22 Dinner course
(p1
23 Beginning
24 Diphthong
26 Responses
28 Paid notice
29 Rent
30 City in
Germany
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BEATLE BAILEY

veteran linebacker Bill Laskey
er question mark as the Dolthe Baltimore Colts for an
from
con22nd
phins try for their
draft choice, then
undisclosed
secutive victory is running
defensive backs Steve
placed
back Larry Csonka, who has a
Preece and Bill West on waivbruised leg muscle.
ers.
The Cleveland Browns pracNew England also released
ticed without five starters out
players, placing linebacker
two
in
incurred
with minor injuries
Moore and quarterback
Henry
last week's exhibition game
Werner on waivers.
Dan
against Los Angeles. Defensive
Paul Brown of the Cincinnati
tackle Walter Johnson, wide reannounced the acquisiBengals
ceiver Frank Pitts, running
agent, safety Rick
free
a
of
tion
backs Bo Scott and Ken Brown
a rookie from Ohio
Seifert,
were
DeMarco
and center Bob
State who had been dropped
out of action.
recently by the New York Jets.
The Denver Broncos obtained

Two_Games Played in _The
Girl's Softball League
Two very good games were
played Tuesday night in the
Girl's Softball League. The first
game found the Blue Hornets
victorious over the Nats after a
good battle for the win.
The Nets picked up the lead in
the second inning and held the
lead until the Blue Hornets
came back strong in the fourth
to score eight runs to win the
ball game.
Leading hitter for, the Blue
Hornets was Redden with four
hits. Teammates Johnson and
M. Kurz each had three hits
Including a homerun by Kurz.
Outland was four for four for
the Nets while she was assisted
by teammate Gore with three
hits.
The second game proved to be

exciting also as ParkerMcKenney edged by the
Sluggers 18-17.
The Sluggers, playing with
only eight players led most of
the game and played a good
defensive game.
They remained ahead until
the last inning when ParkerMcKenney, as home team,
scored two runs to win the •
game.
Williams and McGee each
had a hit and were brought
home on a triple by L. Williams.
Carrying the big stick for the
winners was U. Williams with
four hits. Teammates V.
Williams and Lawerence each
slammed homeruns.
Wells, Humphreys, S. Nall
and T. Nallisch had two hits for
the loe
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ell It With A Classified Ad

Call
753-1916 S

REAL ES-rATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALk

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Call
753-1916

Call
753-191

11F 1 1' W ANTED

.30.3;si
0 4Ciii.3
:
:
03
:
A father, ••.*******
ta,-*14::i1Cili:40.:30101CONC4:40101C4:0:0:0:W.:033:3c4KA:0:03.::020.32:40
•
•
• I.ROBERTS REALTY, located at 12th and Sycamore, has had 19 years experience;
* SPECIAL *
a son -and
rt. in the Real Estate Business, all in Murray and Calloway County. We welcome it
tragedy i ** SPECIAL **
and insist that you check the record of our dealings and courteous service.

NEED MORE income? Want
extra spending money? Earn
while working part time. Set your
own hours. For information
September4NC
phone 753-1470.

There are now four full time Brokers ready to serve you at Roberts Realty:
M. Hoyt Roberts, Ray Roberts, T. C. Collie and Lela Reed Parker.
•
•
Roberts Realty has been selling property and we need your listings!

RICHIE: The Ultimate
Tragedy Between One Decent
Man and the Son He Loved;
by Thomas Thompson; Saturday Review Press; 308 pages;
$7.95.
Reviewed By
RUBY SEXTON
,copliy News Service

o

k The following are listings of Roberts Realty which have been
;sold in the past thirty days:
-

PECIA Ltvicki k

•

WITH 1 1 2 ACRES OF LAND is this beautiful tri-level with
e baths; double, selfover 3,200 square feet of living space. 2,
-cleaning oven; carpeting deluxe: lots of storage: double
garage and many more extras. Priced to sell or would consider trade.

Help Wanted
Cashier or Waitress

brick

if(

FEMALE MRS. Santa demonstrate toys and gifts August thru
December, party plan. Phone
A15('
753-8291.

NICE TWO bedroor
miles out Concor
$75.130 per month.
nished. Phone 753-97

0.***************
:Help Wantia:
:
-Typist - *
3:
*

John Randolph Realty
and Auction Company

WANTED BABY-SITTER,
reeferrably in
have referencsa.PhodaMV._2

3-Month Old Child Doing
Well After Rare Surgery

ASSISTANT
MANAGER

Anyone Interested
753-1412 or
753-0435 after 5

* Member of Multiple Listing *
Buying - Selling =Appraising- Managing
SEE

Opportunity Grants
Available From HEW

411
A
41
3
•

Ray Roberts
Lela Reed Parker

A16C

l
j

•

For Sale
By Owner

and

Phone 753-2780 Days or
753-7682 After 7:00 p.m.

guidance offices,

or his

LARGE SitADY-tist;located
corner of Lynn Grove Highway
and
616C

•-•

NICE ONE bedrooi
apartment. Air Con
Electric. Adjacent t
campus. Couples onl:
3805

Long John Silvers_,

P.O. Box*******i
324t- -:
BODY

12th & Sycamore
Office Phone 753-1651
BROKERS HOME PHONE
Hoyt Roberts.--...... 753-3924
753-5583
T.C. Collie
753-5122
753-6086

1 t'R liEN

HORSE TRAILERi.
sale at 641 Super S
Kentucky. Phone M.
9131

Apply In Person 2-4

LOS ANGELES - A stark
Large two story house located at Buena Vista Subdivision
paragraph in a Long Island
SOLD
newspaper started writer
BEAUTIFUL, IN COUNTRY ATMOSPHERE, with city
Thomas Thompson on the
with two baths, central heat, in Camelot
$1!; Fair
. bedrOom
/ baths, house. Has
trail of Richie.
Owner will sacrifice if sold this week! 3 bedrooms, 2
conveniences. This three bedroom, 1,
SOLD
George Diener, a 43-yearbaths, large kitchen, with built-in oven, garbage •
lovely fireplace in family room, separate dining room, enold salesman, was being held
disposal, and dishwasher, central heat and air, in one of
trance hall and huge shady lot. As well built as you could find
Large three bedroom brick on Ford Road SOLD
on a charge of murdering his
Murray's finest subdivisions.
anywhere.
• k:
* Fast and experienced. 2:3S*
•
son. The boy, high on drugs,
* p.m. - 6:30 p.m. or until*
SOLD
Street.
Large
Pine
on
frame
house
•
in
had attacked his father with a
*
$16.500 will buy you a nice house and 5 acres of land
THE BEAUTY AND PEACEFULNESS of the country with
:work completed.
5
:
7
killed
was
kitchen knife and
Kirksey. House has three bedrdbms, I bath, large living
advantages of the city. This is the location of a lovely, three
*
IBM
Billing
Machine
:
and
420
9th
South
Street.
SOLD
by a single shot through the
room and kitchen
bedroom brick in 1,ynnwood Subidivision. Included in the
* IBM Selectric.
*
heart.
*
:
price of $25,000.00 are the drapes and built-in range and oven
Monday - Friday
Two lots at Highway 94 East SOI.D
Fathers don't kill their sons,
*
1 Acre and a 4 bedroom house near Ky. Lake on the Irvin
Reply to
*
Thompson thought. They just
*
Cobb Road. Take a look and just see what a nice place this
AN INCOblE.PLUS &comfortable home is the house at 1101
*
502 Beale Street, SOLD
don't do it. A son might kill his
_
*
IS
Main Street. On the main floor are two bedrooms, living
.4;
parents, a mother might bat*********
room, kitchen, dining room and family room There is a
FA: 209 South 13th Street, SOLI)
ter an infant.
garage apartment and a four room apartment upstairs
man
EXPERIENCED
But a father's own ego and
1
:
1
1:
intriare
wanted Hicks Body Shop, 101
hopes for the future
Two acres at Flint Church SOLD
ANOTHER INCOME, plus, home is the house at 1630
cately interwoven in his feelSo4u3th 1st Street Phone 75362
• :
Hamilton. There are five rental rooms in the walk-in
Al7C
ings about his son.
toli, Six room,frame house on old Murray-Paris Road.SOLD
bedroom
basement and a comfortable, well arranged, three
What had gone wrong here?
home on the main floor. Must be seen to be appreciated.
Thompson persuaded his edi1607 Parklane Drive SOLD
tors at Life magazine to let
1111 SYCAMORE
:
him look into the situation.
3.8 ACRES OF LAND with a good house, inside the city
John or Joretta Randolph 753-8382
my home. Must
; 1711 College Farm Road. SOLD
The resulting. article on
near the University. This listing is the ideal piece of
limits,
min-leinas
Keith
Richeed Diener-Abe quietoldproperty for the commercially minded person. This property
Eitel. SO
Benew4raller
-er son who began slipping
is zoned for business and would be perfect for subdividing.
away from his family into the
•* Two lots in Broach Addition SOLD
PART TIME; need four men who
half-world of drugs at the age
TH'E PERFECT'HOUSE for the newly wed or retired couple
can work part time from ap••••••••111011••••
of 14, drew probably the
'411:
is the house at 215 Woodlawn. This is a two bedroom, newly
All of the above properties were listings of ROBERTS
proximatley 5:30 p.m. till 9:30
largest mail the magazine
decorated house with built-in range and oven. It is air conp.m., four nights per week. Must
REALTY. We badly need listings to replace the above sales
had ever received on a single
ditioned, has storm doors and windows and is ready for
be at least 21 years of age and
story, Thomas said in an inimmediate occupancy.
bondable. Prefer married.
The following properties have been reduced in price:
terview.
per month plus bonus to
$200.00
But the author was "rather
the
with
be
145
could
You
BOSS?
OWN
YOUR
LIKE TO BE
SEVENTY ACRE farm located near Almo Heights: reduced
those who qualify. Phone 753horrified," he said, to see that
acre farm that is located near Cherry Corner.
Al6P
0359.
most of the letter writers were
$1,500.00.
in total synicethy with the fabrick
bedroom,
four
the
is
LISTING
CLOSE-IN
ANOTHER
ther, whom a grand jury in
THE BELK BUILDING ON the west side of the Court Square
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - side effects from the surgery in
at 512 Broad Street. This is listed at $21,250.00 and is worth
the Long Island suburb of Three-month-old Elisabeth Ann the immediate future.'
is reduced for the second time. Total reduction; $16,000.00. It
the money. The price includes drapes, storm doors and
East Meadow had unani- Shea was "doing well" at ChilShea said he believed his
is now priced to sell!
windows, fireplace, basement and much more. Make an
mously refused to indict.
dren's Hospital here early daughter had developed the
and see this house.
appointment
He returned to East Mead- Tuesday, following treatment pneumonia in the air-conLocal finance company has
IN ORDER TO TAKE CARE OF some repairs the older
ow and the Dieners, and they
opening for assistant
bronchial
dtioned jet-liner which brought
home on North 5th Street has been reduced $1,500.00.
mild case of
a
for
of
with
feet
LAND
240
OF
ACRE
ONE
APPROXIMATELY
agreed to cooperate with him
manager to train for
pneumonia and major surgery the family home from Japan.
frontage on Highway No. 641. This land is located near
on a book about the tragedy
manager's position. Must
Dr. Suruga will have ElizaA TWO BEDROOM COTTAGE with 245 feet of extra nice
correct a rare liver condito
real
a
is
and
investment
Plants
Fisher-Price
and
Vanderbilt
family,
their
struck
had
which
be high school grades*
beth Ann's medical records
lake frontage has been iliduced 81,500.00.
tion.
for only $6,500.00.
eltnis that by doing so they
be willing to meet and
and
English
sent
translated
into
and
might help others in a similar
The child, daughter of Mr.
at
found
be
can
what
of
sample
a
only
with the public. Paid
use
the
are
for
to
deal
their
by
listings
Sheas
above
The
Square
reduced
Court
the
on
THE
.
KUHN
BUILDING
situation.
and Mrs. William Shea of Memvacations and many other
own physician. He plans to call
ROBERTS REALTY. If we haven't mentioned "just exactly
62,500.00.
Because, as they were
the
to
admitted
was
phis, Ind.,
benefits.
what you want," we will be glad to work with you through the
learning from their own mail, hospital shortly after 7 p.m. the family from Chicago Oct. 20
a progress report on the
get
to
multiple listing service. Don't spend valuable time driving
nice
bedroom
extra
three
this
WE
LISTED
HAVE
there are thousands of Richies
JUST
Monday after a delay in
infant.
from one end of town to the other. Come to ROBERTS
in this country - teen-agers
brick with two car garage, two full ceramic tile baths, large
Seattle, Wash., where the pneuShea said Monday that, since
REALTY and let one of the four brokers there help you make
on drugs and at odds with
air
and
heat
utility,
central
room,
dining
fireplace,
with
den
monia was diagnosed.
their families.
learning of Dr. Suruga-one of
dreams come true.
and in one of Murray's best subdivisions. It's a honey.
The hospital's night super- the few surgeons experienced
Thompson, who has been
living in Los Angeles since the visor, Mrs. Elizabeth Greyer, in treating the condition-he has
FOR RENT
demise of Life, spent six said the infant had no fever received calls from parents of
months in close association and was "taking her feedings five other babies who have the
OFFICE SUITE on South 5th
with the Dieners, their neighwell."
same illness.
Street, any size, on ground floor.
bors, police, school officials,
"It makes you realize the disunderwent correcchild
The
psychiatrists and Richie's
Contact L.D. Miller, 753-5595 or
...
ESTATE
REAL
TO
COMES
IT
WHEN
is
rare
ease
as
people
not
as
tive surgery in Tokyo last week
A15C
friends.
753-5000.
for a rare defect known as think," he said. "Only this
lheiitiuli is "Richie : The
biliary atresia, the absence or morning a 19-year-old mother
Ultimate Tragedy Between
SMALL FOUR room house, south
under-development of tirly bile called from Indianapolis and
One Decent Man and the Son
of Murray on 641, across from
II
ducts in the liver. Dr. Keijiro said her baby was suffereing
He Loved."
Nesbitt Fabric Shop. Adults
with biliary atresia. She told
Suruga, who performed the
The'book traces the famiRefrences. Phone 492-8356. A20C
me
was
her
unemhusband
•
eration, said Saturday that
ly's story from the parents'
early lives to that awful conElizabeth Ann -will have a ployed, but she said she was
frontation o.the basement
good chance of long-time sur- going to do everything possible
THREE BEDROOM brick house,
steps of their middle-class
vival if she does not suffer any to get to Dr. Suruga."
unfurnished, 1869 Ryan. $150.00
suburban home.
per month. Phone 753-0312 after
"I went into the article and
4:00p.m.
into the book with great antipathy toward the father,"
WOULDN'T YOU really rather
Thompson admitted. "I really
live in a residential area? Place
had no sympathy with what he
your mobile accommodations.
did."
VA
approved. Swimming pool
But, he said, after spending
utilities, on both city and
city
so much time getting to know
To apply for a Basic Grant, an
Students who need money for
county school bus routes, Fox
the family, "at least I can un- their education after high "Application for Determination
Coach Estates. See
Meadows and
derstand what happened at school may now apply for Basic of Expected Family Con__elm pages ad. 753_
that terrible moment when his Educational Opportunity tribution" must be obtained,
"s.
3866.
son held a knife and he held a Grants, according .to HEW filled out, and' mailed to P.O.
A2°C
gun."
HELP
200'
x
SHORES-100'
WANTED
KENIANA
WeinW.
Caspar
Secretary
Box B, Iowa City, Iowa 52240.
four
The story has "the elements berger.
restricted lake view. Lots for ON KENTUCKY Lake;
HOUSE FOR a middle age
Within a month the student is
of a Greek tragedy," he said,
$25.00 down and $25.00 per month. large bedrooms, 2 baths, large "INTERVIEWER WANTED for working lady. Call 753-2987. A17C
his
of
of
amount
notified
the
More than $122 million is
explaining:
Also 80' x 200' mobile home lots kitchen and living area, break- part time telephone survey work.
located
on
House
available under this new family's expected contribution.
$10.00 down and 10.00 per fast bar, fireplace, central heat Give phone number. Must have
for
"Sometimes the fates grab
He then submits the notification
beautiful wooded one
program
administered
by
create
hold of people and
month. Central water-lake and air, boat dock, large patio, private line. Not a selling job. Air TWO PRIVATE rooms, one block
to the school of his choice, which
acre lot, two miles
larger-than-life situations. HEW's Office of Education.
access, all weather streets. Drive $35,000.00. Phone 436-5574. A18C mail letter including education, from university. Air Conditioned.
the
of
the
amount
calculates
south. Three bedrooms,
753-5962
"Although limited this year to
work experience and names of Phone 753-6425 days
And this is what happened in
Northeast on 444 from New
Basic Grant to which he is
two baths, family room,
A 16C
to:
American nights.
this very ordinary family." first-year, full time post- entitled.
Concord and follow Keniana BY OWNER beautiful shady lot references
built-ins,
fireplace,
Bureau,
Field
Because he felt the story. secondary students, the - Application forms are now
signs to office. Phone 436-5320 or 100' x 253'. beside park. Sharp Research
central air.
had so much power in itself, program is expected to benefit available at student financial
September 12C Street Ready for quality home Operations, 4320 Ammendale TWO LARGE furnished apart436-2473.
Phone 606 549-2494. August27NC Road, Beltsville, Maryland ments. Carpeted and air conhe,said, he tried to, write it an estimated one-half million
aid itIffices at postsecondary
ON KENTUCKY Lake two
lardy and directly, with little students who might otherwise
20705."
A16C ditioned. Married cotiples only.
high
school
bedroom, with fireplace, wall to
embellishment or description. be unable to coninue their institutions,
No pets. Reference preferred.
price
post
offices,
HELP WANTED
wall carpet and furnished
The most difficult part was education," Secretary Weinper month. Phone 753-6425
$100
cutter
WANTED
trainee.
MEAT
A I6C
$12,500. Phone 437.4444.
the death scene, he said, add- berger said. "Along with other State employment offices,
A16C
Some experience desirable, but days anti 7534962 nights.
county
baby
extension
MATURE
agricultural
DEPENDABLE
Federal programs of student
ing:
not necessary. Send resume to
Search,
agents,
and
may
Talent
three
in
home
sitter,
needed
lovely
BY OWNER,
financial aid, It marks
P.O. Box 32-L, Murray, Ken•'I still can't understand
ONE BEDROOM furnished
bedroom brick house available Monday, Wednesday and Friday tucky,
significant progress toward the Upward Bound, and Student
A20C apartment, partial utilities paid..
why the father did it."
If
Special
projects.
A16C
Services
mornings.
own
References,
753-4381.
call
now,
ultimate
Administration's
goal
Why shoot to kill, as George
unavailable in your area, write
transportation required. 753Air conditioned. Married couples
Diener admitted he had done? of making postsecondary to Box G, Iowa City, Iowa 57240.
A 16NC ELECTRIC SERVICE man cnly. No pets. Phone 753story brick 4186.
-two
OWNER
to
education
available
all
young
BY
The father's logic, Thompwanted.
No
but
motor
rewinding,
Other forms of Federal
9741.
Al8C
house with full size basement,
son said, was that he would people who desire it."
electric motor knowledge
student assistance such as
three large bedrooms, two baths, WE HAVE GOOD JOBS IN
have had "a crazed animal"
required. Excellent opportunity
Under the Basic Grant Supplemental
Educational
living room, dining room and
ADMINISTRATION FOR
on his hands had he simply program,
for right person. Work on comstudents in financial Opportunity Grants, College
apartment
WOMEN
YOUNG
garage
AND
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
Has
MEN
kitchen.
wounded or tackled the boy
mission basis only. No phone located one
need may obtain funds to help Work-Study, National Direct
Running today's Army
block
from
with two bedrooms, kitchen,
that Richie might later have
calls please. Apple in person only University, two to four girls
pay their educational expenses Student Loans, and Guaranteed
takes a lot of adliving room, bath and utility
murdered the whole family.
to Mrs B. B. Dill at Dill Electric, $500.00 per
at any approved college, Student Loans are available in
ministrative skills. Like
semester plus
room. Phone 753-2205 after 4:30
The Dieners were good, deMurray Drive In Theatre en- utilities, and deposit. Contact
addition
to
Basic
,
e
university
Grants.
vocational
school,
typing,
office
stenography,
A20C
cent, hardworking people, as
p.m.for appointment.
trance.
For further information on
•
AISC John Pasco, Jr., 753,7278 or 753management and per-Thompson points out in his Technical institute, or hospital
sonnel specialties. We'll
2649.
A21NC
book. They loved their chil- school of nursing. How much a Basic Grants and other student
aid
MURRAY CARLEVISION
programs,
family can financial
pay you a good starting
dren, Richt. and .hls younger student
Mailer teeimician position. Essalary while you learn.
brother Russell, and sacri- contribute affects the amount of stielents should contact their
perience preferred, but not ab- PRIVATE ROOMS for men
ficed to give them a -home in his Basic Grant and is deter- high school counselor or the
Pliis 30 days paid vacation
Johnny Robertson Road
necessary. Complete students ,with kitchen facilities
solutely
the suburbs and good schools, mined according to a formula financial aid officer at the
and
jexcellent
753-3430
or
_other
days
7534671
Phone
A20C and central heat and air. Phone
753-5005
Phone
resume.
to encourage Richie's early established by the U.S. Officeof school in which they expect to
Call
t471125
benefits_
nights.
436-5479
A27C
enroll.
interest in natural science. Education.

.***S
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ONE-3 bedroon, 1'
available irrunedli
753-1551 or 753-2930.
FOR SAL1

1973 HONDA CBcondition. Only 3
Phone after 5 p.m '

--..1952 FORD tract(
• 'ment Phone 436-56

ANTIQUE ROUT'
6100.00. Two rep
[Nue single bed
tresses, $75.00 an
tique couch, WA
drawers, $10.130 ar
shelf,69.00. Phone

41..EVISION, 1
11
model black and
Phone 753-3570 or 7
1967 YAMAHA
Phone 436-5880.

NEW HOLLAND
*pickgr-Phonb 435
p.m.
DOUBLE BED,h
Sealy Posturpedh
• new. $125.00 for
2836.

I EARLY AMERII
sofa with spring:
Good condition. P
6302.

1972 KAWASAIU
Extra sharp, $85
7550.

t AKC REGISTE1
months old, fern
1380 after 4:00 pi

MARI
USED
refrigerator--fri
Phone 753-2403.

TREAT rugs rn
delight if deal
Lustre. Rent ele
$1.
Points.

- CONCRETE Si
and concrete
Murray Lurnbe
Maple Street.

BELTONe 11,
hearing aid batt
hearing aids. WI
REMOVE CAF
spots; fluff beat
Blue Lustre.
$1.00. Big K,":
Center.

BASEMENT h

North 7th St
Friday and Sat
4:00 p.m. Qu
items.

BEST OFFE1
Plymouth wit
barrel carburi
high powered
haze filter are
Phone 753-6080
1208 South 16th

YAM
1970
mileage, es
helmet, high I
bars, 3450.00.1
1877.

1972 SUZUN
condition. Mu
0713 after 5:00

BIC1

BOY'S
speed, one m
condition. Pta

DUNE BUG(
good, conditi(
phone 753-4011
p.m.
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Call
753-1916

ith A Classified Ad

seli It

•
4 ••
••4•

NOT It 'I-

NOTICE

int
irn
iur
on
NC

I OR RENT
NICE ONE bedroom furnished
apartment. Air Conditioned. All
Electric. Adjacent to university
campus. Couples only. Phone 753Al7C
3805.

l'OR SALE

University Day Care
Center

GAS HEATER, good condition,
water
gallon
30
$75.00.
tank, it H.P. Myers pump. Excellent condition. $50.00 for both.
A17C
Phone 753-7686.

Will Be Open

AUGUST 20

REGISTERED AND full stock
HORSE TRAILERS for rent and hampshtre boars and gilts. Phone
A16NC
sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray. 753-9390.
Kentucky. Phone Max at 753Win1TC CABIN TENT-8 X10
9131.
chester, $50.00 Used one time,
A15NC
Phone 753-6213.

;

bru
ione
15C

**

1*

g*

tr*I

man
101

Al7C

ER,
1fust

140.

who
ap9:30
Must
and
red.
us to
753Al6P

NICE TWO bedroom trailer, PI
miles out Concord Highway. 11.1TEltIN( IlY --Sears Sears
$75.00 • per month. Water -fur- seamless gutters. installed per
A2IC your specifications. ('all Larry.
rushed. Phone 753-9773.
Lyles at 7:53-2310 for free
ONE-3 bedroon, 1,-2 bath trailer, estimate.
available immediately. Phone
A17C SPECIAL 16 FT., 5-slat panel
753-1551 or 753-2930.
gate $20.40, 14 ft., 5-slat panel
gate $19.40, 6 ft. chain link gate,
FOR SALE
$12.75, 8 ft. chain link gate $13.50,
1973 HONDA CB-350 very good 10 ft. chain link gate $14.60, 12 ft.
condition. Only 3 months old. chain link gate $15.40, 14 ft. chain
Phone after 5 p.m. 753-3664. Al7C link gate $16.50, 16 ft. chain link(
gate $17.50. Also 6 ft. steel pOst
0
$1.30. 3.5 percent hog supplement
4.
--.1952 FORD tractor and equip- pellet or meal) $12.00 cut. 40 per
Al7P
''enent-Phone 436-5688
cent hog supplement (pellet or
meal) $13.00 cut. Fly blocks $2.20
41 per cent dairy coneach.
ANTIQUE ROUND oak table, centrate $8.25 cut Tramisol
$100.00. Two reproduction an- cattle wormer blouses 65 cents
tique single beds with mat- each. Thibenzole cattle wormer
tresses, $75.00 and $125.00. An- blouses 65 cents each. Rhodes
tique couch, $50.00. Two chest of Feed Meal Cuba, Kentucky 382A23C
drawers, $10.00 and $15.00. Book 2593.
shelf, $9.00. Phone 753-6194. Al7P

7 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Located at North 15th and Olive,
former site of The Hut.
We will be registering children, ages
3 years to school age, all week.
OPEN HOUSE will be held on
Saturday, August 25th from 2 until 5
P.M., for all interested persons.

I ill)I F. 1SE
Gulf Station
Good potential, coming up
for lease, 5 points.
Contact Rudy Lovett
753-3571

1.I. your additions.
FOR
remodeling, residential or
commercial New or old. Free
Tv('
estimates. Call 753-612.3
BURNETT'S MOBILE Mime
Service, 1105 Lackey Street.
Paducah, Ky. Patio covers. 14
different colors to choose,from. •
Underpenning and anchors.
Central air conditioning. 24 hour
service Phone 502-442September 7C
3115.

Legal Notice

THE OLDE Shoppe. Furniture
ing and repairs-1301 Main,
stripp
All persons having claims
the Dairy Queen. Phone
to
next
a
against the estate of Willen
August24C
0.
753-824
Puckett Tillman of Shelbyville,
Phone 753-6199 Day or 753-4478 Nite
Kentucky, formerly of Murray, TIMBER-LODGE, on :TennKentucky, who died July 14, 1973, Tucky Lake, Route 1. Springville.
shall file their verified claims Tennessee, will build complete
*WM OOOOOOOOOOOOO MID al••:
with Jesse Puckett, Ad- fireplaces, starting at only
v Pump Repairs
ministrator with the will an- $695.00. Selection of stones
Insulation
nexed, whose address is 186 available'. Satisfaction
Kentucky Avenue, Shelbyville,
v Water Heaters Kentucky 40065, on or before guaranteed. Phone 901-593 'TEC
3534.
Feburary 10, 1974. Jesse Puckett,
Phone
NG A
ACTUALLY, I'M PLANNING ON BEI
Administrator with the will
Lee
WORK.
PLA•(ER."
annexed, was appointed by the CONCRETE
RICH LAI)•(
Childress. Walks, floors, drives,
ville
Shelby
Court,
County
Shelby
FOR SALE
patios. Phone 753-6170 Alm,
or
Kentucky, on July 27. 1973. KFtS
FOR SALE
Atirfv-:
ky.
Kentuc
424-1340. Any person indebted to
No Appointment
VITA MASTER custom built
this estate contact the Adjill.I.DOZER WORK: trucking,
mesgager with automatic timer,
ministrator at the addres,s
fill dirt arifsary
Neces
A16C
motor
c
0.
electri
phone 753-899
ITC •ilso bank gravel,
ORB ELECTRIC,
stated.
Now is the best time to
. 354-8138 or
Hardin
Phone
topsoil
repair and sale. New Concord,
consider your child's future
TFC
1, after 5:00 p.m
354-816
TFC
4
753-811
phone
rush.
Road,
1
in music. Beat the fall
1973 HONDA CB-350, 500 miles,"
I, Robert Lee Pounds, as of this
Selection is best now on
two months old. Call 767date, August 15, 1973 am not C 51i PETS PROFESSION A LLY
new, used, demonstrators,
'A16C
6106.
responsible for any other debts steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
etc.
TFC
than my own.
Master 489-2504.
H SEASON is about over.
PEAC
all
Signed
on
E
RANC
WIN
CLEA
BALD
ER
SUMM
• _ .10/MS REP.AIR , Service.
Redskin peaches 86.00 a-bushel,
-Robert Lee Pounds
For the convenience of the Citizens 4:If 7 m trutt tires.
Piano
.1I.,EVLSION.- RCA. ca.1)1,11.0"..Arrast4.-04 1aSpinit
Plumbingidectrical-roofing
and
ng
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for
ready
are
-By
y ...
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Count
model black and white, $15.00. First line:
wl
Callo
995.00 688.410
and.-fitufray
carpentry Phone 753-5897 days or _
better
6.14
$
had
you
A17P
+
but
$36.00
now,
ng
y
s
freezi
Ella May Pound
Phone 753-3570 or 753-6602. Al7NC 825
TFC
Home organ rhythm
753-7625 nights
green
,
hurry. We have apples
lessons, bench,
MUSIC
bers,
cucum
corn,
peas,
beans,
795.00
900 x 20-10 ply $46.18 + $7.33
delivery
1967 YAMAHA 100cc, $150.00.
hot and sweet pepper, by the
Leave your heavy cleaning
will be from
piano.
ole
Cons
A16P
$9.10
+$59.95
ply
20-12
x
0.
1000
436-588
Phone
. Large waterbushel
or
pound
up to the experts at
Save, 419.00
1000 x 22-12 ply $62.34 + $9.98
melons 99 cents. 10 pounds
for
Now
ster
Regi
tread
y
Armstrongs best highwa
KIMBALL,
number one potatoes $1.49.
Only thru August 31st
NEW HOLLAND one row corn truck tire.
444.00
Fliping Hillbilly Barn, Union
piano
Spinet
New
PROFESSIONAL
14
$6
+
6:00
$44.16
after
ply
32
20-10
x
82.5
A17C
Micktar-Phonh 435-42
City,Tenn.
Deluxe Console piano,
Al6C 900 x 20-10 ply $55.34 + $7.33
CLEANING
p.m.
777.00
choice of style
1000 x 20-12 ply $66.68 + $9.00 organ. new.
&
Shoe
e
&
Consol
BOOT
N'S
VERNO
4, Carpets
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(Only limited openings left)
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Save
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DOUBLE BED,hicrd rock mapld,
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2 Female
Sealy Posturpedic mattress. Like Armstr
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tires.
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Germa
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part
Shoppi
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l
• new. $125.00 for all. Phone 753- truck
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Centra
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from
across
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Please Phone
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2336.
to mention.
many
Hours
Too
V/Inc:ovis
Center
$8.51
+
900 x 20-10 ply $61.14
Shepherd and part Collie
Your
* VOICE
Brands include Wurlitzer,
through Saturday. 1:00-6:00
1000 x 20-10 ply $73.09 + $10.52
Hammond, Lester.
Sunday .lust arrived-3 styles
Phone 753-0612
Armstrong Best lug type tire:
Call Collect for Free
* GUITAR
and many
EARLY AMERICAN hide-a-bed
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825
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Estimates
and
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dress
'sofa with spring
others. We must sell all.
lust arrived 10 new styles
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Weste
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Good condition. Phone 753leathe
-solid
shoes
* BANJO
Al6C 1000 x 20-10 ply $73.21 + $10.52
fp/UR PROMISE
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AUTOS FOR SALE
hats -Western clothes . 10 per
No Results:
If
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
the
* ACCORDION
If you don't select your
cent sale on now throughout
September 4C
247 7333
Ky.
Phone:
1972 KAWASAKI 500, 2400 miles.
instrument from Conrads,
store. 2 for 1 sale on Verde dress
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TRUM
*
753Phone
.
boots
$850.00
casual
either
out
ly
sharp,
Rough
Extra
you will probab
boots and
out,
WILL KEEP children in my
A20C 1969 TRI-HULL runab
* BAND
7550.
pay more or get less.
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p.m.
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by the hour, day or week.
e
home
Mercury motor, trailer, new boat
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A16P
Phone 753-3102.
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ED
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Then
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Phone
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p.m. and
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After
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AKC REGISTERED poodle
Paducah, Ky.
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Murra
819.40,6 ft. chain link gate, $12.75,
miniatures.
Air
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Factor
toys
s,
p.m.
FREE
puppie
ESTIMATES
6:30
16'
Until
MARQUETTE
No. 443-6453
USED
8 ft. chain link gate 813.50, 10 ft.
Reasonably priced. Also stud
Bill Houghton
r
chain
epai
ft.
12
NG-R
refrigerator-freezer, frost free.
chain link gate $14.60,
PIANO TUNI
Call 753-5738
A20C
7534861
A16C service. PhOne-753-6379
Phone 753-2403.
link gate $15.40, 14 it chain link
rebuilding. Prompt expert serWANT TO BUY
BARGAIN TIRES - Armstrong gate $16.50, 16 ft chain link gate
5:00
t
After
Rebuil
ence.
experi
years
15
vice.
PECKY CYPRESS lumber, good made - while present inventory
TO BUY pre-recorded
6 ft. steel post $1.30. WANT
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer, DRESS MAKING and alterations
TREAT rugs right, they'll be a for interior decorating. 5,
by $17.50. Also
e tapes. Phone 753-845
casett
775-825
stereo
nylon
ply
4
lasts.
pellet
red
with
Murray, Kentucky, Phone 753- in my home. Phone 436black
7,
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Al8C
Al7C BALDWIN PIANOS and organs SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING
cwt. Fly blocks $2.20 each. The Ledger & Times. Please p.m.
Points.
1972 YAMAHA 175 Endurio, 78 Series polyester F-G-H 78 by $13.00
trate
concen
Rent to purchase plan Lonardo Electric Complete pump repair
per
dairy
41
cent
bring to the Ledger & Times, 103
excellent condition. Phone 753- 14" or 15" $17.70+$2.69.
across from service. Let us check your old
worstones
cattle
ING
ol
TFNC 1965 FORD Fairlane-289 four Piano Company,
CONCRETE STEPP
North 4th Street.
0123 before 4:30 p.m. or 753-7699 Polyester Glass belted F-G-H 78 $8.25 cwt. Tramis
AIX Pump for ydu before you buy a-Tnri.
Paris,
.
,
each.
blocks
Office'
Post
mer boluses 65 cents
A2ONC
and concrete splash
speed, two door hardtop, needs
after 5:30 p.m.
or 15" $18.44+$3.10 Thibenzole cattle wormer boluses BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
14"
by
104
ny.
new one. 24 hour emergency
Compa
r
Lumbe
Murray
A16P
Belted F-G-H 7 65 cents each. Rhodes Feed Mill EXTRA MONEY needed? Sell paint, $400.00. 767-4382.
as $595.90. service. Phone 753low
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Steel
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ter
Al5C
Polyes
PIANO
Maple Street.
CUB FARMALL belly mower by 14" or 15" $21.50+$3.10. Wide
August21C Lonardo Piano Cornpany, across 5543.
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33,000
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fresh
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-417c
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hearing aid batteries for all make
WILL DO ironing and sewing in
Al5C
$20.81+$306. Wide 60 series DINETTE TABLE formica top, 753-3422.
Septemberl3C
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs.
home. Reasonable. Butmy
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vinyl
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7515.
hardto
16NC
A
way 68, Benton, Ky. September5C offer. Phone 753-3092
spots; fluff beaten down nap with
AUCTION SALE, every Friday disc brakes, 390 motor with WILLIE'S INTERIOR & Exon 641, Paris, Tenn. Lots automatic transmission, like new terior Painting. Phone 753-4832 DOZER
Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer
SERVIGE-LNE
old night
$1.00. Big K, 'Belaire Shopping TWENTY-ONE eight weeks old 1 /1" BATHROOM wall board, 1972 HONDA 350, One year
goodies from St. Louis. This inside and out. Nearly new tires from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and caterpiller, hydraulic power
more
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Center.
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Grand Jury Indicts Two Youths
In Houston Mass Slayings Case
HOUSTON LAP) - A grand
jury has indicted two youths in
the Texas mass murders and
an official says more indictments are in the works.
inreturned
The jury
dictments Tuesday against Elmer Wayne Henley Jr.. 17, and
David Owen Brooks, 18, in connection with the country's
worst confirmed mass slayings.
The bodies of 27 teen-aged
victims of the homosexual slayings over the past three years
have been unearthed since last
week. Nine of the bodies have
been identified.
-Three indictments named
Henley, who had been charged
with two slayings in Houston
and three in San Augustine
County. He has told police he
took part in nine killings.
The jury returned one indictment against Brooks. He
had been charged with one
murder in Houston but has said
he did not kill anyone.
One indictment. alleged both
Breoks and Henley killed William Ray Lawrence, 15, by
strangling him with a cord and
in some manner and by some
means, instruments and weep,
ons to the grand jury unknown"
on July 10.
The other two indictments ac-

IFSI

Former Resident,
Mrs. Stella Farley
Dies At Nashville
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cuse Henley of strangling Marty Ray Jones with a cord and
of shooting to death Charles C.
Cobble. The two 17-year-olds
were slain July 27.
The grand jury returned the
indictments after hearing 64
hours of testimony from police
detectives and Billy Ridinger,
20, who entered and left the
Jury room with a brown paper
sack over his head.
Brooks said in a statement to
police that he was at the home
of Dean Allen Corti "when they
got Billy Ridinger.... And I believe the only reason he is alive
now is that I begged them
_ not
to kill him."
A source in the investigation
quoted Henley and Brooks as
saying they rectived money for

Poetry Meeting To
Be Held Thursday
At Wrather Hall
Poets from Western Kentucky, Western Tennessee, and
Southern Illinois will hold their
quarterly read in on Thursday,
August 16, at seven p.m. in
Room 215, Wrather Hall,
Murray State University.
The club, wmen numbers over
thirty members, is expecting
several new members and
everyone is invited, a
spokesman said.
Tom Perkins, club President,
creative
who also teaches
writing at Mid-Continent
Baptist Bible College,
said that plans for the fall stete
poetry convention to be held at
Luke Barkley State Park Lodge
will be discussed.
Everyone should bring at
least one poem to read at the
meeting, Perkins said.

procuring youths for Corti, 33.
The source said the victims
were taken to Corll's home,
tied to a board "spreadeagled,"
sexually assaulted and later
murdered.
It was Corrs death at-Weiley's hands last Wednesday
that brought the mass slayings
to light.
Dist. Atty. Carol Vance said
Corti was "probably responsible for, or in on, most of the
killings in which the bodies
have been found."
However, Vance told newsmen that more indictments
were possible and that he expected to present more evidence to the grand jury, possibly Thursday. "There is much
more to be done," he said.
"This is not going to be all
the indictments," said Asst.
Dist. Atty. Mike Hinton, who
has been conducting the district
attorney's investigation. "What
is holding us up now is identification of the bodies. Under
Texas law, you can't indict a
person for murder unless the
Identity of the deceased is es'
tablished."—
The search for further bodies
has been at least temporarily
suspended. There had been reports the death toll might be as
high as 30.

Astronauts Ask For
More Experiments;
Extra Work Planned
SPACE CENTER, Houston
t AP) - Skylab 2's astronauts,
told to plan on completing a
full 59-day mission, asked for
more experiments to perform
aboard the orbiting laboratory
today. Mission Control responded by scheduling hours of extra
work for the three spacemen.
Astronauts Alan L. Bean, Dr.
Owen K. Garriott and Jack R.
Lousma, were hardly out of bed
today before they were put
hard at work.
Mission Control said the new
schedule will increase experiment time by about 50 per
cent. The extra time for the
science wotic comes from reclueing time allowed for meals,
housekeeping and sleep.
The astronauts, in their 19th
day in space, performed medical tests and spent hours observing the sun with telescope
cameras. Bean also planned to
fly a maneuvering device inside
the dome of the large lab.
The spacemen also announced that one of about 50
minnow eggs aboard the space

Seen & Heard .. .
(Coninied from Page 1)

station hatched late Tuesday
night, in what they called "the
first birth ever noted in ...
space.'!-Meanwhile, launch crews at
Cape Kennedy, Fla., prepared
a would-be Skylab 2 rescue
craft for use instead on a
planned Skylab 3 mission. Officials decided on Tuesday that
the crippled Apollo ferry craft
now linked to Skylab would be
able to bring Bean, Garriott
and Lousma back to earth.
Bean told mission control
Tuesday night that he and his
crevrmates were completing
their work each day hours
ahead of schedule. He asked
that they be assigned more experiments.
Garriott relayed the birth announcment: "I guess it should
be noted that we had the first
birth ever noted in ... Space."
He said a minnow fingerling
was swimming in a plastic-bag
aquarium that holds the eggs.
Another compartment of the
bag contains two adult minnows.
The aquarium is part of a
study of the effects of weightlerness, and Garriott said the
fingerling was not swimming in
the disoriented spirals that the
adult minnows had adopted in
space.
It "swims in .a very normal
as if he were almanner
ready adapted to zero gravity
during the hatchipit
- •
•
he said.

Funeral Thursday
At Hazel Church
For Otho White

Contest

Funeral services for Otho
White of Hazel will be held
Thursday at two p.m. at the
Hazel Church of Christ, where
he was a member, with Bro.
Henry Hargis officiating.
Pallbearers will be Genie
Adams, Grove Charlton, Rowdy
Elkins, Homer Marshall,
Eunice Williams, Ira Taylor,
Aubrey Cook, and Ed Alton.
Interment will be in the Hazel
the
with
Cemetery
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel where
friends may call. •
Mr. White, age 84; died
Monday at 10:30 p.m. He had
been a resident of Fern Terrace
Lodge. Born March 12, 1889. he
was the son of the late Dave
White and Josephine Charlton
White.
The deceased is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Mary
Frances Lavender of Tipton,
Ga.; two sons, Ralph White of
Hazel and Robert White of
Conmer; four sisters, Mrs.
Novie Hale of Murray, Mrs.
Maude Grogan of Hazel, Mrs.
Ruby Keegatr•Usd--Mrs. Eva
Hurt, both of Detroit, Mich;
one brother, Earlie White of
Hazel; six grandchildren;
seven great grandchildren.

Stan Key Named
As Teacher At
Local School

• • • (Continued from Page 1)

ween the ages of three and five
will compete for the title for
1973. They are listed below
followed by their parents:
Kerie Ann Atkins, Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Atkins; Angela Hope
Bailey, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Bailey; Stacie Barber, Mr. and
Mrs. Ken Barber; Nicole Rae
Baize'', Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Bazzell; Kim Borders, Mr. and
Mrs. David Borders, Kimberly
Bynum, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Bynum; Lori Gay Cooper, Mr.
and Mrs. Lloyd A. Cooper;
Suzanne Coleman, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Coleman; Kele Sharee
Conley, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Conley; Tina Kay Cooper, Mr.
and Mrs. Lloyd A. Cooper;
Alesia Covey, Mr. and Mrs.
Gary Covey.
Cindy Lynn Dunn, Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Dunn; Kristy Lyn
Elkins, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Elkins; Tracie Elkins, Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Elkins; Jennifer
Goodwin, Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Goodwin; Stephanie Hays, Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Hays; Angela
Marie Hendrick, Mr. and Mrs.
Ben P. Hendrick; Tabethia
Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Don E.
Johnson; Johnna Jones, Mr.
and Mrs. J.W. Jones; Melody
Leigh Kernell, Mr. and Mrs.
Clayton H. Kernell; Amy
Elizabeth Latimer, Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Latimer; Marilynn
McCallon, Mr. and Mrs. Jewell
McCallon.
Melanie McClain, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles McClain; Michelle
McDougal, Mrs. Carol McDougal, Mitzi Maggard, Mr.
and Mrs. Ted Maggard; Connie
Manning, Mr. and Mrs. Max E.
Manning; Valerie Mardis, Mrs.
Tressia Mardis; Stacey Lynn
MarhalkMC,.and. Mrs. .J.W.
Marshall; -‘1toieffk Meirift,
Mrs. Dorothy Merritt; Anne
Purdom Miller, Dr. and Mrs.
Tim Miller; Sandy Miller, Mr.
and Mrs. Dan Miller; Tisha
LaRae Morris, Mr. and Mrs.
Leonard Morris; Tammie
Michele Nance, Mr. nd Mrs.
Gary Nance.
Elizabeth Oakley, Dr. and
Mrs. George Oakley; Angela
Meg Parrish, Mr. and Mrs. Phil
Parrish, Nicole Runyon, Mr.
and . Mrs. John C. Runyon,
Monica Ftechelle Satterwhite,
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Satterwhite; Cynthia Spann, Mr.
and Mrs. Buddy Spann; Teresa
Leigh-Ann Storey, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles A. Storey; Alicia Gay
Stubblefield, Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Bruce Stubblefield;
Natascha E. Tubbs, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles E. Tubbs; Lone
granddaughter of
Turner,
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Payne; Robin
Denise Westerman, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert W. Westerman;
Catherine Lynn Williams, Mr.
and Mrs. Tommy Williams.

Imogene Palmer with some
remarks centered on the theory
Visitation Day To
of freezing meat prices and not
feezing the price of what the
animal is fed. Whether it is
Be Held, Murray High
milk, chickens, _or beef, the
-1Inkadie Heltsky
-Iiiiirray High School same theory holds Anyway
-.TR
Stan Key, of Murray. has
40.85, *low of H.E. Farley.
student cbtuicil will sponsor a here is her letter
been named as a Distributive
passed away August 1. at St.
visitation for all freshmen and
Education instructor at the
Thomas Hospital, Nashville,
Dried Flower Lesson To
other new students enrolled at "Dear Editor Murray Vocational School.
Tenn.
Was just reading your Seen &
Murray High on Tuesday
Key will replace Robert
The deceased was born near
Friday
Here
Held
Be
p.m.
four
Heard column as usual. Found
August 21 from two to
on
is
who
Newcomb,
Greenville in Muhlenburg
New students and parents will the definitions of the "isms" to
The lesson on "drying educational leave, according to
County, but following her
be given conducted tours be interesting and quite correct. Flowers" by Mrs. Bertie James Lawson, coordinator of
marriage to H.E. Fancy, lived
the building by You left out one. May I add the Gingles for the Senior Citizen's
throughout
the school.
most of her life in Murray. She
the student council. last one just as accurately'
of
members
of Murray and Calloway County
Key, formerly associated
had lived in Nashville for more
"Nixonisrn"
The purpose of the visit will
has been changed from Thurs- with the Kentucky Farm
was a Area Residents Pass
than 15 years and
"We had two cows, the feed day, August 16, to Friday, Bureau Insurance, received his
be to familiarise new students
member of the Belmont Heights
with the layout of the new bill ate them both up."
August 17, at ten a.m. at St. B.A. degree from the University
Baptist Church where she also Examination For CPA
Conclusion. There will soon be John's Center, West Main of Kentucky in 1972. Key is a
building in preparation for the
was a member of the Dorcas
Four area residents are opening of school on August
milk for the babies, not to Street.
graduate of Calloway County
Sunday School Class.
among 68 from Kentucky to a spokesman for the council Mention not enough meat for
Senior Citizens are asked to
High School, and the son of Mr.
Survivors are two son, Harold
successfully complete the May said.
the adults. Yes we have voted note change in date from and Mrs. Calvin Key of Hazel.
0. Farley of Nashville, Tenn.,
AcPublic
Certified
1973
Friday.
Republican quite often to our Thursday
to
While at UK, Key was a
and Thomas Farley of
countant examination.
own self-destruction," Sinof the basketball team
member
Columbus,Ga.; four daughters,
Charles S. Foster, of
cerely, Mrs. Thomas H.
Mrs. Edward UAW) Freeman
for four years, and was viceGllbertsville, Joe D. Watkins of
(Imogene) Palmer.
of Nashville, Tenn., Mrs. F.W.
president of the K-Club, a
Benton, Larry A. Orr of
Pirtle of Sheffield, Ala., Mn.
athletic association, in
campus
)
I
Page
frees
Coatissed
I
Mayfield, and Earl L Watts of
Now, we just don't think any
Chen Miller of Lebanon, and
1972. He served as county
will receive cer- conceded the conversion cost to more comment is needed from
Mayfield,
Mrs. Evelyn Powers of Nasnchairman for the Calloway
tificates at the September 21, be quite high, he said university us Thanks Mrs. Palmer. This
vine, Tian.; one sister, Mrs.
County Red Cross drive in 1973,
Kentucky
dinner meeting of the
officials "have concluded that reminds us of the time that
Ethel Montague of Evansville,
is a worker in the Boy Scouts
of CPAs at Bluegrass an electric boiler gives the President Truman told industry
Society
Ind.; three half sisters, Mrs.
Campaign for this year, and is
Convention Center in Louisville. greatest promise for a that of course they could raise
John Thomas of Arcadia, Calif.;
the 1973 rice-president of the
dependable operation in the wages and not raise the price of
of
Jennings
Ed
Mrs.
Mrs. Vicki Shell, Distributive Murray-Calloway County Intheir product, when anyone Education Coordinator of the surance Agent's Association.
future."
Morristown, Pa., and Mrs.
But he emphasized the im- knows that the total cost of Murray Vocational School was
Adrian Scott of Earlington ;
portance of time as a factor in production must, of necessity, elected president of the State
three half brothers, Jim
the conversion. A de/ay beyond be passed on to the consumer. Distributive Education Clubs of
Roberts, vocalist for the
Dec. 1 in getting the electric Plus a profit for all the trouble. America (DECA) Professional
Lawrence Welk orchestra,
Hollywood, Fred Heltsley,
The funeral for Dr. James F. boiler into operation would put
Division at the Annual DE
Hollywood, and David H. Norwood of Hardin is being held the complex in jeopardy, he
meeting in Richmond, on
If a business does not make a August 9.
Heltsley, Pontiac, Mich.
today at two p.m. at the chapel warned.
This Week Only!
"Heavy condensation will profit, there is no use doing all
This division includes all
Funeral services were held of the Linn Funeral Home, cause the internal structure to that work Profit is not only
Sale
DECA (which is the youth
August 3, ,at the Marshall- Benton, with Rev. C.J. Dexter deteriorate rapidly if it goes honorable, it is vital.
organization intergrated into
Donnelly-Combs Funeral officiating.
Friends and neighbors will unheated," he explained.
the DE Curriculum) Chapter
Home, Nashville, Tenn., with
Advisors in the State of Kenas pallbearers and burial "Water will literally run off the
serve
Rev. Bob Norman and Dr. J.D.
walls arid damage the finished
tucky. This year, the KY
Freeman officiating. Burial will be in the Olive Cemetery. areas within the stadium."
Dr. Norwood, age 48, who
Division will number apwas in the Ebenezer Baptist
(Callkined hens Page l)
shower
Besides dressing,
Hardin
the
proximately 150.
Church Cemetery at Greenville. operated
Osteopathic Clinic, died sud- and training areas for football
The purpose of this Division is
The first will come on Mondenly at his clinic office on and track, classrooms and day in New Orleans, where the to give the DK
Monday afternoon. He was a offices are also housed under President is to address the VetThe purpose of this Division is
member of the Olive Baptist the massive structure, which erans of Foreign Wars national to give the DECA Chapter
Church and a disabled veteran will be used for both athletic convention. Next will come a Advisors an input into the
and non-athletic events.
youth
of the
of World War II.
news conference in California, operation
When the existing gas boiler where Nixon is to siyend the organization. This year will be
Survivors are his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Lou Henderson, one was set in place in the complex last two weeks of the month
the initial year for the
John Davis Ross, age 75, of brother, Charles Norwood, and in August, 1971, Hogancamp
While most of his aides de- Professional Division in Ken2122 Post Road, Clarksville, four nieces and nephews, Gail, said there had been no inclined to discuss specifics of tucky and will involve writing
Tenn., died Saturday at 9:17 Phil, Cindy, and John Norwood. dication of an impending
tonight's speech, they indicated and adopting a constitution and
a.m. at the Memorial Hospital
shortage of natural gas. The the President would deny ad- beginning a program of work.
there after an illness of three
first omen,came last fall when vance knowledge of the bugging
Mrs. Shell will serve as a
weeks.
gas system officials requested of Democratic National Head- voting member representing
Ross, a retired engineer with
that an alternate fuel be used in quarters and of the subsequent the Professional Division, on
the U.S. Corps of Engineers,
a combination boiler in the cover-up, while candidly con- the Kentucky DECA Board of
was born in Golden Pond, Ky.,
university's central heating ceding he should have paid Directors which meets quaron October 5, 1897. He is the son
plant.
more heed to allegations that terly.
of the late Mr and Mrs. Robert
the White House and re-election
Equipment
in
Fred Clark Henderson,
Lee Ross and was married to brother of Mrs. Sarah H. programming and design
committee officials were inthe late Thelma Evans. The Panzera of Murray, died stages of the complex more
Annual Homecoming Will
volved.
deceased was a member of the Monday at Salem, Mass., where than four years ago specified
The President reportedly was
Hilldale Church of Christ and he resided. He was 54 and was a natural gas because of its
ready to place a large share of Be Held At Old Salem
was a Mason.
availability, economy arid the the blame on fired White House
former resident of Cadiz.
He is survived by three sons,
Henderson served in the U.S. fact it was already in use counsel John W. Dean III. Until
•
The annual homecoming v7111
Edgar Atitrgititlin Tenn., Navy from June 1917 to October elsewhere on the campus.
the eiriyilionths of this y
-Wzif
Salem
Old
Charles of Cookeville, Tenn., 1
University officials are Nixon sought to cope with the
and Joe of Woodlawn, Tenn.;
Born January 1, 1919, in planning to open the football spreading allegations of scan- Cemetery, located southeast of
Murray, on Sunday, August 19.
two daughters, Mrs. Mildred Hopkinsville, he was the son of season with Western Carolina
dal by citing an investigation A basket lunch will be served at
Ross Robinson of Chattanooga, Mrs. Forrest Major Henderson Sept. 15 in the stadium. Arhe saidDean conducted show- noon.
Tenn., and Mrs. Mary Ross of Cadiz and the late Fulton tificial turf has been partially ing no
White House inPersons interested in the
King of Rockwood, Term.
Henderson. He was a member laid on the playing field, but a volvemeht
upkeep of the cemetery are
Also surviving are two of the Cadiz Baptist Church, and delay in getting materials has
Dean, who said he never
brothers, P.W. Ross, of Kirksey was married to the former moved the target date for made the investigation Nixon urged to attend to give their
and Jesse Ross of Peoria, Ill.; Muriel Grace, who survives, on completion on that project to cited, was a principal witness donations. Those unable to
attend should mail their confour sisters, Mrs. Katie Ross January 5, 1951.
Sept. 7.
in the televised Senate Water- tributions to Relmon Wilson,
by
Bertha
Ross
Fox and Mrs.
Ground was broken on the gate committee hearings
He was precded in death
1007 Olive, Murray, Charles
Hendon, both of Murray, Mrs. one brother, Charles Hen- project in October, 1969, and
In addition to the bugging
501 Vine, Murray, Jack
Mary Ross Garland, of Ham- derson, in 1965
constructiqn lagged far behind and cover up. Nixon is reported Rains,
mond, Ind , and Mrs. Beulah
Survivors are his wife, one schedule until the state took ready to respond to other spin- Dodd, Route 4, Murray, or
Ross Holland of Detroit, Mich.; daughter, Donna, and one sot, action in the g spring of 1972 that off questions---such as the bur- James Carroll, Route 1, Hardin.
six grandchildren; one great Michael Charles, all of Salem, resulted in a change of con- glary of Pentagon papers deMass., his mother Cadiz, and tractors.
JAVCr.1 IFS
grandchild.
fendant Daniel Ellsberg's psyStewart Stadium will replace chiatrist's office.
The Murray-Calloway County
Funeral services were held his sister of Murray.
Funeral serives are being old Carlisle Cutchin Stadium as
Monday at ten a.m, at Murphy's
Hut aides indicated the bulk Jayeettes has changed its visit
3233 Clarks
Funeral Home, Clarksville, held today at two p.m. at the the home of the Thoroughbreds. of the televised address will be to the Convalescent Division
master
charge
Salem,
Cutchin Stadium, which has a devoted to an effort to rekindle from Thursday. August 16, to
Tenn., with Brother David Murphy Funeral Home,
Ample Free Parking
Gaylor officiating. Burial was Mass., with burial to follow in a seating capacity of about 8,000, public confidence in the Presi- Thursday, August 23, at 6 30
was built by the WPA in 1934. dent and his administration
p.m .
in Greenwood Cemetery there. cemetery there.
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For Dr. Norwood
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Brother Of Local
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Karen Hendon Awarded —
Scholarship To MSU
Karen Gay Hendon of 328
South 15th Street in Murray has
been awarded the $100 Bill
Douglas Memorial Scholarship
to attend Murray State
University for the 1973-74 school
year.
Miss Hendon, the daughter of
Mr. and-.Mrs, .I..ealpIefi Janior
Hendon, is the first recipient of
the scholarship which is lirnited
to entering freshmen at Murray
State who are graduates of
Kentucky high schools, and who
plan to major in psychology.
A 1973 graduate of Murray
High School, she was active in
Quad-State Band, the Honors
Art Workshop, and was
awarded
first place in the
Murray Woman's Club Ecology
Poster Contest.
Douglas, a Paducahan, was
killed in a campus traffic accident in May, 1971.

Amy Michelle Carraway
Dismissed From Hospital
Little Miss Amy Michelle
Carraway, four year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Noby
Carraway of Murray Route
Two, is now recuperating at her
home.
The little girl underwent
special treatment at LeBohneur
Children's Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn., for six days.

Double Knit Fabric
Largest Selection Ever
Exciting Low Prices

New for
Fall all at
an Amazing..

Mrs. Panzera's
Brother Dies

a

The following merchants are
sponsors for the girls .
Atkins Gutter Service, Ledger
and Times, Enix Interiors,
Corn-Austin, Lad and Lassie,
Kentucky Lake Oil Company,
Athletics,
Parker-McKenney
Town and Country Shoppe,
Murray Supply, Janies Sykes
Plumbing, Farmer's Grain,
Stokes' Tractor and Implement
Company, Interstate Battery,
Gene and Jo's Florist, Sykes
Cafe, Bank of Murray, Murray
Datsun, Lindsey's Jewelers,
Littleton's, Nesbitt Fabric
Shop, Mademoiselle Shop,
Bynum Construction, Jim
Adams IGA, Tidwell's Paint
and Floor Covering, CapriCheri Theatres.
Storey's Food Giant, Dwayne
Taylor Chevrolet, Wilson Insurance - ilia. Real Estate,
Buckingham-Ray, Guy Spann
Realty, Scott Drug Store,
Shirley Florist, Peoples Bank,
Murray Lumber Company,
Hutson Chemical, Ryan Milk
Company, Corvette Lanes, The
Shoe Tree, The Beauty Box.
Captain's Kitchen, Dairy
Queen, Burger Queen, Thurman's Furniture, Ryan's Shoe
Store, Murray Insurance
Agency, and T.V. Service 1
Center

The KNIT NI STORE

Ends Sat.,
, Aug:/8--

Sec

yd.
Compare at

6.98 to 12.98

New Arrivals! Men's Pants!
Sizes 30 $
to 42

95

Hours:
.9-9 Daily

The Knit Mill Store
River

Paducah, Ky.
Phone 442-6688
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4th Stop-Locust at Broach. between Maple & Poplar.
begin at 7:20 a.m. and school
didn't
at
Corps of Engineers lakes in Henley's expression
Ellis.
&
St.
Sycamore
2nd
S.
between
14th
Stop-416
Between
5th Stop-Williams (
will be dismissed at 2:30 p.m.
the Nashville District, ac- change
6th Stop-702 Broad St.Concord Rd. & Gulf Bulk
(Old
&
Math).
Locust
High
Murray
for
Buses
ROBERTSON SCHOOL
He was taken into custody
cording to Colonel William F.
between Ellis & Fairlane.
Plant).
6th Stop-17th at Farmer
School, No. 2,3, and 4 will begin
Bus No. 9.
Engineer.
&
Wednesday after calling
District
last
Brandes,
St.
Broad
Stop
beside
7th
(
St
3rd
15th
Stop-S.
their scheduled run at 7:50 a.me" 7th Stop-17th at Miller
Arrive - 8: 30
a.m.,
8:10
Start
day
per
$3.00
of
to say he had shot and
fees
"User
police
&
berry
Fairlane.
playground)-Mul
8th Stop-17th at Olive ..
Murray High will be dismissed
per car will continue to be killed Dean Allen Corti, a 33Stop - Broad St. &
8th
Sycamore.
College
Stop-1662
9th
Wednesday 11:05 a.m., Thur1st Stop - East Dogwood collected at those areas year-old man he looked to as a
16th Stop-4th & Sycamore- Goodman.
sday 11:15 a.m. and Friday Terrace.
at Mimosa.
Drive
9th.
S.
at
previously designated as Class brother. He said he killed him
Glendale
Stop
St.
_
9th
4th
before
10Q; Stop-17th at CallowaY- just
• •
11:15 a.m.
2nd Stop - 1215 E. Dogwood A under criteria established in to save the lives of two other
- Glendale Rd. at
Stop
School,
to
10th
High
Proceed
Ryart.
at
Stop-17th
11th
Beginning Monday, August
-Southeast Corner by Crest- earlier legislation," Col. potential victims.
Circararna.
12th Stop-17th at College unload.
27, 1973 the Murray High
Fairlane & wood.
Then he and David Owen
Stop
Brandes said. "The Class A
11th
HIGH SCHOOL
regular scheduled runs will Farm Road.
3rd Stop - 122B Dogwod Dr. areoh-iii- those with flush Brooks, 18, took authorities on
Glendale.
18th.
N.
Stop--80I
3
13th
No.
Bus
school
begin at 7:50 a.m. and
Rd.
restrooms, showers, access and a tour of three burialsites that
12th Stop -- Fairlane 8g Cir- - Just before Glendale
14th Stop-18th at Dodson
will be dismissed at 2:55 p.m.
4th Stop - 1500 Glendale Rd. circulatory roads, sanitary . y now have yielded 27 bodies
carama.
15th Stop-923 N. 18th
Start - 7 50 a.m., Arrive - 8:15
Buses for the Carter and
& disposal stations, visitor and may yield more.
13th Stop-Fairlane at Ninth. - Ken Winters - Dogwood
16th Stop-Coldwater Rd. at a.m.
Robertson Elementary Schools
ICiricwood.
protection control, designated
It was Brooks' statement that
Story.
at
9th
Stop
14th
1st Stor) - 1115 Olive
will begin their bus runs Dodson.
5th Stop - 1300 Kirkwood - tent or trailer space, refuse first gave an insight into HenJust
St.
9th
S.
Stop
15th
17th Stop-804 Waldrop Dr. between 12th and 10th.
Thursday, August 23, 1973. Bus
At Peggy Ann Dr.
containers and portable water." ley's possible role. Brooks de2nd Stop-805 Olive-bet- before Sycamore.
18th Stop-Valentine at 16th.
No. 9 will serve the elementary
6th Stop - 1500 Clayshire School..
High
to
The recreation areas still scribed in detail many of the
Proceed
16th.
N.
Stop-903
19th
ween 9th and 8th.
schools. The Carter Schtrl bus
Mike Rose house.
to user foe charges slayings, and in one of them
subject
unkied.
,
3rd Stop - 807 Olive -- bet!
run will begin at 7:40 a.m..wiLb -Lk
7th Stop - 1500 Etelmente
Said two boystained- Bttly and
tnelttde•the Canal and'St
Ryan.
Stop-16th'at
6th.
arid
20th
ween
7th
11:30
at
school being dismissed
James Hamilton House.
Areas at Lake Johnny were killed:
SCHOOL
Recreation
CARTER
Mills
Miller.
betat
6th
N.
21st Stop-16th
4th Stop - 105
a.m. on Thursday and Friday.
'Wayne strangled Billy and
Bus No.9
Barkley; Cages Bend and
22nd Stop-16th at Math.
ween Olive & Main.
The Robertson School bus run
8th Stop - Glendale Rd.- At Shutes Branch at Old Hickory he said, 'Hey Johnny,' and
Start - 7:40 a.m. Arrive - 8:00
via
School
be
Middle
6th
to
S.
300
Proceed
5th
Stop
with
a.m.
will begin at 8:10
Parklane.
Lake; Cook Recreation Area at when Johnny looked up Wayne
a.m.
Poplar & Elm.
school dismissed at 12:00 noon Main unload on Main St. and
9th Stop -- 1307 S. 16th at J. Percy Priest; Ragland shot him in the forehead with a
(Caldwell
St.
4th
Stop
1st
begin High School run.
6th Stop -710 Elm- between
on Thursday and Friday.
Belmonte
Bottom at Center Hill; and .25 automatic. The bullet came
Cars).
7th & 8th.
Beginning Monday, August
10th Stop - Corner across Kendall and Fishing Creek out of his ear, and he raised up
2nd Stop - 402 Cherry SCHOOL
Poplar
HIGH
812
Stop
7th
27, 1973 the regular scheduled
from Westview Nursing.
about three minutes later, and
areas at Lake Cumberland.
between Spruce & Pine.
Bus No. 2
between 8th & 9th.
run for Carter School will begin
11th Stop - 1512 Oxford Dr.
&
areas
Cherry
of
recreation
he said, 'Wayne, please don't.'
Corner
time
this
Stop
"At
3rd
Start-7:50 a.m., Arrive8th Stop - 113 10th St
at 7:40 a.m. with school
12th Stop - Corner of Oxford at Cheatham, Dale Hollow and Then Wayne strangled and
Ash.
&
Main.
a.m.
Poplar
8:15
between
dismissed at 2:20 p.m. The
4th Stop - Corner of Ash & &Chaucer -Just after turning. Cordell Hull Lakes are not in the Dean helped."
1st Stop-Payne St. ( Wells
9th Stop - 1100 Main
Robertson School bus run will
13th Stop - 1507 Chaucer.
"He was just one of the
Class A category so user fees
St.
2nd
between 10th & 12th.
begin at 810 a.m. with school Electric).
14th Stop - Corner of Can- don't apply this season, crowd," said Wayne's minister,
betSt.
1st
407
5th Stop Payne12th
S.
110
Stop-1001
2nd
10th
Stop
being dismissed at 2:50 p.m.
terbury & Oxford.
however, as additional facilities the Rev. Matt Chambers of the
ween Ash & Pine.
(Rowland Refrigeration).
The school bus drivers are, between 12th and 10th.
15th Stop - S. 16th at Glen- are added and improvements Fulbright Methodist Church.
St.
Pine
206
Stop
6th
3rd Stop-802 Sharpe11thStop - 1112 Elm Mrs. Eva L Henley, Bus. No. 2,
are made at all of our eight "When he was on the play7th Stop - 2nd St. (Com- dale Rd.
between 12th &
Mr. Richard Rodman, Bus No. between lOth and 8th St
16th Stop - S. 16th at lakes, some of these areas will ground or in the fellowship hall
Center)
munity
house
last
I
bet4th Stop-Payne
12th Stop - 903 Vine
3, Mrs. Mary Frances Woodard,
ne Dr.
become Class A campgrounds with the other kids, he was no
8th Stop- 2nd St across
Bus No. 4 and Mrs. Bilk before ?MI-between Beale & ween 10th & 9th
Proceed to Robertson School in the MUM.",,C41. Brandes different from any boy...,
from stove plant by Walnut St.
9th
S.
422
7th
Stop
13th
Sam
Mr.
9.
No.
Bus
Shelton,
"I didn't even take the boy to
concluded.
9th Stop - 205 S. 2nd St. - and unload.
5th Stop-Pine St ( At old between Vine dg Sycamore.
Sumner will serve as a substitute driver.
The location of the bus stops
are as follows with very few
WHITE RAIN
changes from last year.

User Fees
Canceled At
Some Areas

111),•11

:went
Incur
iphis,

milsomr

•
11

3nts!
15

,)]
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Ky.

Henley-Considerate Breadwinner,
Of Most Sadistic Killer Known?

City School Buses To Begin Bus
Runs Here On Wednesday, August 22

MIDDLE SCHOOL
Bus No. 2
Start-7:2S, Arrive-7:45.
1st Stop-East Dogwood
Drive at Mimosa.
2nd Stop-1215 E. Dogwood,Southeast Corner by Crestwood.
3rd Stop-1229 Dogwood
Drive, -just before Glendale
Rd.
4th Stop-1500 Glendale Rd.Ken Winters-Dogwood & Kirkwood.
5th Stop-1300 Kirkwood - At
Peggy Ann Dr.
fith Stop-1500 Clayshire Mike Rose House.
7th Stop - 1509 Belmonte.
8th Stop-Glendale Rd. - At
Parklzme.
9th Stop-Corner of Wisewell
Rd. di 16th St. - Turn left off of
curve before stopping.
10th Stop-1512 Oxford Dr.
Ilth Stop-Corner of Oxford di
Chaucer-Just after turning.
12th Stop-1507 Chaucer.
13th Stop-Corner of Canterbury lig Oxford.
14th Stop-S. 16th at Glendale
Rd.
15th Stop-Kirkwood &
Meadow Lane (corner).
16th Stop-Meadow Lane
Dudley.
17th Stop-907 Meadow Lane
18th Stop-796 Meadow Lane
- Just Before Johnson.
19th Stop-Meadow Lane at
Story.
Proceed to Middle School via
Story, 12th then Main. Unload
on Main Street and begin high
school run.
MIDDLE SCHOOL
Bus No. 3
Start-7:20 a.m., Arrive7:45 a.m.
1st Stop-Sycamore at Blain.
2nd Stop--802 Minerva.
Stop-Magnolia
3rd
Minerva-At stop sign.
4th Stop-1705 Magnolia.
5th Stop-1620 MagnoliaBrown house on right.
&
Stop-Keenland
6th
Magnolia - Where Magnolia
turns to 16th.
7th Stop-16th Between
Richland & Kirkwood.
8th Stop-Kirkwood at 16th.
9th Stop-1606 Kirkwood.
10th Stop-1629 Catalina.
Stop-Parklane
11th
Melrose.
12th Stop-1210 Melrose.

7/Wietii
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T
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Sale Starts

WESTAB
.1HE _
ORGANIZER

3-1 NOTES AND FILES
ensemble 6 pockets. Accomodates 11"
2" paper 36 Sheet pad
/
81
2" x 11/
81

69

Reg. '3.00 Sale $

,. .•-• • •ri.efives•

Ends

Wednesday

Schick

SHICK PLUS
PLATINUM
DOUBLE EDGE BLADES
Pack of 5

Sale
Reg. 89'

39;

SAVE!!

Saturday

ARVIN AM-FM

HAIR
SPRAY

Choice of regular-extra
hold- oily- unscented
13

Sale

CLOSe*UP

UP
_..
---__CLOSE
TOOTHPASTE
Family Size 6.4 oz.

Reg. '1.13
° 0

Pt" Ptstia"

Stop, Shop
and

1# Ili

We Reserve The Right To
Limit Quantities

East Side of The Square

VW"

,.

Sale

r-

Choice of
Regular or
Mint

59

SINUTAB

••••••..1••••• MO•
•••••••• am.....UM. ...op
:0111....• do•
c

TABLETS

14
6

For relief of minor aches and
pains due to sinusitis and
30 Tablets
common colds

Sale $

Reg. '2.50

1 38

Reg.
$1.49 •

NO-PEST
STRIPS
Kills flying insects
indoors

GLUE
1 ALL

Automatic
24-Hour

j

8 oz bottle

Reg. '1.00
U. L. Approved

Sale

$129

TIMER

Sale

49

RADIO
Telescopic antenna, Carrying strap

oz

Black No.
70R24-19

---Sale
Q-TIPS

VANQUIS
PAIN TABLETS
Bottle of 60

ISH
VANQU
The

Sale

paineffirigrvin
gentle buffers

6

795

$

•TTON

SWABS

TOOTH
BRUSH

VCRS

6

1.1.M.

;
Reg. 87

Reg. '1.17
DR. WEST

Aftett

11; )

Flexible Sticks
Box of 125

Sale

4

k

ANACIN

FAST PAIN RELIEF
Reg. '3.09
Bottle of 200
Sale9
Medium
/-

INGRAHAM

ELMER'S-

-

Portable

9

Reg. 69'
SHELL

be nervous or upset.... The
greatest problems he talked to
me about was his mother and
family. He had a deep sense of
responsibility and felt he was
the breadwinner."
The church was only five
doors from the small white
frame home where Henley
lived with his mother, his
grandmother and two brothers.
His father dropped out of sight
after a divorce.
The minister visited Henley
in jail Saturday night at Henley's request, and the two
prayed together.
His attorney says that, up to
months ago. Henley was
taking a tranquilizer for nervousness. A neighbor says he
used to stare into the distance.
distracted as though he were
sedated or had been drinking.
Henley's attorney, Charles
Melder. met Wayne for the first
time in a jail cell Saturday He
said the boy was "disoriented
shaking like a leaf virtually.
I had to tell him wrist day of
the week it was.
''He is not normal," Melder
said. "He does not ,act normally He is intelligent. But I think
he does have real mental problems."
Accordingly, Melder has orally and will in writing ask for a
psychiatric examination. Melder. has '101d newsmen his defense wifllie' -not iulity"-bi.cause of insanity
Talking to newsmen at one of
the gravesites. Henley described Corti as "more of a
brother-type person, somebody
I could talk to."
"Then why did you kill
him" a newsman asked.
"I was tired of him doing
things like that And it was either me or him right then."
Henley said
Elmer Wayne Henley had a
record as a juvenile He was
arrested for assault with a
deadly weapon in 1971, for burglary and theft of a residence
In 1972 He was found guilty of
delinquency and put on probati9n

No. 12-010
'

49
4

Sale

BIC
CLIC
BALL PEN
Reg. 49'
Sale

2

ANACIN

3/69;

FAST AIM leEUE1r40

49c
tr7r9.
c
chi

GULF

TRASH
BAGS
fits up to 30 gallons witV ties
Sole
Box of 10

Reg.

_
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Clerical Personnel Needed

TVA Power Sales Up 14 Per Cent
By FRANK CAREY
AP Science Writer
SILVER SPRING, Md. API
-- Mrs. Helen Chambers, a 77year-old grey-haired Baltimore
resident, recharges her tinplanted cardiac pacemaker
"while I'm reading, or watching TV, crocheting, or doing
:embroidery."
• Robert Frazier, a 33-year-old
-athletic looking amateur
weightlifter, sometimes recharges his "while I'm sleeping
or watching TV."
Mrs. Chambers and Frazier,
both of whom have serious
heart conditions, are two wearers of the world's first rechargeable pacemakers. The •.devices7 implanted beneath their
chest skins, are recharged
weekly by the patient themselves.
They do so by first donning
- small "vests." They then plug
wires from small chairside
boxes into regular house electric outlets.
The box sends current to a
small recharging coil attached
to the vest over the implanted
pacemaker, which is linked to
the heart by a wire.
The coil converts the current
to a .magnetic field. This is
the
through
transmitted
patient's intact skin and recharges the battery of the implanted pacer. A yellow light
flashes on the chairside box
and a warning-buzzer sounds if
the pacer is not being properly
charged.
The two Baltimore patients
told Tuesday about the do-it. yourself recharging_process at
eomierenee called by
scientists of the Johns Hopkins
University, developers of the
device.
Development of the pacemaker was first disclosed last May.
The scientists said in a progress report that they have implanted pacemakers in five
patients at the Baltimore hospital. They said nearly 50 other

pacemakers have been manufactured and that most of these
have been implanted and are
working successfully in patients
at a number of other American
medical centers.
The new stainless steel pacemaker is about the size of a
flat cigarette-lighter.
It was described as designed
primarily to eliminate the need
for surgical operations, every
18 months to two years, to re-

.

IABEZ, Ky.—The Kentucky
Forestry Council is giving 54
teenage boys an opportunity to
learn forestry first hand this
week at a Forestry and Environmental Youth Camp.
The camp is being held at the
Lake Cumberland 4-H Center
near here
Harry Nadler. director of the
state Division of Forestry and
chairman of the council's camp
committee, explained that the
camp is designed to give the
of
youths basic knowledge
forestry plus an appreciation of
the relationship of forestry to
the total environmental concept.
All phases of camp lifeand
social, recreational
academic-emphasize that the
youths can contribute in the
improvement of our environment." Nadler said.
The campers. from 40
counties, were selected by a
special committee in each
c01,1114 who,
sideration their interest in
forestry and the environment.

place run-down chemical batteries of conventional pacemakers.
More than 150,000 cardiac
patients throughout the world
wear the conventional type, including 60,000 Americans. The
number of prospective American wearers grows by 10,000
every year. Most patients are
over 60 years old but infants
occasionally have been candidates.

look over fire detection anti
control equipment measure
trees and logs to determine
volume of wood. Each boy will
also have the opportunity to saw
log on ayininiature saw mill.
Instructors from the Kentucky Division of Forestry, the
C.S Forest Service, U.S. Soil
Conservation Service, private
industry and the University of
Kentucky are teaching the
various classes

- -- • - Gou BLESS
THE BEAUTIFUL
STANTON. Mo. AP, — A
unique poll is being conducted
at Merarnec Caverns on U.S. 66
here. For the past 33 Years, each
tour was concluded with the
play ing of the record, "God
Bless America." Last year, because of all the interest in
ecology, the management replaced that record with 'America The Beautiful." -

Tennessee Valley Authority objective now reflected in the
power sales rose by 14 percent new national energy conin the fiscal year ended June 30, servation campaign.
TVA said this spurt in power
to a new high of 103.5 billion
use means greater urgency in
kilowatt-hours.
power
That was an increase of more completing new
than 12.3 billion kWh over the facilities on schedule. Three
previous year. To put that in nuclear power plants and a
scale, out of the hundred largest pumped-storage peaking power
electric power suppliers in the plant are under construction
United States only about the top and scheduled to go into
third have annual sales of more operation on the TVA system
during the next five years.
than 12 billion kWh.
Projections by power system
TVA said the sharp increase
represented a rebound from the planners indicate that these
to
generating
previous two years when additions
unusual weather and economic capacity should be adequate to
conditions had interrupted the keep up with the expected rise
long-established upward trend in power demands and avoid
in power requirements of the shortages-unless these projects
Tennessee Valley region. The are delayed beyond present
past year's increase brought timetables, or pollution control
sales back up to about the level compliance schedules disrupt
they would have reached with the operation of existing power
normal growth over the three- plants.
year period, the agency, said. . This was the largest one-year
The increase
occurred increase in TVA power sales
despite the electric rates of since the middle 1950's, and it
recent years, and the efforts of came as the agency reached its
TVA and local electric fortieth anniversary. When
systems to encourage more I TVA was created by Congress
efficient use of electricity-an In 1933, the total power supply in

OTASCO

its present service area was
about 1.5 billion kilowatt-hours
a year. As new TVA darns
began to add to the region's
power supply, World War II
brought large new demands for
electricity, and demands
escalated again with the huge
requirements of atomic energy
installations in the 1950's.
Meanwhile home power consumption was rising with higher
living standards and wider use
of home appliances.
TVA power sales grew to 8
billion kWh by 1943, 24 billion,
by 1953, 64 billion in 1963, and
the more than 103 billion kWh
sold in fiscal yeku 1973. TVA is
the country's largest power
producer, supplying electricity
at wholesale to 160 municipal
and cooperative system that
serve local consumers in most
of Tennessee and parts of six
adjoining states. TVA also sells
power directly to large
government and industrial
installations in the same area.
power
production
TVA
represented about 6 percent of
the national total for electric
utility systems in 1972.

FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
Kentucky Department of
Personnel is seeking skilled
clerical personnel to work for
state government in the Frankfort area. The recruitment
effort is directed toward
stenographers, typists and key
punch operators, with one to
three years experience.
The positions are covered by
the state merit system, and
offer fringe benefits in addition
to salaries ranging from $308 to
$340 per month. Such employees
received 10 and a half holidays,
12 sick and 12 annual leave days
per year, life and health insurance, a retirement program,
and optional membership in a
credit union.
Competitive processes, Including skills test, determine

the applicants' employability.
Testing and interviews are
conducted Monday through
Friday. Persons wishing to
complete the process in a single
day may do so be reporting to
Room 280 in the Capitol Annex
between 8 a.m. and 11:30 a.ril
Applicants will be interviewed to determine the
position level for which they
may be tested. Performance
tests may be taken at local
employment offices or area
vocational schOols.
Anyone holding a General
Equivalency Diploma may
apply by bringing a Kentucky
diploma or final test scores
when making application.
Appropriate experience ma
substitute for the required
education.
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tduliSts ha yrffrotestethe change of records, and others have applauded it.
Lester B. Dill, cave owner, is
The youths are learning such
aspects of forestry as tree polling tourists to find out their
identification, detection, and preference.
control, forest measurements,
If the voting is 2-1 in favor of
insect and disease control. going back .to "God Bless
forest management, and forest America," Dill will once again
conclude the tours with that
products utilization.
The boys will get a chance to recording.
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ABSORB(RS. i.ti+e , .:or 19, stable': saieelh-nde.
ese
17.9942.
astailatian 991 *ash, most cars

*WE GUARANTEE
YOU'LL NEVER
NEED TO BUY ANOTHER
MUFFLER AS LONG AS
YOU OWN YOUR CAR)
Prices Good thru

••••••

...tot...h. ••••••••••.•

CHECK
THESE FEATURES
i t) Solely !engineered with gos
fight head to 0.11 ,gol to
pr•wwir donwrods Itehr
Chrolify designed drier.. te,th
multrple pnrerdol supports
3

Ovally ‘343svnett eog,or with
sepoicde coatings of oliWrisnurn,
catirniuns, lead and zinc

Saturday on4y1

OTASCO

5-8/16—A
Bel-Air Shopping Center

Mon-Sat,
9-8

753-8391

THESE PRICES GOOD AT ALL OTASCO STORES
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TOTAL KITCHEN
COLLECTION

4111111111111w

THIS WEEKS FEATURE ITEM
16 OZ. COOLER
Beautiful
Completer Pieces
On Display And
l Available At Low.
Low Prices
COMPLETE
'OUR SET
'ODAYI

This is a shot of our Soutbside and Northside Inkbeef coolers. We will try to have a nonnal Supply
of beet this week, but we may be short on some cuts. We will continue to do our best to serve your
seeds.
These pictures were taken Monday Morning.

4

Tenderized

JIM ADAMS I.G.A.
STORE POLICY
Just Low Prices!!
No Stamps * No Games
No $5.00 Forced Purchases
Detergent
Del Monte

COLD
POWER

Goapefruit Drink

Giant Size

69'

June
Peas
Lipton

Tea Bags

Northern

TISSUE

i!h6

4 Roll Pkg.
Campbells

Northern

TOWELS
NMI 29it
Kraft

MACARONI &
CHEESE
DINNERS

21;

Yellow

ONIONS
137
lb. 1 0
;

No. 303
Can

Tasty Watermelon Can Be Used Every Bit Of It
Dear Sally,
am sending this recipe, a very old one given to me by my
aunt years ago. I think it may be the one you want. ft's called
a meal pie.
MEAL PIE (Vinegar
1 C. brown sugar
% C. white sugar
% stick margarine
The. corn meal
4 Tbs. milk
2 eggs
1,2 tsp. vanilla
% tsp. vinegar
Mix all ingredients well and pour into unbaked pie shell.
Bake at 325 degrees for 35 to 40 minutes.

By SALLY DuFORD
It is surprising what you can
do with watermelon. Every
which way, watermelon is a
delight. You can cook it for a
vegetable; drink it for a cooling
refresher; eat it as a dessert or
salad; you can even pickle it.
These recipes make the most
of the watermelon from its juicy
pink pulp to the rind. The only
thing thrown away is the seeds.
WATERMELON ICE
1 Quart watermelon pulp
1 C. sugar
2 Tbs. lemon juice
To make the pulp, put
watermelon through a food mill
or a coarse sieve(it will be quite
juicy. Combine all ingredients
and star until the sugar is
dissolved. Pour into a shallow
pan and freeze about an hour
until mixture is frozen about 1
inch around the sides. Place
mixture in a bowl and beat with
an electric mixer until fluffy.
Freeze another ,hour and beat
again. Keep frozen until ready
to use. Serves 6.
For an extra fancy dessert
pile the ice into the watermelon
shell
"VEGETABLE"
WATERMELON
Watermelon rind
salt
pepper
butter or margarine
Trim outer green skin and
most of the pink from the rind. /
Cut rind into bite sized pieces.
Put in a pan and cover with
water. Boil until tender, about 15
minutes. Season with salt,
pepper and butter.
,

WATERMELON COOLER

Aft orange We'-it lime-4—like
chunks of watermelon, seeded

n

1 - 12 oz. bottle ginger ale
Put juices in a blender, fill the
blender with watermelon
chunks. Turn on motor and
until smooth. Add
blend
gingerale. Pour into glasses
over cur hsed ice. Garnish with
mint leaves. Serves 4 to 6.
WATERMELON MARLOW
IS marshmallows
Ls C. watermelon pulp and juice
2 The. lemon juice
lit C. watermelon, chopped
110 oz. pkg., prpeared whipped
topping
Combine marshmallow and
watermelon pulp and juice.
Heat slowly folding over and
over until marshmallows are
half melted. Remove from heat
and continue folding until
mixture is smooth and fluffy.
Fold in lemon juice and chopped
watermelon. Pour into a shallow
pan and chill until mixture
begins to freeze. Turn into a
bowl, beat well and fold in
whipped topping. Freeze until
firm.

Got a question or a cossaaeat about homemaking? Address
Sally DuFord,
It to "The Asket Basket," in care of
Route 1, Springville, Ti. MU.
CRISP
WATERMELON
VINEGAR PIE'
Cut watermelon rind into
c. vinegar
a . pieces. Cover with boiling water
2 C. water
boil for 5 minutes, drain and
1 c. sugar
cool. Trim off all green skin and
Pinch of salt
pink pulp. Cut rind in small
4 Tablespoons flour
-chunks.
2 eggs, separated
Cover with lime water 2 Tbs.
1 teas, lemon extract
lime to each quart of water). Let
1 Tbs. butter
stand 3 hours. Drain and rinse.
Cover with fresh water. Simmer
1 baked pie crust
until tender. Drain. Cover with
Boil vinegar and water together. Add sugar, salt and flour
pickling syrup and simmer until
to well beaten egg yolks. Stir in hot vinegar and water,
the rind is clear and the syrup is
slowly; cook until thick. Add lemon extraet and butter. Pour
thick. Pack in sterlized jars and
into pie crust; top with meringue made from egg whites. _spec
-Bake at 250 to 300 degrees until brown.Mrs.Odell Batman,
Buchanan, Tenn.

PICKLING SYRUP
1 quart vinegar
1 C. water

0

. A mosquito stabs its victims
with sharp stylets hidden in a
t10110w sheath tsitathed, to its.
head
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Service Station Operator
Collects Antique Automobiles

LEXINGTON, Ky. tAP) Ralph Johnson services automobiles for a living and collects them as a hobby.
Johnson, a 57-year-old service
station operator. has been collecting antique cars for just
over 10 years, starting the hobby "because I've loved cars all
my life."
To be classed as antique, he
explained, an auto must be at
least 25 years obi. His collection-including a 1928 Rolls
Royce, a 1917 Ford Model-T
Mrs. Nolen Wimberley
truck and a 1934 Ford-definitely are in that class.
Springville,Tenn.
Such cars in Kentucky can be
2 lbs. sugar
issued permanent license tags,
1 Tbs. whole cloves
but Johnson doesn't register his
1 stick cinnamon
that way, preferring to have
Simmer all ingredients until up-to-date plates on the qutthe sugar dissolves. You may dated cars.
have to double this amount
"Sure. I drive them." he said
depending on
how
much
in an interview. "If I have the
watermelon rind you have. '
time. I like to take the Model-T
WATERMELON
CREAM truck over to Versailles (about
CHEESE SALAD
15 miles), but its top speed is
2 3 oz. pkgs. cream cheese
only about 22 miles an hour."
4. C. mayonnaise
He also drives an old car to
% C. whipping cream, whipped
from time to time and
work
2 C. diced celery
along the
3 C. watermelon cubes or balls keeps a row of them
driveway of his station. Most of
lettuce
Beat cream cheese with the. them are for sale if the price is
mayonnaise until fluffy. Fold in right, but he makes no special
whipping cream. Add celery and effort to sell them.
"People come in all the time
watermelon. Serve on lettuce
to look at them and lots of
leaves. Serves 6.

people say they want to buy open touring cars around.- he
one," .Johnson said-. "But, most said.
While most of his other cars
times, they never get around to
are too slow for superhighway
coming back with the money."
He isn't at all sure of the to- driving, he added, the Phanton
pc,
tal worth of his collection of will cruise at the 70 mile
nine cars, "But once I get that hour speed limit when it is rk,
1934 Ford Phantom restored, I stored. "I'll be able to drive it
think it will be worth as much anywhere." he said.
Getting parts for the antique
as all the rest put together."
Johnson and the old Ford automobiles sometimes is diffi
came together by chance at the cult, but Johnson said "you
only antique auto show he at- learn new tricks on how to do it
tends each year, the "grand- all the time
"We had trouble getting parts
daddy of them all," at Hershey,
for the Rolls Royce until a
Pa.
"I was just walking past the friend at the University of Kencar and it struck my eye. I tucky said he knew an airline
asked the man if it were for pilot who flies to England on a
sale and it was, for $3,500. I regular
told him I'd be back the next , "He just picks up what IA ,
day with the money," Johnson need at the factory," he added
Recently. Johnson added ail
said.
Even with no restoration, he other dimension to his colici
said he was offered as much as tion--an ancient goat cart origi
$1,000 profit while he was still nally made in England as a
at the auto show. "but I told plaything for an ambassador
the man I wouldn't sell at any children.
"I got it at an auction for
price. The car was just not for
$283 and don't have any tded
sale."
His love for the car, he ex- what it is worth, but I was bid
ding against an antique dealer
plained, is involved in its his_
from Ohio and I figured if he
tory.
"About that time 1934) they got that high, it was worth at
introduced closed cars with least that much."
heaters and those were the
Tobacco was first grown on
ones people were buying, so
the North American continent
of
these
many
weren't
there

SI

•

.

You-Sure

Bel Air Shopping
Center
--WAIL-Sat
1-6 Sunday
Ph. 753-8304

DO-SaVe at
SAV-RITE!!

BAYER
TIMED RELEASE
ASPIRIN
••

Bayer
Aspirin

BAYER
30 Tablets
Say-Rite's
Low Price

TIMED-RELEASE ASPIRIN

40's

Regular & Super

BAYER
ASPIRIN

1.05 Value

100 Tablets

5 1.17 Value

TABLET

VANQUISH

medication fo;
prompt,effective relief from
headache pain,muscular aches,
colds discomforts.cto

The unique

WATERMELON CAKE
This cake takes some extra
time and effort, but the results
are well worth the trouble. The
white dough surrounds the pink
and the -raisins look like the
watermelon seed.s.A green icing
on the finished cake completes
the picture. It must be made in
two separate mixtures.
• White mixture
2 C. flour*.
% tsp. baking soda
% C. butter or margarine
I IC. sugar
fr % C. buttermilk
.,4 large egg whites
Vs tap. vanilla
Cream butter and sugar until
very light. Sift flour and soda.
Add flour alternately with the
buttermilk. Beat egg whites
until stiff and fold into the
batter. Add vanilla. Set this
batter aside while making the
pink batter.
Pink Mixture
2 C. flour
tsp. baking soda -- „.
% C. butter or margailat
1% C. sugar
4 large egg yolks
% C. buttermilk
pink cake coloring
1 C. dark raisins
Cream butter and sugar until
. very light. Beat in egg yolks. Sift
- -Hour and soda together. AM
flour alternately with the
pink
buttermilk. Beat in
coloring and then fold in the
raisins.
Butter and flour a 10 inch tube
or Bundt pan. Carefully spoon
half of the white batter into the
pan. Spoon all the pink batter
over the white batter. Be careful
to keep it away from the edges
of the white batter. Spoon the
remaining white batter over the
top covering all the pink batter.
Bake at 350 degrees for 1 hour or
until the cake tests done. Cool
the cake 10 minutes before
turning it out on a rack to cool.
Frost w1111 green tinted frosting.
*Omit soda if self-rising HOW
is ilea-
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ICE BLUE

30 Tablets

85' Value

allerest
24 Tablets

protein24

-

hairspru.v

STRON8 HOLD noticeably
soft feel

13 Ounce Size $

For relief of
allergies.
1.49 Value

Available in Regular Hold,
Extra Hold, Scented and Unscented
$2.25

r

OLD SPICE

Deodorant

Anti-Perspirant

88;
4-Ounce Size
51.09 Value

1

Value

Protein 21 Shampoo
4 Ounce Size

Inrm'Ifl\

98' Value

[

5-Ounce Size
1.25 Value
PHILLIPS' MILK
OF MAGNESIA
TABLETS

MINE FLAVORED

TABLETS

JuME

Hor
NEW

Grei

unit STOMACN • Issistsnow • 01(411111.1111

200 Tablets
Regular or Mint

$

11.79 Value
Consumes37% more excess a than the
leading candy-type'
antacid tablet.

he

•

15, 1971

III

nd

MT Cal -

31-LB

Tntique
Is diffi

PARKA Y

AJAX

NM
MB
OM
IIIM
1111111
MI
MED

DETERGENT

CORN

SWEET PEAS

Valuable Kroger Coupon

Valuable Kroger Coupon

NIBLET WHOLE KERNEL

,

GREEN GIANT MEDIUM

aighwa%
buten,
mile pei
It tare
drive it
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5-LBS
4-0Z.
_PKG.

12-0Z
CANS

C
9
1
1
THl
ONE

AUG 21
UOUPON THRU TUES
SUBJECT TO APPL IC ABL E TAXES

MIEN,

WITH

COUPON

THIS

ADDITIONAL

SS.00

AND

PURCHASE. EXCLUDING TOBACCO (AND FRESH
OR FROZEN MILK PRODUCTS IN TENN I AND
IN ADDITION TO ANY OTHER PURCHASE RE
71
GOOD THRU RUES . AUG
OUIRBNIENTS

D

SUBJECT TO APPLICA•LE TAXES

LIMIT ONE
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CTNS.
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IMP
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IIIIIE

CANS
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a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
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PLUS TOP VALUE STAMPS

BAKERY PRICES GOOD THRU SAT., AUG. 18.
ALL OTHERS GOOD THRU TUES., AUG. 21. '
LIMIT RIGHT RESERVED. COPYRIGHT 1973- THE KROGER CO.

vim on
itinent.

We Gladly Accept U S Gov't

•

amt.

*pp)

Food Stamps

CHERRY BLOSSOM PATTERN
OR ENGLISH GARDEN

FEATURED'PIECE-A-WEEK"

.

Bleach

KROGER'S
BEEF .E. HYDRATED
SOYA FLOUR MIX

re

FAMILY RA.S2
OF 4 LBS
OR MORE

FRYER

Leg Quarters

Breast Quarters

8t

LB

LB
In

LR

FAMILY PAK

FRYER

CUP
EA

OP

24-0Z
BTL

Vegetable Oil

Pork Steaks

89t

PE 6ULAR

5

C

Staley's
Tomato

3' OZ 1
CANS

Dial Soap

THRU AUG

0;

8 Oz.

A ,5 oz s1

World Treasury of
Children's Classics

S BATHROONITISSUE
BEAN
&
PORK
CANNED HAM
icl-Ft:s 95c p4-KRGOLL43
3-LB.
CAN

i:1
III

UI

!i!

HALF BONELESS

WHOLE BONELESS

III

$4"

Nam

Nam

VOL 4
THIS
WEEK

C

ONLY

3,,..z it9C
eners
Ai
52'
Tea Bags
89 AirFresh
TOMATOES
APPLE SAUCE
KROGER MANDARIN

VLASIC

2 6 02 59E
JAR

Kosher Spears

Oranges

24-CT
P1<G

c

In

5 88c
3tANs

Mushrooms
RI
III
HI

5INC'SZ23
c
`

Heinz

Strained
2 oz.
/
41

8

'
BABY FOOD
REALEMON "RECON STITUTEpS
Lemon Juice
BTL.-

hi
!I!
III

DISH

III
III

III

63c

IZWTiRES2.7.1.771

GOOD THRU TUES., AUG. 21. LIMIT ONE.
SUNSECT TO ATTILIPABILIE T A Bell.
1,1 , 1

Bubble Club Liquid EA
HEINZ POLISH
24 o Z
JAR

Dill Spears
HEINZ

osher Dills

OT

95`.
sir
49!
49`

10
Tat

rtittitEL
3 $1

KROGF

FOR

POLAR PAi

UI
0111

13k.LF STEW, TURKEY
OR SALISBURY STEAK $
2 LB
PK G

TENDER. FRESH YELLOW

CORN
IILK
SIA

!I!
III

JUMBO

Noneydews

EA

NEW CROP'

I

Green Apples

4-LB
BAG

I

I"
III
I.

LARGE
EARS

79`
84'

LIS

LAVOHS

4

59` Topping
L. 39c •1k.; Rolls 3
40107
Dinner Rolls

Cantaloupes

0-0Z

EA

SANDWICH BUN' OR

FRESH

PKGS
OF 8

POLE BEANS

C
39

2-LB 119E
PKG
12-0Z $1
GANS

-

Kroger Topped

JUMBM

CUCUMBERS. RED
RADISHES OR

BELL PEPPERS

4

3

FOR

99c

213.019C
Rolls
99
Crunch Bar
23,
Cream Cheese 2
Cinnamon Rolls 2
PKGS

CHILLY THING

Lemonade

WHITE GRAPES)

39')

SIX

KROGER

THOMPSON SEEDLESS

[LETTUCE

Cobblers

24-CT.
PKG

COUNTRY STYLE

OLE SOUTH

FULLY-BAKED

PKGS

0 SOFT

WHITmE BREAD

3 89C
, OAVE.:_

EXCLUDING

EXTRA TOP
VALUE STAMPS_
WITH THIS COUPON AND
ccir
lls
.
vosia
puRCHASE

RECluND
IN
TO ANY OTHER PU.....
GOOD THII1u TOSS
AUG. 21

nS[M°"
EN•11
LIMIT °NE

"
•.1.11

SAVINGS

18-0Z
JAR

KROGER 8-02. i
KINDS

P

f.

rsistlifibMila3er

KROGER

1 LB
PK G

III
III

r

I
.
,....

WORTH 25( CASH
TOWARD THE PURCHAS2 OF A 6-02. JAR
MAXWELL HOUSE INSTANT COFFEE

59,
79c Peanut Butter
Coffee
59` Dressings 3 Si
Salad Dressing
BANQUET SUPPERS
FUDGE BARS
39
SPOTLIGHT

!I!

Aikrum

II . .•,•,•••••••41..
• •••.. 1.1.1,14
• •••••..

BORDEN

22-0Z

FRESH
DAWN
_.

RI

THE PURCHASE OF ONE CAN

HOUSE & GARDEN INSECTICIDE

GOOD THRU TUES.. AUG. 21. LIMIT ONE
SU•JECT TO APPLICABLE TAXES.

,

Breakfast Drink 2'
BTL

2-0Z
/
21

Mushrooms

III

WHOLE

E D OR

GREEN GIANT SL

II!

TOWARD
KANDU

4CANS

CANS
15 °Z

III

In
,
COPCIEIPPPLI

WORTH 30e CASH

EA

AVONDALE

ORCHARD PRIDE PINK

Fish -StaS

1 ,, I

CANS

GLADE

LIPTON

SERVE & SAVE

.1
4

{„2•
le14,

VALUABLE COUPON

FAMILY SCOTT - 650 SHEET

5

4.1
7

CHOICE OF

SERVE & SAVE

MI

A
,-

21

FOUR
CEREAL BOWLS
$4.49
$1.50 Coupon
S299

Tomato Sauce or CANS

CAMPBELL'S

Eft u4ovstos,,sLu..4s:s

This coupon worth $1.50

Sauce

HUNT'S

SELF

C KOtrE
.
RN

"COMPLETER FE ATURE-OF•THE WEEK-‘061

HALF2
GAL

LB

III

(THRU AUG. 21.)

PURE X

12-CT
PKG

KROGER

3-0Z

PKGS

KROGER

2-0Z 53t1
/
91
PKGS.

Miss Bieck

Hair Spray
Right Guard

DE0150RANT
Buy 1, get 1 MEP
4-oz.

13-0Z
CAN

59ie

... made possible by temporary manufacturer's allowances with the savings
passed on to you. Watch for these
items, marked by special signs in our
stores,
AUTOMATIC

VANISH LIQUID
PUREX

BLEACH
SMUCKER S

APPLE JELLY
SMUCKER S

GRAPE JELLY
AUTOMATIC SOLID

VANISH
S 02 CUP

DIXIE CUP REFILLS
WELCH
GRAPE JAM
WELCH
.GRAPX JELLY

85'
58'
27'
31'
.0. 83'
ix&cT72'
67'
67'
1 2 02

•.•L.

I.00
1 All
1002
Ft

2 LB
AR

2 LB
JAR

JOHNSONS

STEP SAVER

PINT

69'

GLORY SPRAY FOAM

RUG CLEANER
Ew-sy OFF SPRAY OVEN CLEANER

102

.1EASY OFF SPRAT

LEMON OVEN CLEANER •oz
PIONEER
2-Lb
PRO
_BISCUIT MIX

75'
75'
71'
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rish Visitors Find It
'Bigger' Here In Kentucky

Doctor
in the Kitchen'
by Laurence M Hursh, M.D.
Consultant. National Dairy Council

"Everything's bigger,"
commented Rosemary Bourns,
an Irish school teacher asked to
make some comparisons
between her country and
Kentucky.
Miss Bourns accompanied six
of her 17-year-old girl students
to Kentucky on a three-week
tour for "Operation Friendship.
"The group came from County
Down, Ireland, as guests of
Lexington families.
The young lanes said they
wanted to get a suntan because
the continuous warm days they
have experienced in Kentucky
are not available in Ireland. -If
we go home tanned people will
Ma.
automatically know we have
GRADUATES FROM MURRAY STATE—Mrs.Jerry (Patricia t Lassiter received a master of arts been away and it will open the
degree in secondary education. She is the daughter of Mr.and Mr T P Jones of Murray.
door for us to tell them about
our trfp,- explained Miss
Bourns.
"Kentucky is the ideal place
to visit because you can get the
mixture of mountains and
plains," she said. Their KenMost successful
The United States Coast Appointments to the Coast employment.
tucky hosts have given the
top
the
in
rank
Guard Academy has announced Guard Academy are tendered candidates
ladies a week-end at
their high school young
that it is now accepting and solely on the basis of an annual quarter of
Falls State Resort
Cumberland
demonstrate
and
processing applications for nationwide competition with no class
Park and one at Natural Bridge
the
both
in
proficiency
appointment as Cadet, U.S. congressional appointments or
State Resort Park. They have
mathemathical and applied
Coast Guard, Class of 1978. geographical quotas.
also visited Shakertown, Ft.
science fields.
Harrod and the Bluegrass Fair.
Applications for appointment
This much travel in Ireland
To qualify for the comst be submitted to the
be unheard of, she exwould
Director of Admissions, US. petition, an applicant must be
August 10, 1973
unmarried and must have plained:for to travel from the
Coast Guard Academy, prior to
ADULTS..84
December 15, 1973, and can- reached his 17th but not his 22nd girls home in Bangor to Belfast,
NURSERY 4
didates must arrange to par- birthday by July 1, 1974. The (distance of 14 miles), is conNO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS ticipate in the College Entrance minimum educational sidered a journey. "You cannot
DISMISSALS
Examination Board Scholastic requirement is a high school drive on our highways and see
Mrs. Frances Rebecca Pruitt, Aptitude (SAT) test prior to or diploma; however, high school so far straight ahead," she said.
"Our trees don't go to the tops
Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs. Mary Marie Including the December 1, 1973 seniors assured of graduation
Reed, 572 Whitnell, Murray, administration.
by June 30, 1974, are eligible to of the mountains," she comMiss Teresa Gail Ellis, Rt. 2.
The competition for ap- compete provided they have at mented. Always coming back to
_.4,_Loanon. iliobell pointmagit-lia Cadet is based-on . least 1.5 credits by that time. the bikaess, she said, "cars are
terry Hornsy, 411
4441SiSer
the candidate's high school , Applicants must have cum- 'biSkilcAgg
Sweets with every meal are
Murray, Mrs. Sandra Jo rank, his performance on the pleted three units in English,
Joseph, Rt. 2, Benton, William CEEB Scholastic Aptitude Test, and three in mathematics in- also a new experience for the
Lee Pinkston, 1611 Magnolia and his leadership potential as cluding algebra and plane or Irish girls. Syrups on pancakes
'Murray, Mr. Eura Wallace demonstrated by his
par- coordinate geometry or their for breakfast and sweet sauces
Flood, Rt. 8, Murray, Miss ticipation in high school ex- equivalents, and must fulfill the with meats all are new to their
Tami Dee Gamble, Rt. 1. tracurricular
activities, basic physical and moral Irish taste buds. Also peanut
butter, and sandwiches, which
Hardin, Charles Kenny Stub- community affairs of part-time requirements.
blefield, 1611 Sunset, Murray,
Mrs. Kina Ann Stokes, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Iva 0. Garrett,
Rt. 2, Wingo, Albert Sidney
Cunningham, Rt. 6, Murray,
Mrs. Opal Lawrence McMulberry,
Farland, 1107
Murray, Mrs. Flossie Iola
Andrus, Rt. 1, Farmington.

— II
Thus, more and more big firms
will take over the smalls and Dr
Graham feels this is not in the
con•urner interest
Contest Can Vary
Dr Graham also points out the
nutritional content of foods can
vary according to seasonal variations, geography, storage, a nd
other factors which tend to average out in our national food supply (This, he said, is one reason
nutritionists advise variety in
list
menu planning.) Thus the information on labels may be faulty
I Serving size.
2 Servings per container
because of the impossibility to
3 Caloric content.
keep up with all these variables,
4. Protein content.
and thus FDA and the food in5. Carbohydrate content.
dustry would again come under
6. Fat content.
criticism from "militant consum7. Percentage of US. Recom
er activists."
of
Labeling also can be mislead•:I.; mended Daily 'Allowances
minerals.
and
vitamins,
;g protein,
ing, Dr. Graham pointed out. A
Now, glossing over many prob. fabricated product could look bet
terns that face food manufactur- ter on the label when in fact it
would be nutritionally inferior to
•: ers in conforming to the regulaa traditional food
:, bons such as finding enough
Dr. Graham favors broad-scale
space on a food container to list
nutrition education with emphasis
• all those things in type large
on teaching people proper food
4 enough for people to be able to
selection. Simple, descriptive laread), let's consider some of the
beling with "back up information
points made at a recent food
available from sources referenced
writers' conference by the Union the label, with such data being
versity of Missouri's food science
and nutrition expert, Dr. Dee U. considered legally a part of the
label for enforcement purposes"
Graham. who thinks the new lais chat Dr Graham recommends
beling regulations may be "a disaster for the consumer'
Dr. Graham says the new labeling will add to food costs and'I
tend to squeeze out smaller food
▪
11, 1973
firms. Smaller firms will not brae' .August
NURSERY..!
the resources, be said, to get all
the analytical information they ADULTS..76
will need to put on the labels.
No Newborn Admissions
DISMISSALS
W.L. Polly, 1706 Audubon,
Murray, Mrs. Mary Elizabeth
Garwood, Route 6, Murray,
. eatrida .AnWilkerson,
'Thute---, •litiyfield; Mts.
ADULTS *1
'Ldiraffle. Kightlinger,-Lake
NURSERY..1
View Cottages, New Concord,
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Master Jerald B. Rhodes, II,
Baby Boy Nelson (Rosemary, Route 2, South Fulton, Tenn.,
Mother), Route 1, Benton.
Mrs. Kattie Nell Parker, Route
DISMISSALS
5, Murray, Mrs. Mildred
Mrs. Mary Helm Maness, Kathaline Scarbrough, Route 1,
1619 Farmer, Murray, Mrs. Hazel, Mrs. Bobbie Eloise
Donna Ruth Outland, Route 8, Bucy, Route 8 Box 720, Murray,
Box 43, Murray, Eddie Man Mrs. Nancy Carol Maggard arid
Hamlet, Route 5, Benton, Artell Baby Girl, 1919 Catalina Dr.,
Melton Wright, Route 9, Benton, Murray, Mrs. Rebecca Sue
Warren Bernard Steen, 802 Black and Baby Boy, Route 6,
Sharpe, Murray, George G. Murray, Ota Truman Stalls,
Berryman, Cottage Grove, Route 2, Hazel, Mrs. Alberta
Tenn., Mrs. Sue Ann Lax, and Griffith, P.O. Box 332, Murray,
Baby Boy, 420Ioe South 8th Mrs. Bessie Bell West, 1632
Street, Murray, Mrs. Mary Miller, Murray, Herbert
Jeanette Alexander and Baby Jackson Hargis, 711 Riley Ct.,
Julius Caesar eonunanded 11.4
Boy Route 7, Box 159, Benton, Murray, Toy Hill William
the Roman army that invaded
6th
N.
102
Mrs. Octa Geurin,
(expired), 751 Riley Ct., Britain in 55 B.C.
Street, Murray.
Murray.
FC1100
Last week we said we'd report
today the information many food
processors will have to list on
their labels when the new Food
and Drug Administration regulations go into effect in the DOM
year or so. The following standard format and headings have
been established for information
which will be required, that is,
if the product requires nutritional
labeling at alt. Each can, or carton, or container will have to
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Coast Guard Now Taking Applications

I

Hospital Report

Hospital Report

•

Hospital Report

Come to Memphis
this Saturday,
andsee
exciting
it*** 4- ***
4"*.*
'kik*
***. K***

the girls had to admit they did girls have noted the frequency
of American commercials.
not like very well.
As a teacher, Miss Bourns has Ireland gets much of its
taken a great interest in programming from the BBC
British Broadcasting Comcomparing education systems ,
which has no company)
and once more remarked on the
size of Kentucky's schools. mercials, the "other channel
half hour
From 6 to 11 Irish students may interrupt a
attend primary schools, similar program once to insert three
to our elementary schools. To short commercials," they say.
enter the next educational level,
Most Irish families rent their
students must pass qualifying
television sets. "That way, if
tests or their parents must pay something goes wrong you just
for theirection if they intend
call the man up and he's right
to proceed' to "university."
there to fix it or bring another
What is known as "grammar"
set," she said.
school continues to age 16, with
Miss Bourns commented that
nine basic subjects taught to
every student. It is only in the her home in Ireland is much
last two years prior to college older than most American
level work that students are Homes, and immediately asked
given a choice of subjects, and- what we woytld call an old
then only four can be selected. house. She found the state
shrine at Waveland the only old
Although there hasn't been home she had seen in Kenmuch time for TV viewing the tucky.
•

Fast Print Copy Center
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VALENTINE PRINTING)

SERVICES, INC.
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING
ONULE-Y0U-WAIT
PhIllITING AND

1 TO 1,000 COPIES
Camera Ready Copy Duly.
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SALE
STARTS
THUR
9AM

SUPER SALE !..SIIIPEIR SAVINGS!

tilier Sale. . Super SkneA Dui eniii4-siiikk ofiliO% Polyester Double Knits has been drastically
reduced for this special event! Thousands of yards, endless colors and designs, 60" wide and all on
full bolts . priced for savings thatonly Fabrific's 700 store buying power can offer. Crepes, Jacquards, Two Tones, Multi-colored Prints, Ponte de Roma, Twills and more. . . they're all on sale at
Fabrific now!

SALE STARTS THUR 9AM 3 BIG DAYS- THUR.,FRI.,SAT.

DOUBLE

KNIT

- AYS
D

EVERY 60" POLYESTER DOUBLE KNIrtrarrt STORE
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Watergate Reverterations Continue As Hearings Pause

It was during this period that betn sent had the office of sec- though some state officials say the scandal is cutting back its
By RICHARD E. MEYER
selled the President to turn Cambodian bombing deadline
May 15
the
Pentagon sent to Congress retary of defense not been in federal decisions have been staff by 25 per cent A
rewould
AP Newsfeatures Writer
over the presidential tapes, ad- and measures that
mail campaign for contribuby
come
to
harder
false
over.
Camabout
mid-change
information
strict the President's power to
WASHINGTON APi -With vice which Nixon has rejected.
Robert Milbourne. executive tions drew half of what was exbodian bombing raids. One adAn AP check of major states
Senate hearings in recess, govMany congressmen and offi- make war and limit his authorin the Wisconsin state pected says press aide Jackie
assistant
slowdown
aide
says
the
significant
false
no
ministration
shows
approernment officials and politi- cials believe Watergate has ity to impound money
of administration. (1.Connor.
department
aloperations,
not
e
have
might
in
information
federal-stat
cians from the White House brought a slackening of govern- priated by Congress
Some state and local party
said: There's no question in
the
assessing
begun
down have
mental pace. though examples
Anderson concedes that the
our mind that almost every de- officials say however. that Wawear and tear of Watergate on are seldom clear-cut
Frances Drake
legislation might have been apcision from the federal govern- tergate has hurt politicians in
the administration and the
absence of Waterthe
FOR THURSDAY,
in
proved
ment has been delayed or mud- general Says Kansas (;OP
loss
the
long-pending
Officials feel the
The Cape Codder System, Inc. first six months of 1972,
country
AUGUST lb, 1973
gate. -but the effect of Waterdled in some way in the last chairman .lack Ranson: -It
cents
2
to
fuel
about
program
allocation
also
914,000,
cent
per
was
92
a
today
announced
tfter 10 weeks of often conin all of those ...
- -ARIES
few months. Correspondence won't necessarily affect just
the gasoline shortage gate is there
flicting testimony, climaxing in counter
to the feeling increase in revenues for the 6- per share.
contributed
"It
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
that normally would take two Republicans."
"beannounced
partly
The company also
al collision be- has been delayed
that Congress simply couldn't months ended June 30 over the
Robert Beverly. Republican
Stimulating Mars influences a constitution
weeks now takes three or four
in
was
the
preliminary
thee
cause
nobody
in
engaged
is
it
that
for
Net
loss
in
1972.
period
same
Nixon and
go on deferring to the President
leader in the California Assem"
now heighten your ambitions tween President
longer
even
or
weeks
a
other
to
willing
make
Hose
White
several
with
forever on matters foreign and the period also increased negotiations
I suspect the
and energies, but don't overtax Congress over the White House decision."
Across the land. Republicans bly. says.
food service concerns, with a
domestic. In concrete terms it
yourself. Delegate some work to tape recordings, the ultimate
of are worried about what Water- public and particularly the
more
The
ion
or
proposal
administrat
one
acquiring
to
view
Lexington
the
of
Revenues
impact of Watergate remains
on those
is in a
associates.
to remove limits on interest swelled the margin
or their operating assets. gate will do to their party. The California electorate,
elusive.
votes. And, more important, it based seafood restaurant chain them
at the
TAURUS
for
bloodletting
mood
ComNational
Republican
be
for
also
will
deposits
rates
savings
information
But some interim effects are
proponents to and franchisor rose to $150,000 Further
( Apr. 21 to May 21) dkt,
was cited. The plan, announced encouraged the
advance to mittee faced with a potention ballot box. In short. incumbents
talks
the
if
a
released
time
at
this
$443.000
from
up
to push
Tact and diplomacy needed clear
in part be more aggressive,
is
$I million deficit in the wake of beware "
year ago. Three Indianapolis a more concrete stage.
Nt the White House, reorgani- last Friday, designed
on all fronts now. Some
harder
to
for
funds
morthome
assure
units acquired in late 1972
associates will be -edgy," zations and resignations have
gages.
"Unquestionably. Watergate contributed most of the indifficult to please, unwilling to brought drastic changes and
In Congress. says Laird. the did weaken the authority of the crease.
cooperate.
some internal dissension. Foradministration is recovering President "
Net loss for the current sixMelvin
GEMINI
if
Secretary
Defense
mer
from the effects of Watergate.
r2 to June 21)
Two Cabinet departments and month period was $17,000 or
'laird. a newcintitt at the White
Mercury restrictions lift. A House because of Watergate, House Republican Leader Ford several executive agencies about 2 cents per share. In the
favorable report now gives you says: "There's some resent- sees "a minimum" of Water- have suffered, too, because of
• THEY'LL TELL
the "green light" to go ahead ment of my being here." And gate impact upon Congress.
Watergate The resignation of
AUTOMATICALLY
But Anderson, the third-rankwith important plans, decisions. aides say the turmoil has
Atty Gen Richard Kleindienst
BOSTON AP)- Automated
ing House Republican, says
CANCER
began a shuffle that brought teller devices, standing alone or
helped delay some programs.
that Watergate has become "a
( June 22 to July 23)•—
Defense Secretary Elliot L. embedded in budding walls, are
In Congress. Watergate has
As of July 30, 1973
in a basic
A good day for dealing with
the President's watershed event"
Richardson into the Justice Dediminished
ning rapid favor among U.S.
the
White
with
realignment
superiors, with persons in
partment and left the Pentagon blankets, Arthur D. Little Inc.
strength. House, and Senateauthority generally. Any or all
his abili- House.
limit
without a secretary of defense reports.
measures
passed
should be receptive to your
This view is shared by Senate
First introduced in Europe
for several weeks
to impound money and force
ty
:•ideas.
Democratic Leader Mike Mansand Japan several years ago,
him to stop bombing Cambodia
was
being
LEO
Richardson
While
has
field, who says Watergate
the card-activated devices for
after Aug. 15. Watergate, says
7(July 24 to Aug. 23)
restored the balance of power confirmed, says a Justice De- 24-hour banking service first
Illinois,
of
Anderson
.John
Rep
Your innate self-will and
and the exec- partment official in the Drug appeared in this country in
.Republican. between Congress
'bossiness" could be liabilities third-ranking
Enforcement Administration, 1968, Today there are more
kanch.
utive
those
on
now. Many are oversensitive; -swelled the margin
Both point to passage of sev- "there was a gap in decision than 1,000 automated tellers in
Ph. 753-2962
Rt. 3, Hw . 94 East of Murra
ill resent interference of any votes."
We felt at the time U.S. banks, and probably twice
eral bills to demonstrate Water- making
s
department
Cabinet
some
In
kind.
ate impact. They include the that there was a power hiatus." that many more are on order.
and executive agencies, WaterVIRGO
WP
gate resignations have caused a
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
.rt
•
A more or less routine day, hectic shuffle. Twenty-five subunfilled.
unremain
slightly
Cabinet posts
but some
conventional and off-beat ac- or have acting directors. "Evtivities during the evening erybody is, an acting," says one
letreittre:dftpartmesst MHO:
LIBRA
"Some decisions are difficult to
.t'L
•
S
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
make.''
Your Venus continues to
Among Republican party offi•encourage artistic endeavors. A cials across the country, querunique creative job should work ried by The Associated Press,
Boys Short Sleeve
out exceptionally well.
some felt Watergate had hurt
SCORPIO
GOP, more thought they
' the
t
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Me
could divorce the party - on
in
difficulty
had
you've
If
Permanent press for E Z Care
the local level at least - from
launching a pet project because
said that
othert
and
Watergate.
of opposition, you'll get a
all politicians, regardless of
for%
chance to prove a significant
party, had been hurt.
Reg 2.99 each
Reg.
1.99
each
Rayon
50%
noon.
and
after
Polyester
50%
shortly
point
The President's popularity
or hand washable with
machine
SAGITTARIUS
dropped to a low in a Gallup
Boys Long Sleeve
instruction for lasting care sewn
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
poll last month, with 40 per
An
influences.
Stimulating
pant
the
into
dis49
approving and
unexpected happening in the cent
A random sampling
forenoon could lead to an un- approving.
5
$
All Permanent Press, Polyester
by The AP
planned - and profitable - of ordinary citizens
SPECIAL
reof
Cotton Blend. Solids, plaids, and
spectrum
broad
showed a
Pr. for
trip.
cotton flannels. Sizes 8-18.
actions, from people who
CAPRICORN,
Of 82.88 pr.
thought Watergate was ordinaDec. 22 to tn. 20) la
Care needed in matters of ry politics to others who felt
Little Boys
communication. Misin- the President was to blame. A
terpretation of a letter or a number expressed boredom
message could lead to errors or with the whole subject.
misunderstandings.
Supreme Court .Justice Harry
AQUARIUS
A. Blackmun, a Nixon ap-sok.
I Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Boys 100% Texturized Polyester
pointee, struck a somber note
Personal relationships under last week when he declared:
excellent influences. A good day
-The pall of Watergate ... is
with FLARE LEGS
for benefitting through friends upon us The very glue of our
and close associates.
beto
about
colors and patterns
Assorted
seems
ship of state
Flare legs and BIG CUFF. Washable,
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come unstuck. There is a resulMen's, Young Men's
fancy and solid patterns.
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
tant fear of consequent grave
Caution urged in financial damage to the Democratic
Students
Sizes 3-1 249 Pr.
matters. Pay no heed to process of which we have been
Sizes 8-18 in Regular
FULL ZIP FRONT
reckless friends who urge you to so proud and in which we firmand Slim Cut
foolishly.
spend
POPLIN
\
ly believed ... Seemingly, there
Boys
YOU BORN TODAY are a is an environment of diffuse but
vibrant and interesting in- broad taint and corruption in
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in
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that our Jerusalem is
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too,
when
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DRESS SHIRTS. All first quality All
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Wind
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Laird, citing recent successful
compromises with Congress,
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government now has
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Laird didn't go into details,
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Watergate questions. Laird, acSPECIAL
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Cape Codder Has 92 Per Cent Rise

Dr. Joseph L. Burns
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Dottors Richard & Mary
Broeringmeyer

Office Hours:
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FLARE LEG JEANS
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Treasure Chest

Codchaux

SUGAR
5-lb Bag

39;

This
Week
Win

sli

$100"

Limit: 1 with '7.50 additional purchase

Ky.
Last Week's $200.00 Winner: Hilda Orr, Hazel,

excluding tobacco and dairy products.

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Morrell Fully Cooked

Morrell Economy Sliced

Morrell, Reelfoot or Frosty Morn

$1
N
BACO
Whole Hamsib.
eGr
Er k Chops
Bol
ogna
Fish 1-BONE s9; SPARE RIBS
$1 48
STEAK L
79it
Nestea
BABY FOOD 9
Cake Mix
49(p
TUNA
p
Ketchu
014
57.0 z.x
Diners
13-11-0-Sauce 31811 CUCUMBERS
SALAD
AJAX
COFFEE
ING
DRESS
$ 29

HAM

08

Shank Portion

OS;$1
da

ARMOUR FULLY COOKED

$1 08

lb.

Armour ,All-Meat

COUNTRY STYLE PORK

08
08
lb

SLICED HAM I
WIENERS

08
lb.SAUSAC

By-The-Piece

lb.

Fresh Meaty

Fresh
Frozen
Whiting

Armour's Campfire

$

lb.

End Cut SIRLOIN

12-oz. Pkg.

78c

9Se

lb $179

lb

Instant

3-0z. Jar

ROOT BEER /12 G:1-49C

White, Yellow,

Betty Cmcker

Milk Choc.

18-oz.

Chicken of the Sea
Chunk Style

Boxesi

32-0z.

6'7-oz Can

Gold!: Grain

f;

/

Blue Plate

RED
RADISHES
MARGARINE

SUPER SELECT

OC

6-oz.
Pkg

Eachl

39;
Maxwell House

COFFEE
10-.az. Jar

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

Maxwell House

COFFEE
1-1b. bag

4
;

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

Maxwell House

Ajax

WINDOW
CLEANER
39C

COFFEE
•1-1b. can
95c

429:
Expires 8-21-73
Good only at Storey's

(With Coupon Below)

(Won Coupon Below)

15-oz
Expires 8-21-73
Good only at Storey's

99 49;
P

10 oz Jar

1 lb. Bowl

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

King Size

Maxwell House

Miracle

Expires 8-21-73
Good only at Storey's

Expires 5-21-73
Good only at Storey's

CM PON
Limit 1 per family.

Giant Size

PUNCH

1

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

Maxwell House

COFFEE
3Jb. can

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

King Size

AJAX

tic
ExPiros 841-72
Good only at Storey's

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

Maxwell House

COFFEE
6-oz jar
99C

Eicnes•141-73
Good only at St.re's

Expires 8-21-73
Good only at StoreY's

Expires 8-21-73
Good iiniy" at.Storifs

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

No. SL-20
Duncan Hines

CAKE MIX
18-oz.
box

3/$109

Expires 8-21-73
tiood only at Storey's

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

Maxwell House

COFFEE
2-lb
can

$179
Expires 8-21-73
Good only at Storey's

••••

IP

,
on

DR. WEST
TOOTHBRUSH

59c Elsewhere

YOUTH

t

V

o.

ielpitasgot

LEE BEGLEY'S FILL ALL YOUR
PRESCRIPTION NEEDS.

skill, integrity and knowledge.

like the warm, friondly service backed by professional

They're interested in you and your good health. You'll

Begley's registered professional pharmacists have
been filling prescriptions for more than fifty years.

will save money at Begley's

any obligation on you r part. We think you'll find that you

Bring your next prescription to us and let us prove it.
We'll give you our price to fill the prescription without

99c
Elsewhere

Unscented

Hard To Hold

Normal

Extra Hold

Si 50 Elsewhere

I
.

13 oz.

51.25 Elsewhere

Hold Power

1'. oz

REVLON HAIR SET LOTION 8oz

Regular

REVLON HAIR SPRAY with

51 75 Elsewhere

REVLON HI & DRI ROLL—ON

51 59 Elsewhere

REVLON HI & DRI DEODORANT
lot

99,
69(
99(

21

35c Elsewhere

5 oz

ZIPPO
LIGHTER
FLUID

57'

4 oz.
1
6/

REVLON SALE

37'

Adult, Hard, Medium and Soft
69c Elsewhere

BEGLEY'S IS STAMPING CU.
HIGH PRICES ON PRESCRIPTIONS

69

S 1 17 Elsewhere

BAYER
ASPIRIN
loo's

8
14
$

52.47 Elsewhere

51 13 Elsewhere

7 01

Free Reusable
Decanter

31 oz

FOAMY

TOOTHPASTE
Regular

GILLETTE

PEPSODENT

LAVORIS
MOUTHWASH

1

et'

g
..a.a.mmattatotO•1011m1111111•111111.

Ii

REGISTER FOR Li

Elsewhere

99c

4!'

Quantity Rights Reserved

C

Fits 3 Ring and.

'pro

4•:`4b16,

rer.—

Elsewhere

5300

Legal Pad and 3 Folders

STORE

Ceutral Cuter Shoppilg Cuter Murray, Wacky

DRUG

ALADDIN

_1=

88

277
While Quantities Last

Elsewhere$

S3.49

With Matching Thermos

Metal Lunch Box

SCHOOL LUNCH KIT

SI 49 Elsewhere

5 Ring Notebooks

500 Count

NOTLBOOK PAPER

$933

$11.99 Elsewhere

THE ORGANIZER

Ian

'Lodger &

Sharpens most all pencils I quickly with little waste.

Perfect tor every students desk top.

Prices Good Thru Saturday, September 11, 1973

Jr

Supplement

ELECTRIC PENCIL SHARPENER

vecfr#9 E

$166

I' A-1 Condition

Keeps Books and Papers

SHOP
AND SAVE
AT

Elsewhere

$2.29

14"

WET—LOOK
SCHOOL BAG

SEC pate 7 for details

FREI! BICYCLES

67(

8 PENS

Student Bargain Pack

BIC PENS

Irk Elsewhere

NCELS
••; ift Ps,ck

BACK TO SCH.)

STAMPING OUT HIGH PRICES FOR

•

CAPSULES

ject_ra//
VITAMIN

se« Datc 7 for Wails

FREE BICYCLES

REGISTER FOR 4

SI 60 Value

250 mg 100s

$3.50 Value

100's

fR2242g/

COMPLEX
CAPSULES

13

FORTIFIED

$360 Value

VITAMIN

REXALL

S5.19

100's

$5.56

200 I.U. 100's

$6.50/ Value

.ioo 1.u.

$6.95 Value

DRUG

REXALL VITAMIN E CAPSULES
1,000 I.U. SCI's

TABLETS
—

VITAMIN C

rail

$2 15 Value

100 mg 2505

REXALL
CHEWABLE
VITAMIN C
TABLETS

STORE

$1.10

Value

25,000 Units

100's

NATURAL
VITAMIN A

REXALL

$3.95 Value

With Minerals

value

"

500 mg. 100's
$4.00 Value

VITAMIN C
TABLETS

$2.79

300 mg. $00's
$3.50 Value

$1.77

$2.40

250 mg. 100's

VITAMIN CITABLET

REXALL ROSE HIPS

$4.98

YOU SAVE

TOTAL VALUE $13.67

FOR ONLY

SUPER PLENAMINS

$3.19 Value

With Iron 100's

Plain 100's 12.73 Value

CHILDREN'S
MULTIPLE
VITAMINS

pcxan:
Ravin

MULTI-VITAMINS

GERIATRIC

REXALL

Rekall Minuteman

*wit v-Nrv
vrmr.n"

Tyv

AIIIIP'4111111."

fro a Girl)

Are Not Eligible

PAPERMATE
SUPERSTICK GLUE

SHOP
AND SAVE
AT

25c Elsewhere

CIVAA

I

I

59c Elsewhere

LETTER SIZE
CLIP BOARD

$5.59 Elsewhere

17-x11"x1"
Sturdy Vinyl Case

ATTACHE CASE

$1.29 Elsewhere

$
117
LABELMAKER TAPE

$2.99 Elsewhere

Papers
Easily

Books And

Identify All

LABELMAK ER

7 7

CLASSIC COMIC
BOOKS

39c Elsewhere

Ruled or Plain

3"55"

INDEX CARDS

INDEX CARDS

7 71 7 7jr icA fijf 7
"

59c Elsewhere

JAR

THERMO

99c Elsewhere

6 or

SNACK

da, ALADDIN
O

Si 00 Elsewhere

DICTIONARY

PAPERBACK

WEBSTER'S

2k Elsewhere

TAPE

CELLO

SCOTCH

DYMO

I

120 BICYCLES WILL BE GIVEN AWAY IN BEGLEY'S STORES THROUGHOUT KENTUCKY

Begley's Empolyees and Their Immediate Famil

You do not have to be present lo win.
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

Drawing Saturday September 1 .6 P.M.'

1 26" Girls
1 26" BOYS

1 20" Girls
1 20 BOYS

Ages 12 & Under

Aectl

rwit--•"Ply"""V.4

REGISTER FOR 4 FREE BICYCLES
IN EACH BEGLEY'S DRUG STORE

Nfir • yr v.v..'

/NW 411111/

vir

7

ainQi
Dalf—
ilker. hear we"'Muir

I

Datkru2,
ttilemitZooK

\I

114"twa.

wears°

DatOsdirto,

--'

69( Elsewhere

TABLET

DATE LINE
ERASABLE
BOND
TYPING

38'

49c Elsewhere

imrbe• pa

,
P.P.
c
c ar tree paper

a•reoe

c •reoe P•
c •rbes p•per
c •rtoo• pa per

c.rbe P.M.

Count

29c Elsewhere

11

PAPER

CARBON

57(

89c Elsewhere

200 Count

PEN TABLET

99C

$1.32 Elsewhere

Favorite Stars

All. Your

With

Theme Book

PAPER

Ruled or Plain

s.

SUPERSTAR
ASSORTMENT

17'

BALL POINT

x 0

49c Elsewhere

PAD

LEGAL

33'

TYPING

8

49c Elsewhere

55 Count

SECURITY ENVELOPES

DATE LINE

38'

49c Elsewhere

TABLET

TYPING

DATE LINE

38

49c Elsewhere

52 Sheets

BOOK

THEME

DATE LINE

27'

39c Elsewhere

BOOK

STENO

DATE LINE

CREST

$1142.

Binder $1.89 Elsewhere

SI 29 Elsewhere

.

107

STAPLER

25

REGAL

13'

PENS

BALLPOINT

WRITE BROS.

PAPERMATE

$2.79 Elsewhere

SET

PEN & PENCIL

19c Elsewhere

29c Elsewhere 22C

29c Elsewhere 22c
4X6 Memo Books

3x5 Memo Books

22c

Porffolios 29c Elsewhere

67C

Theme Book
89c Elsewhere

THE EARTH

FRIENDS OF

$2.00 Elsewhere

And Three Folders

LEGAL PAD

THE SYSTEM

0

•

•

(saiteti'4)
MULTIPLE
VITAMINS
pA46 INON

•%_ I

TABLETS

87c

S2t9 Elsewhere

Prom Begley:s

*IthVitamins

58

250s
$2.49 Elsewhere

83c

$1 29 Elsewhere

100's

With Vitamin D

DICALCIUM
PHOSPHATE

-

f

The Right Way

tart School

250's

WITH IRON

VITAMINS

MULTIPLE

5°0, mg
$1.99 Elsewhere

$1.47 Elsewhere

250 mg

100's

VITAMIN C

DIETARY 91PPLEA4ENY

I C,

•••••• 01.0.400.

$2.79 ElseiNhere

36510

VITAMINS

4221,
MULTIPLE

7- 7 if

$167

Ar ir

1.001•••••111011.11•11
,••••••

Ar

Lui

jl r

19c Elsewhere

Choice of Design

Age

13'

2 Pocket Folders For Papers

a
edaaaaa.ea

I ttlE
SCRIBBLE S

35c Elsewhere

'".
•

Perfect For Every Student

Is
Zi

gb

4

WITH TRAY

LOCKER

$479

6.I9 Elsewhere

SET

CHESS

TOURNAMENT

82

$1.09 Elsewhere

DOG

AUTOGRAPH

SNOOPY

57'

$1.00 Elsewhere

I 0Z.

GLUE

ELMERS

19c Elsewhere

SHARPENER

CRAYON

AND

PENCIL

4

$988

$12 99 Elsewhere

31's 16"x 12" Assorted Colors

keep Out Of Season Clothes Packed And Neatly stonNI.

83'

$1.39 Elsewhere

NOTEBOOK

THEME

4 SUBJECT

29c Elsewhere

BOX

CIGAR

SCHOOL

79c Elsewhere

Perfect For Pre Schoolers

TABLET

SCRIBBLE

JUMBO

23,

LEARNING TO LETTER OR
LEARNING TO WRITE
TABLET

I
1 Mli e1 ,
://0111:11
refr41211,Sce tit:01:Vetini

y

$188

FASHION PORTFOLIO

52 59 Elsewhere

and Athletic Equipment.

Vinyl Bag, Holds Shoes

16"

BAG

GYM

re

3144

4.1414.

.,

g4 5' K. 412

#it

,
Mdigic Carpet
o.

79c Elsewhere

And Pens Easily

I

w

••

ftods•Pericils

- r•fs.,

AMP

1 4111111/
1 a111,4111111,
40011,

4111111.41111111/AEIAIM/ANEW AMP ANEW/NW/IOW AIN/4111111/41

1111IANWAYAIIPIP

241 1e

114!)

29c Elsewhere

-

I

I

_

1-1,1v."4

$I 29 Elsewhere

BIKE LOCK

_xeuviv. se?

77

sg

$3.89 Elsewhere

17" Good Sturdy Lamp

LAMP

ACCENT

83

Easy To Assemble. No Nails.
$12.49 Elsewhere

THREE SHELF
BOOK STAND

12 79 Elsewhere

CERAMIC 4 CUP
BREWER

e-gS9 91-4 eq.e

COLORING BOOK

27'

39c Elsewhere

WALT DISNEY
PENCIL TABLET

4"

MARBLES

BOXED STATIONERY

ASSORTED

-C4- 410

13 /9 Elsewhere

VINYL
TRAVEL KIT

04. 7.2tt

59c Elsewhere

12"410"x P "

DRAWER
ORGANIZER

P5-

•
•••••,jr

I

•

n 2Ek1.21

7
7
$2

Red, Yellow, 1311444, White

66c

19c Elsewhere

- 11g111_

44

771

$10.99 Elsewhere

iUmbrelle,and
Vinyl Carrying,Bag

TICK—TAC—TOTE

66c

89c Elsewhere

RAINCOAT

GIRLS OR
BOYS
VINYL

97

$1.29 Elsewhere

No Glue No Nails

BOOK
RA eOK
y Assembl
DESK
sO
E!PI

fd IIE

16.

FREE BICYCLES
sec page 7 for details

REGISTER FOR 4

,aun Ain_ I

27'ir—gre

3k Eleewhefe

411's

CRAYOLA
CRAYONS

777

$13.99 Elbewhere

Comes In 4 Colors

Twists Open To Sit On Desk Top

$
Decoribtor Colas•
SIN Elsewhere

Comes In 3

DESK
LAMP

1111E,. R811512.!

277
x

$3.89 Elsewhere

LAMP

MODERN

$1288

$21.95 Miewhere

Black Metal. Chair With Padded Seat

Sturdy Metal Desk With Two Side Shelves And One Center Shelf

$59

$10.95 Elsewhere

WESTCLOX
ALARM CLOCK

Valera II

TOOT-A-LOOP RADIO

Panasonic

95
5
$

$10.95 Elsewherft

WESTCLO*
ALARM CLOCK

La Saints

STUDENT DESK WITH CHAIR

$2.99 -Flseviikere

With Removable Lid.

Waste Basket

PAILS

PEOPLE

um 1

S
'
Y
E
L
G
E
B
T
A
S
G
N
R
I
E
V
G
A
G
S
I
B
H
T
I
START SCHOOL W
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J

